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ABSTRACT

The thesis wirl be an investigation of the history of
the short story in New zealand, attempting to shift
the focus ahray from a (inplicitty hierarchicar)
sequence of writers who specialised in short stories
to a consideration of the ascendancy of type in short
fiction at certain tines (for exampre the donination
of nineteenth century short fiction by orar narratives
and romance); the preoccupations of groups of vriters
who share a colrective identity (especiarly l,laori and
women); and the recurrence of some kinds of narratives
(for example Pakeha writers writing about the ltaori).
I propose to explore both the construction of
treality, and tNew Zealandr in the short story,
demonstrating how race, gender, and sometines
crass/wearth figure in that construction, and
generally suggest that the short storyrs dominance in
New zearand's fiction nakes it both a significant
nedium for culturar identity, and a context for a
postcoloniar discourse characterized by recurring
questions about origin and subjectivity.
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INTRODUCTION

The output of short story colrections and anthorogies in New
zealand over the rast ten years seems to confirm a recent
claim that New zealanders have a rlongstanding preference for
the short story'. Mark witlians clains the eminence of the
short st'ory is due both to the rcontinued force of the
sargeson traditiont and to the rsmarlness and homogeneity, of
the reading public'. Many conmentators over the years have
drawn attention to the ascendancy of the short story over the
novel as a preferred form in New zealand literary history,
identifying it, as wirlians inplicitly does, with a favoured
(rightlforcefur) version of reality, a version which has
become a rtradition' (the sargeson tradition) associated with
cultural identity, nationalisrn, and somehow reflecting its
(snarI, homogeneous) readership. Louis Johnson, reviewing on
Middleton's colrection The stone and other stories in 1959,
referred to

this difficult mediurn nevertheless
Katherine Mansfieldrs time, has become
nethod of expressionr'.

one which, since
almost a national

rn L977 Elizabeth caffin, reviewing Noer Hilriardrs send
somebody Nice offered a definition of rThe New zealand short
story' which refines Johnson's ,national rnethod of expression,
to a characteristic (signifying) text: rThe l{ew zearand short
story has by nohr acquired sornething of a characteristic
fravourr wf,y, raconic, unpretentious: brief irluminations of
ordinary livesr.. Caffin's loaded adjectives
( runpretentious', rordinary, ) point to a way in which rthe New
zealand story' has come to stand for or figure a favoured
self-representation in New zearand literaturei a wry, laconic
and unpretentious peopre speaking themselves in their chosen
form. The short story thus becomes the site of reflexivity,
of postcolonial affective self recognition and of curtural
difference settling into patterns of replication and nrirnicry
that betray an anxiety about (un)rearity. rn other words it
night be the acceptance of the short story as a naturar nredium
for the representation of (natural) rNew zealandness, that



marks it out, suggesting it is both an attenpt to map a

distinctive territory, self-generatj.ng and originating, and a
replication of a 'reality' inevitably located elsewhere,
drawing attention to the inauthenticity of New Zealand as a

cultural centre, and therefore appropriately inscribed in
,

unpretentiou:,*fnd brevity .

Bill Pearson observed in L952: rof course hre are a cultural
colony of Europe and always will be: the irnportation of our
culture has always neant an accompanying unreality'n. If, as

Foucault clains, culture is a field of struggle', the choice
of so many New Zealand writers to adopt the short story as a

prinary narrative form can argue both a resistance to the
culture of the centre characterized by the doninance of the
novel, and an (almost li.teral) inscription of narginality:
short texts, mostly representationalist, engaged in
'establishing a rninetic adequacy'", and written for a local
periodical press which was often a discontinuous and fragile
pubtishing forum with many journals and magazines surviving
only for a short tinel addressed an explicitly local
readership. Prior to the 1950s most New Zealand novelists
still published in Britain and for some time afterwards najor
novelists (Gee, Frame) published outside New Zealand. A
rlongstanding preference' for the short story is perhaps
something of a cultural choice, a resistance to the more usual
practice of writing (novels) Hone for a British readership.
For a number of writers, but particularly Sargeson and the
writers who succeeded him, the short.story is where New

Zealanders have placed themselvesi away from Europe but within
European hegenonic cultural discourse. Clare Hanson,
cornmenting on Frank O'Connor,s remark that the short story
flourishes best in an inconpletely developed culture, has

suggested it rseems to be the mode preferred by those hrriters
who are not writing from within a fixed and stable cultural
franework". Hanson's conment suggests that short fiction is
a genre peculiarly ruarked and characterized by cultural
preference, that it is not an innocent or neutral textual
choice, but that its very brevity speaks for the absence of
other, larger certainties, encoding the problematic context of
colonial and postcolonial literatures. If 'aII post-colonial



societies realize their identity in difference rather than in
essencer" it is a difference which has as its precondition
difference from (as Edward said has shown in his discussion of
how the occident and the orient both support and reflect each
other)' and can be figured textually as novel/short story as
werl as centre/rnargin, sel-f/other, home/exile, maLe/female.
so if difference from Britain is articulated in a hunger, (as
the literary magazine phoenix said in Lg3zl, for words that
give us a rhome in thoughtr, the characteristic fictionar text
of these words in New zealand has been the short story, in
which the problenatic questions of postcoloniarisnl
separation, race, curture and identity, which pressurize and
shape an emerging nationar literature are articulated in a
genre which does not inply resorution and has come to stand
for a language of prace ( rnational method of expression, ) and
character (.wry, laconic, ).

rn writing the history of the short story in New zearand r
have attenpted to highlight the problems of identity,
authenticity and origin that preoccupy nuch short fiction and
identify it as belonging, in Simon During's phrase, to the
postcolonial, a rclassificatory, self-representing,
problematizing c€rtegoryr 1o. rn order to do this r have
focussed on the short story in literary history either as an
ascendancy of type (colonial romance, for exampler or the
postnodern story) or as texts written by a group of writers
whose corrective identity enact difference (Maori, rromen,
inmigrant writers), or a preoccupying narrative (pakeha
writers writing the Maori).

Because the history of the short story has tended to be the
history of writers who speciarize in the genre and are
therefore seen as reactive upon each other, what is often
ignored is the great burk of short fiction published in
magazines, newspapers and journars which provides a local
context for individual writers, particurarry as they begin
their careers. But unress short fictions are collected or
anthorogized, they remain rerativery unread and unremembered,
and the history of the genre becomes the history of writers
who distinguished themserves from the wider context, which can



obscure the rerationship, for example, between the work of
Katherine Mansfield and coronial short fiction in rocar
nagazines, and inevitabry privireges author over genre/text.
Most of the comentary on the short story in New zealand has
focussed on the identification of najor rrriters and the fact
that most of the rmajor' prose writers have chosen to work in
the short story, rather than something else, has not received
nuch direct critical attention. anL.'r;ologists have
traditionally been concerned to construct or at least suggest,
a canon, with the principal critical project being an
evaluative, historicar and sociological attenpt to measure the
production of rreality', which is, as Honi Bhabha arglues,
characteristic of the nay in which, in discourses of
universalist and nationalist criticism, evaluation becomes the
means by which rreality, is affirned:

rThe rimage, must be
roriginal, in order
representativeness, the
not seen as productive
or expressivertt.

measured against the ressential, or
to establish its degree of

correctness of the inage. The text is
of neaning but essentially reflective

sometimes the reality reflected by the text(s) affirms a
distinctive curturalr/af f ective identity r €ls in Davin, s
introduction to New zearand short stories first series, when
he discerns ra warmth and hunanity which is ress
characteri3tic of order and colder curturesr; sometimes it nay
rely on an insistent description of locality (rlocal colourr)
as in the Lgth century colonial short story, but in evaluative
discussions it is the writers who are considered to have best
transnitted an essentiar or original reality who become the
means by which New zearand Literature is constructed. rn the
discussion which forrows, r have resisted an evaluative and
canonicar view of short story writers in favour of an
exproratory and narrativized discussion of the changing
preoccupations of short story texts, and in particurar the way
in which the preoccupations reveared by story types, some
groups of writers and some narratives construct and
reconstruct rNew zealand, moving from anxieties about origin
and identity typical of coronial short fiction to the playful



deconstruction of identity and subjectivity of the postnoderrr
story- rt is not as an affirmation of an essential reatity as
has been clained for the work of Frank sargeson, that the
short story takes its prace in New zealand literature, but as
the volatile nediun in which rNehr zearand, is signified, the
product of nurtiple differences reinscribed as rhome': the
Story of the story.
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coroniar short fiction begins in New Zealand as the occasionarpublication of srna1l groups and riterary societies whoseeffort is directed rargely at docurnenting and recording thelocal environnent. Literary Foundrings, a collection of verse
and prose edited by canon George cotterelr (christchurch rg64)in aid of the christchurch orphan Asyrun, ray suggest in itstitle a netaphor of separation from the rrrlother, country, butis nostly addressed to an audience of known tastes andinterests. ft contains accounts of travel ( rA Day at the HotLakes'), and hurnorous anecdotes of coloniar rife (.A Fewspecirnens of colonial Groans, ) which mostly represent theadventurous colonist as someone who is doing credit to hisBritish origins, without rosing touch with then; many of thecontributions assert a cultural context ( rFive Sonnets,Written in 1853-54, , rLife Touches frorn Shakespearer, rNote onrrThe Tempestrf , Act iii, scene r' ) as welr as suggesting aclear sense of the sub-genres of colonial fiction (.A Real

Ghost Story', rA Sketcht, rThe Good Old Daysr, rReminiscences
of L857'). There is one story however that begins to suggest
a larger preoccupation of nineteenth century col0nlar fiction.rA Tale r Heard in the Bush, is framed, like many coroniarstories, as an orar narrative, authentic word of mouth. rt isa tale of ronance and money told by two men traverling throughthe Austrarian bush, who have the folrowing conversation about
one of the characters:

rIs he a gentleman?'
rYes and no. He is as good as many a gentlenan ina drawing-roomi but he i= ;"4-9;[i"rnaf,-""""gh-'c".the bush.,
rYourre right there, it_rs only when the polish isoff you can see the real fib;J., -itotterell 

, 23)

The distinction made between gentremanry qualities necessaryto a drawing room and those for the bush becomes in subseguentfiction part of a larger distinction between colonial culture
l_



and the culture of origin; appearances can be curtivated, itis onry when the rporish is off'that people identify
themselves as showing rreal fi-brer. rnportantry, the marl< ofdistinction that separates the colonial from the civilizedworld he has left is his lack of rpolish,; he renains agentleman and thus affirrns his British origins, but rreaU
gentlemanly qualities are more crearly recognised out of the
drawing roon.

rr have-arways observed that you may compretely terr thewhore character of the mastei of a station in the backcountry by a singre grance at the state of affairs roundthe house. rt il a[ very *Lri-l' orainiry-iir", wherea man's character is ov6r-raid by arr tie morat andsocial crothes of civilisiti"", aria where he may be asroven hinself, and yet have things pretty tidy abouthin; but not so in thl uusn.; lctttererr, 2zl
ultimately the distinction between rporish' and rfibrer,rcivilisation' and rbushr, is between varues and manners, andit becoures clear that the discourse of colonialism representsitself repeatedly in short fiction in distinctions which bothquestion European sociar identity and reaffirm its underryingnoral varue- rn order to register as coronial some form ofseparation must take prace which is usualry characterised associar form' or manners, whire at the same tine European moraland curtural hegenony is asserted. short fiction thustypically reveals the ambiguities and anxieties inherent inthe colonial condition.

coronial stories begin as tales and yarns which represent
experience as oralry authenticated and basically documentary
even if realisn is heightened or exaggerated for conic ordranatic effect- A typical example is the work of LadyBarker. (L8go) contains adescription of christrnas Day in New zealand on her station in
North Canterbury, which frames a story told by rold Bob,, ashepherd, about a working christmas Day in the high country inthe lold days' of the corony. Arthough the point of Bobrs
narrative is comic, in the context of Lady Barkerrs recording
presence (the story is addressed to her throughout rWell,
ma tam' , d'd is an episode in her ohrn comic and



autobiographical account of a christrnas spent in New zearand)it takes on the character of archive; life as it is rivedrather than literary experience:
rhere Bob paused urrg . to-ok a pull at his pipe,resting his hands on his rnees Jna gazing straightbefore hirn with regretfur. eyes, as trie r"tiorv or ni=wrongs rose freshly to his-rnind., (Barker , -2BO)

Representing Bob's narrative as rfact, suggests a distinctive
characteristic of coronial short fiction, which is acombination of rreal, tale-telling and fiction (whichexplicitly signalled itserf as story, and perhaps most
commonly as romance). Tale-tel1ing typically adopts an oralframe. Lady Barker makes a point of stressing Bobrs use of
language; indeed she suggests a relative rack of use in therelish with which he enploys it:

rBob's story took a long tine in the terting, for hetold it very deliberateiy, and enjoyea a long word,or any _pet expression, such as n1s rir":u"d"v, sointensery- tha€ he repeated it over and over again,rolring the words in-his nouth ., -ir tt"v ,"rE'gooato taste., (Barker, 3O2)

Bob's enjoyment of langruage and his pleasure in tale-telling
act to affirn the authenticity of his narrative, establishing
an idiolect which typifies hirn (the back-country character) at
the same time as his story is enjoyed by an utterly dissinirar
audience, represented by Lady Barker herself. Her presence,
which constantly has attention drawn to it as Bob addressesher, suggests a cultural frame within which the shepherdrs
story is placed, understood, verified, and affirned as atypifying tare on (containable) difference. This stress onoral narrative as a kind of testinony to coronial experience
and a hray of emphasizing curtural gaps or distinctions is
wi-despread in coronial short fiction and there are many moreor less conventional versions of it. Another exampre is the
kind of story found in Henry Laphan's we Four and the stories
lile Told (Dunedin 1880).



Laphan, who with his sister urs Nugent wood had pubrished anearlier collection in L875, published inthe Australian Journal and in rocar newspapers, and wrotestories firnry located in a mare environment and in mareexperience. rn the rater collection, the yarns are tord by
four men holed up in a pub.

rWe Four were Jack Conliffe, Harry Clare, ArchieBlack, and I. We were seated'in a iiotliparlour ona winter night., (Laphara, 5)
Laphamrs story-telling environrnent
mateship; his f ictions are l_ess
behaviour of men in those places
nature of women.

is an early version of
about places than the

and the incomprehensible

rrt's strange the way hromen have; they cry when they aresorry, and. tl"y cry hrorse when they are grad. r canrtrnake it out, but thLn therers a dear to understand abouta hroman. rr (Lapharn, 1g)

Laphan's stories employ faniliar colonial rnotifs such as thelost child ( rFrightened by a Baby, ) , trou-bre on the gordfierds
and confrict between a good man and a bad man over a vroman.
His documentary inpurse, rike that of many wri-ters of short
fiction, is accommodated by a romance structure in tares ofthe gordfierds, where he is able to conbine nostargic
recollection of the predoninantry mare conrmunities of gold
diggers with the opportunity for oppositional romance
suggested by the absence of women on the field, whire the useof oral narrative places the whore yarn within rauthentic,
experience.

rwhen r first saw it there must have been crose on2,000 men working about, and the whole top of th;hilr was covered with houses just 
"=- "ro=" as theycourd stick, most of then of cinvas and roofed withzinc, and nearly every second house was a rshanty,or a store .Everybody hras ruaking money andgyerVpgaV spent it ....ant those ,"i" rare otdtines!' (Lapham, 2I)

4



Lily, the barmaid at the crown Hoter in switzers, is arregular plum' sought after by arr the diggers, and inevitabry
becomes the contested prize between an upright sergeant and
the narrator's mate Jin. Although the sergeant is crearly thebetter man, he meets with a fatar accident and Liry becomes
Mrs Jiur Snith, dD event which draws a worJ.dry response fromthe narrator, whose remarks about Liry accuratery define
fenale choice as being governed by financiar and practicar
considerations as much as rove, but arso points to the moregeneral function of wornen in romance narratives, which is tosignify the meaning of choices (motive, behaviour orobjective) made by men. Generatly fenare characters in
romances suggest tbe transactive powers of men, and the kindsof moral and curturar contexts in which they might beunderstood. when Liry becomes Mrs Jin snith, she effectivery
whitewashes any dubious moral behaviour of Jimrs that rnight
have preceded her acguisition, as r*erl as proving her oh,n(fenale) fluid adaptability to men.

lrT]l"v came back together, and. Lily was Mrs Jirnsnith' r hrasn't much surprised. A wornan can hreepalways for a first love when the second is younfr,good looking, and welr-to-do. she is a q""d iittr"hronan, and nakes Jim snith just as lovini ",ii" "=if she had never heard of srlch-.-p"r=on as sergeantl,lichael Brennan., (Lapham , 3T)

rA Member of the Force' is the rongest story in we Four, andlike the corlection as a whore, picks up a good many of the
dominant conventions of coroniar short fiction which become
more evi-dent as the vorume of materiar increases towards the
end of the nineteenth century: rost children, specificarry
local settings (gordfields, the bush), triangurated romantic
narratives, and adding an erement of the unknown in
conventional form, the ghost story.

fn a prefatory note to
stories are on rthe
classif icati-on which

We Four Laphan explains that these four
subject of frights in general', a
suggests the use of conventions



associated with ghost stories and stories of the unknown.
conventionar ghost stories are conmon in coronial short
fiction and act as a frame for coronial discourse. curtural
separation and instability and its consequences can be
suggested very easily in a narrative specificalry engaged with
experience that is out of the ordinary, exotic, inexplicable,
and takes prace in the overtry unfaniliar landscapes of theEnpire. ends explicitly onthe question of rfrights, with a ghost story. This story is
said to derive from rthe pater, for whom story terling is arspecial accornplishment' and whose art is said to encompass an
exotic worrd of experience, .his reminiscences sounding rike
pages from rThe Arabian Nights'.' (Laphan , 39) The story is
about sleeping with a corpse, which so effectively rfrights,
the drinkers they go home, closing the narrative. stories of
nystery and adventure tord by nen to each other form a centrar
complex in coloniar fiction right through to Heart ofDarkness- Ghost stories, often framed as oral narrative,
represent experience of otherness in its most unequivocarryrwritten' form: the paterrs reniniscences sound rike .pages
from rThe Arabian Nighlsr r. By presenting the arien as botha fictional reading of the unknown and as tares that areorarly t'ransnitted and thus accounts of experience, ghost
stories suggest the containment of the unfaniliar within a
deeply faniliar cultural context; in Laphamrs case the pub.
The preserce of the narrator, who is often in his club or,
like sherrock Hormes, his professional rooms, contextualises
the story he is about to terl, so it is read as fiction,distant, regenddry, and unrike the curturar context in which
it occurs. Both terler and his audience are fascinated by but
apart from the tale, which is thus distinctively characterized
as rother', or, to use Homi Bhaba's terms, phobia and fetish,
object of fear and attraction, what is excruded from, y€t arso
romanticized and fictionatized by, the narrative frame with
its cultural affirmations.'



Ghost and nrystery stories are a regurar part of the fiction
published in annuals and magazines from the lggos. The
usefulness of the ghost story is crear in a riterature using
conventional forms of oral tale-telling to describe unfaniliar
places and a wide range of experience, from dairy work to
fascinating adventure. Like other coroniar narratives, ghost
stories are about types of knowledge, but in the ghost story,
the difference between knowledges is more sharpry rnarked than
the rnore usual distinction, based on environrnent and norar and
sociar experience, between varues and nanners. rn ghost
stories the boundaries are both clearer, and more dangrerous.
whereas a man without rfibrer may sinply turn out to be a cad
(and often does in romances) someone who transgresses the
boundary of otherness enters far more dangerous territory, andin the narrative strategies they conventionarly ernproy, grhost
stories suggest the significance of these oppositions. The
colonising narrator, speaking from an environment suggestive
of conventionar social structures, (the club, the pub) and
often srooking a pipe, is a thinker associated with enpirical
knowledge and rationarity. The story he terrs, which is,significantly, often about Maori in the 1890s and J-9o0s,
defines itself in opposition to this context: social
conventi-ons and structures are violated, events are irrational
and inexpricabre, and governing inpulses are emotionar not
ratiocinative. sometimes these oppositions, as is perhaps
more generally the case in Victorian (British) ghost stories,
work to assert the inevitability of retributive justice in
another dimension, Heaven affirrning the moral boundaries and
the sociar conventions based on them, in the ordinary world.
A story published in the second New zealand rllustrated Annua1
(1881) is typical of the nany ghost stories published which
sirnpry transfer British models with little or no nodification,
to colonial environments; New Zealand is, after all, therBri'tain of the southr.' rThe skereton Hand, by M. Mosery,
editor of the rllustrated Annual describes a young man who is
married and arso sexually invorved with his wifers sister.
After her death the wife returns to assure her husband there



ls a world of retribution waiting, and to carl hin torepentance-' stories rike this serve, ,.S does Dickens, Achristnas caror, to reassert the connection between
convention, morarity, and spirituar truth; transgressing moralor conventional boundaries will have larger consequences, in
New Zealand just as much as in Britain, which nakes, for thecolonial reader and writer, the very irnportant point thatphysical re-rocation does not mean relinguishing the morar. andspirituar assertions on which social conventions and curturalidentity rest. However much the rpolish, is eroded, therfibre' remains. sornetines ghost and nystery stories affirrnthe norm of moral and social behaviour by setting it againstevents, situations or behaviour which are explicitly praced
outside the reassuring territory of British varuefand systems,
and which can be breached and overcome by British gualities of
courage and conviction. rn rThe Hystery of Brack Grangre, someyoung men rescue an English woman who is kept imprisoned byrniggers'in remote country; country that is expricitly
outside rBritish raw'. rLook at the country, mister, British
law tud get lost an, starved in it. ro

hlhen the boundaries set up by the ghost story incrude the
boundary of race the consequences of transgression are morealarming, and nore often become the irrustration of adeterrent than a skeletal injunction to repent and beforgiven- very often a ghost story involving Maori is a storyof desire, the desire of coloniar characters to assinirate or
be assiruilated by, the other, the coronized race, which is
characterized by prinitive powers, supernaturar knowledge, andpowerful emotion- A typicar example is rThe Disappearance ofLethan crouch' which rr/as pubrished in the New Zealand
rrlustrated Magazine in r-9o1. rn this story an over-zealous
missionary who is lmad about his priesthood, is received by
Maori as a rnew tohunga'. rn order to tread their pagan
beliefs underfoot, crouch rives in a tapu whare, and after aperiod in which his eyes become rsunken and wild, and he
develops a fanaticar appearance, he vanishes, leavi.ng the



whare in a state of destruction, to reappear as a Maorirstripped for dancing,. The narratorrs comment shows the
extent to which the missionary has crossed a boundary. rAs a
Maori he was as sane as possibre'. Actions that wourd suggest
rnadness in a European become rsane as possibler when their
perpetrator is reconstructed as Maori, setting up oppositions
that associate European with civirisation and 'sanityr, and
Maori with savagery and a general reversar of civilised
behaviour, perhaps most significantly suggested, frorn thepoint of view of the culturalry defined reader, in the
destruction of his own house, the tapu whare, by the version
of Maori that the transgressive missionary becomes.

Letham crouch crosses a cultural divide by beconing fanatical,
He engages in a battle with superstition, to tread it
underfoot, when his ohrn rationality is under threat; he is
already in the territory of otherness which is signalred by
the l{aori's readiness to see him as a new tohunga. I{ithout
the protection of his curture, he is assirnilated rletham
crouch, preacher of christ, turned heathen'. The story istypical of nineteenth century colonial ghost stories in its
attribution of nysticar (diaborical) pohrers to the heathen andin its representation of colonial anxiety about identity.'
Many of the stories in A.A. Gracers Tales of a Dying Race
(1901-) involve similar comparisons between missionaries and
tohunga, though Grace mostly treats such comparisons comicalry
as in rThe Tohunga and the wai Tapu, or rrhe Tohunga and the
Taniwha" to expose the tohunga as a wily schemer with nospirituat efficacy and the missionary as a good humoured
opportunist who yet represents something rarger than hirnserf.
How much rarger is perhaps suggested in a story like rA white
Wahine' where the white wahine, a missionaryrs wife, is saved
from a rgreat mass of savages, the hostire ureweras, by pito-
rwi, a rfriendry chief,, who ascribes this victory to anrunseen power" the protection of rgods stronger than
ours' which watches over the white tohungars wife.' Grace
suggests a wider possibre location of cultural identity than



many coloniar writers do, in that he is prepared to
acknowledge the existence of Maori spirituality, and even
a1low it to be a form of knowredge as in rKarepars Taipo'
where the taipo (ghost) provides accurate information (Grace,
47-53), or the tohunga can make the kumara grohr and take away
sickness (Grace , i.z6) . But even the tohunga wirr adrnit that
the pakeha has rthe Atua on his side, (Grace, L24) and when it
eventually comes down to a test of spiritual power, it is
arways christianity that wins out, and thus in some krayrcontains' Maori spirituar pohrerr ds the cultural narrative
frane in which the [aori as supernatural is placed rcontains,
those threatening quarities which overcame Letharn crouch.

Attitudes to the Maori were closery associated with the whole
problem of how to represent the distinctiveness of colonials
within the conventions of the appropriating curture. rn shortfiction, distinctiveness is often expressed in a discourse ofexteriorityt when the porish is off, the fibre shows.
Appearance, for example, provides the basis for comicdistinctions between the coroniar and the New chum,enphasising the murtipte associati.ons of dress, prace andwork. fn a story by G.B. Lancaster, rGod Keep ye Merrie
Gentremen' (1901) the association of dress, place and
ownership is explicit. rTeddy had worn pinafores inAustralia, wide corlars in Engrand, and dungarees from one endof New zea-land to the otherr. Teddy is a]so rstronq in the
knowledge gained as indubitabr.e owner of a nine-by-fourteen
sod whare, and a two thousand aere run many nires down theriver'." Dress and work regitimate property in coroniar
fiction. By enphasizing visible connections between worl< andland, competence and identity, colonial fictions represent
appropriation as assimilation, and economic and curturaldonination as the regitimate consequence of hard work.
Emphasising clothing, work skirrs, and the physicar
environment in which the cor.onial works, suggests forms of
knowledge that separate him both from his place of origin,
which is signarled by the New chum, and arso from simpler
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acquisitive notives.
never in doubtr ds
Christnas carols:

At the same tirne cultural origins are
is shown when Teddy and his mates sing

[H]e took up the burden with what four years ofcattle and sheep work in a dusty rand had reft ofthe first tenor of camrs in hi;'year. ,pe-ace onearth and mer-r- chip in, you fellows, if you ,""L t"keep it.rf The barance ioirowed, hesitati"gty,-fn""boldly, 3: the long-forgotten oi"ia" came back withthe fanriliar tune. And it natteiZa not at alr thatthey had rearnt these words in far sundered cornersof the earth.- 
-The_ 

great prains und lon"ry hiris ofNew zealand had carred th6m together, and bound thenby- disappointments and "tr"qfi"; shared; and thesilent understanding of a yd""g 
'and, 

stiong indesolation, promise and =.n-df ri6s, was theirs byvirtue of the years they nia qi""r, it.,'

colonial short fiction is a narrative of essentiar conmunality
at the same tine as it rnarks off a register ofdistinctiveness, the years of work which becorne an ownershiprby virtue'. Most yarns which document and describe colonialrife are firmry based on the work of settring or on the
characters of sett,lers shaped by their work, such as some ofthe stories in the collection by B.E. Baughan Brown Bread from
a colonial oven (r.915) whose titre suggests a pastoral and
even nostalgic dimension of coronial work. rdentification by
work and the appearance which that work causes arrows a degree
of flexibility about social convention in colonial yarns,
porish, or nanners, doesn't matter as nuch as rfibrer, as many
stories show- characters quickly becarne stereotypes: rthe
rouEh diamond', the rNew chum, who needs to be tested, thegirl whose rworth' is shown by her preference for horse-riding
over balr-going. Even in recent short fiction, the country
person characterized by work is less likely
anbiguities of behaviour than the urban dwerrer,

to reveal
and manystories of the 19oos refer more or less expricitly to the

pastoral distinction made in the title of a story by charles
Owen rBush fnnocence and Town Guiler.'o
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rn the Preface to his published in
1889, willian Davidson exprained that rA love for his adopted
country has induced the author to make this hunbre attempt to
draw attention to a land which Nature has endowed so ravishlywith fair gifts'. Davidsonrs urge to draw attention to theland is one shared by most coroniar writers, though theproblen of how best to go about creating a distinctive
literature (or whether such a thing was desirabre or possibre)
was frequently addressed. Although WilIiarn Freeman
established zearandia in 1889 as a idistinctively nationalliterary rnagazine' and a letter from John c. Thomson to
Zearandia described colonial literature as rthe formati-ve
power of true colonialisrnr, there hrere others who beri.eved
that coroniar writing ilrustrated too wide a gap between
colonial Iife and endorsed conventions in British curture and
writing, and that, by definition, coronial writing rrasfettered to the narrolr circre of the colonies and shourd berejected in favour of Engrish literature. Too much rocalcolour, too great a distinctiveness, 6ls crara cheesenan
pointed out in an article in the New zealand rlrustrated
Macrazine ' represented the coroniar in damaging hrays, moreparticularly so if the writer was a vrolnan.

rThe saddest and most unflattering accounts of coroniallife are to be found in -t-rre -u-"-or=" written-ny-tnose whoought to know it best .Many women invent situationswhich they . ought to be asha-ned ot, and write downlanguage which surely they wouta not have the hardihoodto read aroud. sornetines this is done through ignorance,or under the nistaken impression that they are nakingtheir writings forcibre. And ro tney are in one sense -too forcibre. Everyone admires strength, but we do notwant to be struck witn a =f"ag"n"imer. r"

Anxiety about what, if anythingr, constitutes coronialliterature indicates a real probrern. To guarantee curturar
distinctiveness, the term coroniar must signify some
separation from the originating culture. coloniat fiction
signifies this separation in externar and stereotypic
difference, peopre rook different and are varued differentry,
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but narrative structures, the kinds of stories that are told
about them, increasingry suggest the difficulty of naintaining
change and separation as purery exterior. Large nurnlrers ofstories are preoccupied with morar identity, especiarly thekinds of imposture and fraud that invorve the false serf_representation of an individuar (who is banking ongeographicar distance to concear his rear soeiar origins) in
order to acquire wealth and status in a new 1and. A r_and ofopportunity is arso a land of opportunism, and coronialfictions are concerned to represent the inevitabre discoveryof fraud (almost every collection contains a story of morarslipperiness of some kind) which is at the same tine an
expression of vrorry about the opportunities and possibirities
inherent in colonial society.

The v/ays in which predominant types of short fiction worlc atdefining colonial identity suggest how probrenatic it is. rnstories which deal with Maori the probrem of coloniar identityis focused particularly sharply, especiarry when such stories
are not concerned simply to describe and docunent l,laori
custorns, as are some early stories, thus defining the coronial
subject as observer, anthroporogist, historian, representative
of a differentty (and more) cultured vrorld, but incrude the
Maori in a conventional narrative structure. what kind ofrerationship is possible between the races? How can Maori be
known and understood? How does short fiction represent Maori
as objects of knowledge and attention? Mostry the narrative
conventions in which Maori are praced, represent them asstereotyp€s, lovabre caricatures or, as in the ghost story,
representing some form of supernatural other. As BiIl pearson
has pointed out:

rAt worst the pakeha attitude was that he had every
5ight to occupy the rand of uncivirised heathens andthe sooner tney died out.ne better. At best, itwas one of indulgence, as in two of BlancheBaughanrs storieg: - being_ kind to then, showingyourself as cunning as {ney are, and then givin;them some tobacco-- - Naughty, rovabre chirdren, butyou could manage them if you understood them.'.,
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The stereotypes used to represent Maori in short fiction arepart of the whole question of coloniar. identity. rn writing
the Maori, short fiction is also writing the coronial
subject's relationship to territory, inperiarism and the
assertion of culture.

stories from Alfred Grace's @ieg (1895) and rales
of a Dying Race (i.gor.) were widely pubrished in periodicars
(The Bulletin, The Triad, The New zealand rrrustrated
Macrazine) before being published as collections, and indicate
a sYnpathetic writing of the l,laori in fiction, though like all
forms of rwriting the Maori, appropriative in its transferense
of a distinctive culture into the forms and conventions ofanother. The titre of Gracers second collection, Tares of a
Dying Race, refers to a widespread coloniar betief that the
Maori wourd indeed die out: in ranenting this prospect,
coloniar writers granted it the status of a rfact,, and
relegated Maori to the gaze of the collector, the historian,
so Grace's titre both frames and affirms a particular view of
Maori. Grace was the son of a Taupo missionary and knew thelocar tribes welr. one of the stories in Tales of a Dying
Race, rA lilhite wahiner, purports to relate his rnotherrs
experience during the Maori wars, how she and her children
hlere saved fron a rarge hostire war party by the heroic action
of a chief friendry to pakeha. cracers stories are written
from a perspective that generally values Maori freedom from
Pakeha convention and puritanism. In the story rpirihira,
(Tares of a Dying Race g3-z) puritanism is associated with
Britain, in the person of a visiting maiden aunt, whose
offensive beriefs and person are routed by the greater
freedons of behaviour commonly held by the colonial vilriers
fanily and their Maori neighbours. rt is clear from alr
Grace's stories that Miss corneriars puritanicar view of
religion is one that cannot be sustained in the accomraodation
of the Maori to Christianity.

rMiss-Corney Isic] was religious. To her mirth wasan offence, and laughter waL a sacrilegious thing.
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she had strange notions of the extreme varue offood, and tnought it rtoo priceies=--" giit of God tobe eaten in the dreadful'flodigal ;;c6ioniaf;;t:
Arso she believed in the Di';inJi,;; 

"i-ttie roa. Andthe vilriers qirls prayed ior.r earthquake, even ifbut a rittre'one; they petitioned Frovidence toerupt the nearest volcano.-, (Tales , 95,

Nevertheless
superiority
Christianity,

as narratives the stories assert cultural
unequivocally, especially the superiority of

and racial stereotypes are unquestioned. As
Pearson remarked:

rHis attitude is a rittle like that of a pakeha-Maori, who, as he calls- it, i"pl.i= tn" Iingor. Hetakes it. for granted that'the;-;;; rogues, but heprefers to speak of their,.y-6r iiving-illh.r-inu.of conventional and serf-ri.inteo.,= pux.n" rife forwhich he had little sympathf.,.'

rn Grace's stories uaori are vrar loving and vengefur. Many ofthe narratives take place in, or as a result of, .deadly
tribal vrars" and, according to the preface to Tales of aDving Race crace saw this as the naturar condition of theuaori and the nain cause of their dispossession:

rwhen the white man arrived, he found the israndsrent frorn end to end by interneci"" - *r";--uutinstead oj see_ing in hirn-theii-"o*ro' enemy, theMaoris welcomed the oakeha, u.""rr"" n. """ia 
.=i 

pprythem with powder anaJnot witn wnich to exterminateeach other., (Tales, vii)

rn Grace's fictions it is frequently the white man who rescuesthe llaori woman from the ilr-treatment or prejudice of hertribe; the Maori practise diaboricar arts and are representedas anirnalistic and brutar. rn one story a Maori woman,
rejected by her pakeha lover, exacts a rong-distance revenge
by giving her Maori suitor a task to prove his worthiness:

r fn after tirne, Hira, when the thought of thefait'hless Giles came upon her, would rlrt rron 
-i

box, sunk in the floor of her'hut, a womanrs headwith long yerlow hair, 
"rrirred with atl the horrors
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of the.Maori art, and she would chuckle over it, andhold it out at arm's rength, i"a-iuugh into its poorshrunken eyes and at its -poor pi".rt",i face, urrd thenwould put it back in .its' praEel-and go and suckreher new baby-' '(@, 99)

Pre-christian Maori are governed by their tohunga, and the
narrative context in which they are shown emphasizes qualities
at odds with European culture and often stresses theliberating function of the white mare, especially the
missiondry, who brings faith, reasonabreness and kindness
where the tohunga rured with fear t ot sinply by being anuisance- The Maori reason for deserting their old religious
ways for those of the pakeha is often suggested as a rove ofnovelty ( rThe Maori deeply roves a nehr thing, )r., conlrined
with the eventuar recognition, often humorousry worked out ina contest between the rtwo tohungasr, of their
efficaciousness. The wiriness of the pakeha is too much forthe childrike roguery of the Maori, especiarry when right ison the Pakeha side, Grace does not actuarry assert
Providence, but it is notable that in a number of stories (.A
white hlahine', rThe skipper of the Good rntent, for exanpre)it is a Maori who has become a christian or been associatedwith missionaries who behaves with pakeha honourabreness
against his stirr savage brothers, who are unambiguously cruel
and brutish- The white men who are crosery associated withMaori are rnostly paternalistic figures, representing
culturally specific systems and structures: missionaries,scientists, judges (a numlrer of stories are concerned with
land disputes and feature the Native Land Court).
where white nen behave badly, they are seen to be taking
advantage of the natives' savagery for their ovrn dishonourabre
ends and are expricitry dissociated from morar probity, which
is, however, usually affirmed in the narrative by an
intervention rike that of parapa, a christian Maori (in rThe
skipper of the Good rntent, ), who rescues Demorest both fromthe trickery of captain scuppers and from the vengeance of the
tribe. Maori religious berief is arso suggested in a number
of stories which deal with a clearly supernatural environment
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of nonsters (rThe Ngarara" rputangitani and the Maeror),
fairies, and spirits ( rThe King's Ngerengere, ). christianity
is the truth that repraces regend, or nakes superstition intonarrative, in Grace's stories, and its acceptability is imaged
by the easy or at least eventual assimilation of the lilaori
into the white tohungas and their famiries. rt is interestingto note though that Gracers representation of christianity is
not monolithic, and he incrudes cathoric priests, a Lutheran
and a Mormon elder anongst his rnissionaries. Although Grace
refers to the dispossession of the ltaori his stories place
less enphasis on the inequitable act performed on one race by
another, and more on manrs essential corunonality rbefore thewhite nan had dispossessed his brown brotherrr5. Acts of
dispossession are very often incorporated into romancenarrative, which stresses the naturalness of human rerations
between races rather than the territoriar significance ofintermarriage. white men who marry Maori hromen becone rich,
as randowners or as agents, as a number of stories make crear,
and their crains to territory are upherd on two fronts; the
hunanist one of love, and by a regal system that does notrecognise Maori custom as binding. rn rrhe Blind Eye of the
Law' Ruku abandons his wife, Tukutuku (who possesses ten
thousand acres of rand) and their chird, because he can'tresist his rstrongest passion' which is hrar. While he is
away, cruttenden, a surveyor, quite literalry repraces Ruku as
father and husband, playing with pepeha untir !the chird rovedthe Pakeha better than his own absent fatherr. (Tares, 14)
when Ruku returns disfigured from the war (having fought theBritish side and thus rherped to estabrish, the taw) he
appeals in court for the return of his wife only to be toldthat rThe law does not seem to recognise the Maori form of
marriage'. (Tales , 17) Although Ruku tells the judge that the
law is brind in one eye and rwith its other eye it rooks at
the white Man' (Tales, rg), cruttenden is in possession not
onry of regality and ten thousand acres of land, but also the
rove of Tukutuku and her child. The di.spossession of the
Maori is legitimized, i-t seerns, by the wilting acquiescence of
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his wife and farnily in the name
participation in establishing a

of love, €ls well as his own
British legal system.

rn nany of Grace's stories white men are seen to have chosen
Maori women over pakeha. (.Told in the puia', .Why Castelard
took to 'lire blankett, rUnder the Greenwood Treer, ,The Skipper
of the Good rntent'). This invariabry brings thern happiness
and they are seen to rive in the .Maori rrrayr, having made a
choice which separates then from their fellows. rUnder the
Greenwood Tree' complicates the irnplication of pastoral idyl1
that characterises some of the other stories in its nain
character Felton, who has narried Maori r^romen both f or love
and to acquire landr on the one hand praising his sinple life
styre (which looks dirty and negrected to the European
visitor) and on the other dying of drunkenness by farling into
a fire. while rnarrying Maori can be a choice in favour of
pastoral happiness, as in rTold in the puiar, it can arso be
represented as a form of degradation. But in aII versions of
this forn of coroniar choice, it is the identification with
llaori through marriage that regitimates the pakeha presence
and redeerns hirn from the implication of acquisitiveness and
inhumanity towards his unsophisticated, rsavager, country
(wo )man.

rn other stories Grace frames a story of dispossession as a
comic aneedote in which pakeha and Maori disputes over
territory (like the disputes between tohunga and nissionary)
become a tale of lovable roguery.

rn rTe wiriats potatoesr rvilriers was on good terms with the
dispossessed rords of the soi1. He had a sort of romantic
regard for them.' (Tales , 94) Villiers refers to the rocal
Maori, whom he has dispossessed, as his 'pet triber, and when
they offer to dig up his crop of potatoes and then stear it
from . him, his protestations are net with ironic and
inperturbabre humour by the chief Tohitapu. rn this narrative
the Maori are allowed to steal on a smalr scale from those who
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have stolen on a rarge scare and both villiers and Tohitapu
regard the other as their own, their proteg6, their
possession. This narrative emphasis thus stabili_ses and
normarises the existing economic, social and curtural
hierarchy; it is by rpermitting' a humorous theft, that
villiers estabrishes his morar and curtural ascendancy.

Grace frequently refers to young lrraori men as rbraves , or
writes about Maori ownership systems in language which
suggests Arthurian romance. stories pubrished in the New

ire and other journals (The Huia, The
Lone Hand, zearandia, The Burretin, current Thought) use
Ianguage and literary conventions which represent the Maori as
exoti-c and primiti-ve, but faniliar enough to be assinilated
into received Ango-European and American literary traditions.
There is already a vocaburary and literary modes within which
Maori are seen to fit, whether it takes the form of victorian
comedy, Arthurian romance, or versions of supernatural other.
sonetines language represents the Maori as shrewd and
loveabre, but expressed in a childrike corruption of English.
rn Branche Baughan's story rpipi on the prowl', where pipi, an
old rrtoman rooking for tobacco, is to be nurtured and cared
for, her tricks and practical jokes are aLrowed and enjoyed by
a benevolent pakeha who can speak her language. The New

published considerable numbers of
stories absut Maori which combine a childish spoken English
with a comicarly formarized descriptive vocabulary,
emphasizing the gap between the erudition of the narrative and
the simple-mindedness of its subjects, who act entirely on
instinct and appetite. Alice A. Kenny's rThe Justice of the
Kaianga [sic]', which is about the consequences that overtake
an irnpursive Maori youth who stears a tomahawk fron a pakeha
store, is framed as a nock-heroic conedy. The Maori chief who
brings the boy to justice has .myrmidonsr; .Nemesis, waits on
himt he is apprehended from rHoneymoon cottage or whatever he
called his littre whare on the banks of that excelrent though
peat-stained creek where he sojournedr. But though Kennyrs
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narrative signals a comic readi-ng to the subscriber of the
rllustrated l,ragazine, it ends with the trader, Alf Tayror,
rescuing the young offender from the utu of his tribe, who
offer his life as he is a slave in a typical exampre of
culturar difference, clearly signalring one culture as more
civilized than the other. Alf Taylor repudiates this offer ina narrative climax characteristic of colonial short stories
about lrlaori. By rejecting the Maori sorution he emerges asthe generous benefactor, saving the thiefrs life and
demonstrating civilized humanity to savages who nake inhuman
distinctions between people. And Atf Tayror's reward is also
typicar of short fiction, which, even when criticar of sone
Pakeha behaviour as in a number of Gracers stori.es, morarry
endorses the European coronist as light-giver, mercy-bringer
and rescuer.

rrria, 
!h9 cutprit, grey-faced and dazed, frinched aerayfron Alf Taylor,s rnite-as nit bonds feri from hi;,-;afollowed hin out of the kaianga in silence with his smarrwahine at his heels. But t-uter oD, when the fear ofdeath had passed further from hirn, he went to the pakehaand said to hin in a touching and chird-like manner, .rarn ashaned. r'.

There are many stories which represent the European mare as
the defender of personar freedoms and liberties and
representative of rcivilization, published in periodicars
during the L90os. rn rThe Fright of whara tirhara and Te Ra'by
Archie canpberl and Thos. cottlel? a beautiful young Maorirrnaiden' escapes an unwanted marriage with her pakeha roveri
freedom of choice is invariabry associated with European
culture and the Maori practice of porygamy is set against the
idealisn of romantic love.

other stories represent the Maori only as broodthirsty and
savage, and often purport to be rhistoricalr accounts of the
Maori wars, anounting to rittre nore than propaganda. r,,ess
sirnpristicalry, like williarn Bauckers lirhere the white Man
Treads (L905) they may clain to be constructing a uaori
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history frorn oral narrative. Baucke clairns his intention is
to renter into the inner rife of the l.raori, , but after
ristening rto stories of rfairies and gnomes, ghouls and
creatures fearfur to look uponi of customs and witchcraft ...t
he is confirrned in his distance fron his subjects; he is the
rundeveroped savage': rwhat wonder then that the undeveroped
savage in me - which regardeth neither race nor colour - found
here excuse to loiter on my errands.r(Baucke, 4)

The Maori as chird in need of a fatherr ,.s savage ready for
enlightennentr ds lovabre rogue whose tricks are never
evidence of serious hostirity, as romantic hero within his own
regends and as the wilring female object of a white manrs
adniring gaze: these are the characteristic tropes of coronial
short fiction. Incorporating Maori within the conventional
riterary genres of ghost,/rnystery story and romance alrowed the
kinds of raciar problems encountered in colonial rife to
receive a formuraic narrative expression which encoded
curturar distinctions and moral hierarchies.

The huge popularity of romantic short fiction in the
periodicals of the l,g9os and L9oos, whire partly a conseguence
of victorian taste, arso indicates its pecuriar suitabirity as
a franing device for colonial discourse. Romance is perhaps
the nost conservative of narrative structures in that it
represents desire and the fulfilment of desire as natural and
normal- rn the process, racial, curturar and gender
differences tend to be written out, in favour of preserving
essentiar unities, and existing systems. This is particularry
so in the nost common kind of coronial love story, whose nexus
is the interaction of rove and money. very frequentry, the
notivation of those who marry for moneyr €rs in clara
Cheesenanrs rMarried for his Moneyr r'" is contrasted
unfavourabry with those who marry for love; the generar
objective of the story is educative and addressed specificarJ-y
to the probrems associated with wealth that are seen to
flourish in a nehr, rand-based and inperiarist economy.
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cheeseman's story, set in fashionable provincial Auckland,
comes straight out of the heartland of Victorian fiction, urRepton, whose i.ncome is rquite inadequate to supply the wantsof a fashionable farnily' intends to resolve his difficultiesby narrying his daughter to a young man who has recently
inherited a fortune' even though this invorves the hurniliationof seeing his daughter marry beneath her. The storysatirizes the way in which possessing wearth cuts acrosssociar classes and their associated rvarues'. ur sirnperson
has jilted his former sweetheart, a dressrnaker, in favour ofhis social advancement in the Repton circre. The Reptons
educate ilr simperson in rniddre class manners, toning down the
discrepancy between his appearance (he trears a rsmall fortune,of jewerlery, including a gord watch guard rike a dog chain)
and the genteer environment he aspires to enter, where wearthis valued as rpolish' rather than disptay. Even theappearance of sinpelsonrs disreputabre brother can be
accommodated for pds stg 40, ooo, revearingr Ers a visJ-ting
baronet puts it, the rhorrowness and corruption of coronial
society. t The rhollowness and corruption, of colonial societyderives from its transforning rvarues, openry into .valuer:
when Mr simpelson refuses to acknowledge his own brother theclain that he is a suitable husband for Branche Repton is
exposed as the financial deal it is, cut off from any of themoral and sociar obligations which rock farnities andindividuars into certain kinds of culturalry approved
behaviour.

uany of Alfred Grace's stories, dealing with both pakeha andMaori, have the acquisition of wearth as a primary notive inthe narrative. where the story invorves lraori wearth isalways land, and where pakeha, it is more often financial(there are a number of nen in his stories who are about tomarry rich white girrs as in rTord in the puiar, or rwhy
Castelard took to the blanket, ). In an early story iJamie
McTavish's courtship', (Maorirand stories), a scotsuan wins a
daughter of the local (Hew zearand) grand fanily by sugrgesting
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he is a rerative of sir Angus Graene McTavish Bart., and
likely to come into an estate one day. when his farnily is
revealed as being snall tradespeopre by the unexpected arrivaL
of a brother, the engagement is cancelled and he disappears
leaving his ex-fianc6e to re-establish her credentiars with a
ress apparently granorous but nore reriabre suitor. The need
for young people to rnake fi-nancially advantageous rnarriages is
constant throughout coloni-ar fiction, and even Katherine
Mansfield's stories comment on it.1" As Grace's story
reveals, the focus in colonial fiction is often on the
problenatic gap between what is clairned in New zealand and its
verification in Great Britain. Again the distinction might be
characterised as one between varues and manners or rpglis.hr,
as in Jarnie McTavish's case, whe,?his .r,gri.tffgdf #;^'u
being used to conceaL a lack of substance and to erase the
'barbarian speech, revealed by Alecrs arrival.

rAlec's tark was that of. the ran, untutored scot,and dealt large_ly with things of trade, and ,ra"k.dof the shop and the counter - and such things wereinfinitely beneath the notice of James lrlcTavish,Esguj.re, and, of the rsetr he moved in. fn fact,Jamie introduced Arec nowhere; his manners hrere sountaught in the rittle sociar niceties, ,ni"n-i"r"so prized by Jamie's frienas; nis speecn was to thenbut rittre ress barbarian than w"rrh, or Gaelic.- soAlec was kept much in the background Jarnie hadbecome so Angricised out of arl recoqnition, 
-init 

n"had forgotten even the filiar rond which usuarrybinds scots together, ano arways those of the sameki.n . ,'o

The acquisition and distribution of wearth is always centrar
to the structure of nineteenth century romance merodrama, and
in coloniar literatures the power of wear-th and/or the desire
of it is explicitry fictionarized, though in rove stories
involving Maori it is usually implicit rather than explicit.
There are some writers who use the conventional structures of
romance and merodrarna to express metaphoricalty the
naterialist dinensions of cross cultural and interracial
ronance. Edith Lyttleton, who before she left New zearand
wrote for a number of periodicals both in New Zealand and
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Austraria under the names Keron Hale and G.B. Lancaster, and
who also pubtished a considerabre nunber of novels, wrote
short romantic fiction in which women hrere clearly associated
with the land, and so desiring them was to desire, by
metaphorical and economic extension, territory and wealth.

rour Lady of the plains, first published in the New Zearand
rrlustrated Maoazine in 1902, features a young rdoman riving on
the canterbury plains, ronry woman for thirty-odd nires round,
who is the focus of intense enotional interest for the
stationhands, shepherds and crandeck, a jaundiced Engrish
gentleman who is travelring in the colonies and has .no desire
whatever to ray hands on the great unturned wealth of this
dunb worrdt. A11 the nen lay clain to rour Ladyr, eventually
including, of course, crandeck, who desires to remove her to
England and rhedge her about with womanrs gear'. But the Lady
is already spirituarly tied to the plain, whose presiding
spirit she is, though Lancaster takes pains to christianize
the Ladyts ernotions.

rr 10ve the plain better than.anything - except Dad,and r'11 never go avray fron it.- rt,s beautifulrerthan RevelationJ, because it's more than only words.And the tussock is rike the sea of grass in Heaven,and when the mountains are all purpte and scarretand green they are like Godrs thioner..,

Our Lady is childlike, not just in her speech; she is only
eighteen and still living under the protection of her father
until he kilrs hinself because the station can't pay,
whereupon the men on the station decide crandeck shourd narry
her- But the Lady loves the plain \better than r shalt ever
love you, crandeckr,. when they are married she is given a
wreath of manuka to wear but crandeck takes it off; .you've
nothing more to do with the plains and its belongings. yourre
mine nohr - nine; and nobody elsers'. Later that evening the
Lady is found dead under a flagstaff.
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Lancaster writes within the literary conventions of her tine
and unlike Mansfield, she does not subvert them, but she is
perhaps the most prolific occasional short story writer of the
late nineteenth century, and art her short fictions are
engaged with the preoccupying colonial rerationships, man and
work' nan and the rand, man and woman, and man and other
races. As rOur Lady of the plains, demonstrates, Lancaster
was more interested in the relationship between colonials and
their colonised land than she rras in satisfying the
conventionar romantic ending, in which our Lady wourd have
achieved bliss married to crandeck and gone to Engrand.
rnstead it is the nystical relationship between our Lady and
the plains, understood by the rnaturalised coloniars, of the
story but courpletely arien to crandeck, that interests her;
the wearth that our Lady represents, the wealth of the
landscape is not the naterial wealth of a neh, colony that
crandeck has no desire for, but spiritual wealth, the wearth
of belonging, of being a spiritual ohrner, and ownership
affirned by its material absence; after aII, Our Ladyrs father
kills hinself because he cannot nake the station pay and neet
his debts.

rn another of Lancasterrs stories, published in The Huia,
romance as signifier of a discourse of possession is asserted
in the association of the rand with a Maori woman. rn rHis
Dairy l{ork' narrative oppositions are estabtished between man
and woman, between desire and duty, between Maori and pakeha
and between work/reason and love/soul. strickland, a railway
engineer, is helping drive a nelr railway rine through the
country. He neets and falls in love with a Maori hroman,
Anira, who troubles and disturbs his certainty about his
occupation, about the varue of work and the meaning of duty.
The story expresses an opposition between the pakeha male and
the Maori fenale that stands for the opposition between
colonizer and colonized (both people and tandscape) and is
also a moral opposition, between work and love and between
owning and beingr territory.
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legitinizinq of colonial identity through work, rHis Daily
work' is explicit. rn her final insistence on the pohrer of
love Lancaster affirns essentiar ronance conventions, but arso
suggests the underrying tensions in focusing on inevitable
separation.

lYot are ny dear rove, r' she said, with art thedignity of -her race. 'frt is quite true. you lierenot for me. I knew. The hil-ls knew. The pakehad_rives tttrough the hi'ls ina the river, and he goesaway. f am t!" hill and the river. But hre haveloved - much. t22

The grreat rnajority of ronance writers were hromen. rt seemsthat for women, writing 10ve stories (or poetry) was anacceptable literary activity and to some extent the genre
gendered its authors and its audience. Although c.B.
Lancaster wrote romances, the najority of her short fiction
was' as her pseudonlnn is crearry intended to suggest,, writtenas if by a man. Almost always from a mare point of viewLancaster's early New zearand narratives are about men,
engaged in masculine activity (the rnajority are engineers,
surveyors or stockrnen) and troubled by women onry to theextent that a female presence introduces comprication andanbiguity into mare environments and mare varues. rn fact
most of her characters' occupations keep them expticitry away
from rsociail environnents; they are arways out in the bush.rn a sense Lancaster's fiction is the natural successor ofwillian Davidson's stories of young Dunedin nen or Henry
Lapham's yarns, and it is connected to the narrative
conventions she chose that the authors she most adrnired atthis tine hrere Kipring and stevenson. rn 1904 she published
sons o' Men, a correction of stories about stockmen andnateship on a back country run in the southern Highrands.
Perhaps more enphaticarly than anything written by a coronialman, sons o' Men documents and praises the coronial

Tough, hardworking, truthful and upright,
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Lancasterrs men are frarned
the heroic nature of their

in Biblical language which affinns
work.

man must serve his workthe cost. This is the 1essonand the Mindoorie boys had

lfgr, after all, afaithfully ; uncountingof the hill-country,learnt it.,"

work, in the connected narratives of sons o, Men, constitutesthe bond and morar strength of mare soci.ety. Toughness is anorar quality and mateship is the emotional expression of it;most of the ruen have their mates. rFor the two hrere mates, asrnen rnate only in a rife where there is not hroman or chird, andthe side that craves 10ve cleaves, kind to kind ...,(Lancaster, 2r) Lancasterrs fictions explicitry connect theterms work, and mate, to coroniar identity, but arso outr.inethe conditions by which it is defined. Her stories take placein the country and usually in rugged bush; they arways concern
nen living alone or with other men and not in farnilies, thoughthis is usuarly the resurt of sone past emotional unhappiness;and the preoccupying rationare of existence is work, whichalone is proof of morar identity, and which is arways hard,1onely, and the context in which moral diremnas are defined,tested and resorved. rn a broader context, coloniar meansaway from Home, which accounts for the nature and isolation ofthe colonial's existence and arso for some of his attitudes,

and the oppositions which cause them.

rA coronial _is not a product of civilisation; he isa product of the soil-. r(Lanca=1.rr- LS4)

Being a product of the soir means that onry what is connectedwith the soir is varued. Lancasterrs stockmen areanticlerical, immoral in that they do not conform to theconventional sociar expectations of Home, but to their ordnhierarchies and standards, the standards of the stockyard, thehill country, and rnateship. A recurring character in Sons O,
Men called Harry Morer irrustrates the difference between the
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conventions of estabrished sociar institutions and the social
code of the stocknan, who represents the frontier, thecolonial who has teft Home behind, even as it exists in thelocal township. Harry has gone to the bad over a woman, andhis whistle is rthe one pure and perfect thing left himr.

rThe curate down at the township calred Harry a manof sin- But neither the curite nor anyone er.secould betle5 Harry Morelrs seat on a hors-e, or-theturn of lil whip wrist "; 
- h" 

-' 
srrung the mob,unbroken, into the yard. r ltanca-ter, L2)

rn the colonial man traditional loyarties and conservative
varues have been dispraced and rel-ocated. Lancasterrsfictions, whire glamourizing and stereotyping the coroniarrnale, arso participate in a mythorogizing process ofidentification that is the foundation for colonial literaturein New Zearand as it is elsewhere. As in rour Lady of thePlains' it is the landscape and crimate of the country that
narks and produces the Nen zealand man, a norar environnent
which is also the justification of rnperialisrn:

rrrHers got the nor'-wester in his blood, aII thesame' you can't tame him. And there are mountains.
've 

heard fe110ws say we can knock spots out ofSwi'tzerland for scenery. r donrt know anythingabout that, but, mind lor, in"i"," a power and akind of.stern reiicence about our back-country thatleaves ll"- -r_ult on our men. you won,t find a Ne'zealandfbabbling of our feelings much. And that,snot endirery hi; British ureei. The everla-iinghills that nLre the backbone of our islands make thebackbone of our _peopre too. And the knowredge thatthis is .a nehr fand, and theirs to handle and to
:!:q", gives ,em that grasp of rnperialism _,1trIt's grasp of the soit ire *"i"-", really, fr saidLane; rronly he r s f ond of big ,oiar. * r ( Lancaster,155 )

Qualities of backbone are predominantry mascurine in
Lancaster's work. Arthough she represents some women as
having these qualities (our Lady has thern) she focuses on men
and male society. Her characters consider they speak for arl
men when they crairn not to rknow a thing about \./omen,, and
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women in sons o' Menr dS its title suggests, are on the edges
of real life, the cause of disappointment or unhappiness or
preasure elsewhere, constructed by romance expectations. Man
heroicarly subdues the environment, and is antidonestic, noral
and tough, while r^roman, (as she is represented by female
coloniar writers) renains in her proper landscape of ronantic
love (also antidonestic, there are very few rnothers or working
wives amongst the women of nineteenth century short fiction)
embodying the the emotional rewards of civilized leisure which
promise hope and joy to those without then.

sons o' Men can, r think be read as an establishing prototype
of the tough colonial man, but with B.E. Baughanrs Brorrn Bread
frorn a coronial oven (LgLz) and Alice webbrs Miss peterrs
special (L926) the ascendancy of stereotype is narked,
especiarly since it exists within an expricit context of
nostalgia. rn the preface to her collection, Baughan remarks:

rThe reason why r want to put into book form effortsso _fugitive and meagre i=, that, with arl in"itfaults, they so yet seem to me honestry derineate insome degree a phase of New zealand-rife that isalready passing, as that, so far at least as r havebeen able to gather, lacks not onry an ablerchronicler, but any chronicler at all.,

'Pipi on the Prowl'belongs to the kind of fiction estabtished
by Grace, serving (as w.H. New has pointed out) the rreigning
public inage' of the tlaori as rwily but comic, figures of
pathos and entertainmentr.,o rt rrras pubrished in the first
number of current Thought, a christchurch monthly begun in
l-908, under the title .pipi, a Maori character sketch',
comprete with photographs allegedry of pipi and her hone. The
story illustrates the increasing use of the rcharacter' sketch
for documentary purposes, rather than the plotted story, in
response to the pressure to record what was fert to be
passing. Baughan's stories have their origins in the idea of
character as history, they work to record places and
environments as they were and the people who inhabited then.
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Her interest in the Maori is only marginal; rpipi, comesperilously crose to satire and is written from a paternaristic
European culturar perspective, nade even more pointed in thisstory by the fact that pipi, an elderry uaori hroman, receivesher benefactions from a young pakeha hroman. But in a storyrike tGrandnother speaks, Baughanrs subject is close to that
announced in the preface. Grandnrother represents a rphase ofNew zearand rife that is arready passing', the earrysettlement at Akaroa, and she speaks in a language which
suggests a kind of dernotic memory of the past:

rtherers a good word to be said for these daysr €lswell as,them d3y.= ..o B.ut for ny own part, r mustohtn as f rn glad it was in then I'nostljr 1ivea.,ts

rAn Active Fanily' collected by Dan Davin for the first voLumeof the oxford series reaffirms thecoloniar past as a place of rdanger and excitenentr, of rsore
straits' and suffering undergone for the rand, a piece of bushtransformed into an idyrlic rninicry of English country rife bythe unceasingly cheerful ef fort of trt{umtr, ,rDadrr, and theirchirdren. The historicar circurnstances of gaining possessionof the land is glanced at by way of trr,fumrsfr recorrections andgiven its cultural significance by the narratorrs frarae forher as she tells her story:

rAs we drove along, Mother related reminiscencestales of the earlf- aays 
-wrren 

she had just come outto New zeatand, anld trrL uaori troubi"r-i, that partof the country hrere at their,""isi.-' rrDad wasordered oqf, witfr all the rest of the men, themoment we randed, and arl us v/omen and childr;; ,"i"
le1fea together_fo.- gg.i"ty,,r narrated this eilgrinmother., (Baughan, l_30) ''

These tales of
these ignorant
the flax-shrarnp
Iegitiuracy and
comparison to

the ruaori troubles, and terror at the hands of
savaltes who ate the soap while Mother hid in
with the babies, act as an oral frame for the
tranquility of farn life in the present; in
the dangerous and prirnitive past stands a
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golden, and bucolic
play Schubert with

present - after dinner Bruv, Benny and Flo
their Dad.

By the early l-900s colonial tife rrras represented in literature
as rreaU life characterised by work and a disregard for
unnecessary social convention, in which the colonial could be
recognized by his appearance, his speech and runpolishedt
moral qualities. The literary conventions of oraL narrative
and rreal' descriptive context occupied a priviteged position
in fiction- The rcoronial, hras seen to have a history,
defined through a series of distinctions between past and
present, town and bush, Maori and pakeha, chri_stian and
savage' the uncivilised and the civilised. such oppositions
constituted a stereotyping of the forces of change. very
often the larger questions they iraplied are subsumed into
character studyi and the recognition of rtyper becomes a major
pre-occupation of short fiction. A1ice Webbts collection Miss
Peter's special 1926 is characteristic of this kind of short
fiction, which e/as so subtly transformed by sargeson in the
following decade. The titles of webbrs stories .The
Patriott, rThe Irtotherrs Help', rThe prophetrs Wifer, rThe Food
Hoarder' - assert her concern to identify the typicar, and as
the dustjacket pointed out, their authenticity had been
verified by the mere fact of local publication:

rThese fourteen stories of New Zearand life have arrf irst seen the right in Dorninion rr"*rp.pers, whichin itserf assures thern to be true to iiie in tneirlocal colour.,

webbts sketches are dominated by New zearanders' experience of
the First world war. At the same tirne they illustrate the
coloniar preoccupation with rlocar colourr, which, in the
context of the Great war, is corour seen fron gritain. webbrs
stories claim a distinctive regionality, but define their
distinctiveness by reference to events occurring ersewhere,
and their inpticit acknowledgement of a British readership.
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In summary, the conventions of eotonial short fiction work atcontaining the problernatic questions of race, curture,selfhood and nationhood within acceptabre distinctions,distinctions which represent both the presence and theexperience of the col0niar. as normal, recogrnizable andknowable' rt is the experience of romance and adventurerepresented in anecdote, narrative and character sketch:literary forms whose conventionar structure lirnit or controlunfamiliarity, by creatj.ng stereotypicar recognitions ofevent' character, sequence and ultinately, meaning. A storyby Mona Tracy, published in rg28 provides a description of TeRauparaha which suggests that the uaori chief is a kind oftext, read and understood by the writer. He is .an ord manwhose nature was stanped on his tattooed face. craft wasmarked; treach€ry, rapacity and cruelty; and gluttony ...26

Such recognitions of type, in settings enphasizing rLocal
colour', and framed in famiriar romance and adventurenarratives all served to write the col0nial story inacceptable terms.
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w'H. New has remarked, in his study of the New zealand shortstory that the rprobrem in writing a history of New Zearandshort fiction, is Katherine Mansfieldr:

rShe not only produced a substantial body of highqu?]+ty workl lrre al_so produced nuch of it whilewriting abroad in gnqtana ana-riur,"", rrras clairned byEnglish.literary criiicis;, ;i";'r-o.rrg and became aculturar icon, -and nanaged all or' tni-"-." 
".iii, i"New zealand's sociar nis[oiv-tnat-i", very existencecancers alr.easy genera1i.iti"n." i-u""t curtural andhistorical .probrLss' .'

The argument about where Mansfierd belongs in riterary historyis certain to remain inconcrusive. part of her attraction, aswriter and as a phenomenon, is her displacenent. A self-selected exire fron the country of her birth she is neverrearry at hone as a writer, and her stories troubre anddisturb the conventionar certainties represented in shortfiction' The phenonenon of Katherine ltansfield's work couJ.dnever be contained by the term rNew Zealand colonial, as isthe fiction of Branche Baughan, her near conternporary, nor canit sit comfortabry under the tern rEnglish modernistr.Mansfield has been described as:

rOne of the prose writers who, alongGertrude stefn, James .royl", VirginiaJ.w. Richardson, is lno"f responsibletwentieth-century r""a"i irrto being. r2

with Henry James,
Woolf and Dorothy
for calling tha

Mansfield's work shares with the work of other Europeanwriters the characteristics of modernist writing which have sodeeply influenced the history of the short story as welr asother genres, the deveropuent of a new kind of prose, which
has been described by Fullbrook as one that:

rdevarued the rinear,progression of plot, that hrasattuned to the image ana^tn-e ryrb"i, that developed moodand voice as locations of 
'o".rri"g,-ina trrai-roieirounaea
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a problematic investigation into the slatus of theindividual- rn snort the inteiests of ftre writersdenanded the invention of a prol.,ni"n 
"irr"a ior ooeticreading...t3

Mansfierd herserf suggests her consciousness of deveropi_ng anew prose repeatedry in her writing, when she describes her
sense of what she is trying to accomplish. rn a review of rheMills of the Gods by Elizabeth Robins, she wrote

rsuppose we put it in the form of a riddle: rr am neithera short story, nor a sketch, nor an impression, nor atale- r arn wiitten in prose. r am a great deal shorterthan a noveri.-r rnay be ""Ei-on"-f,"q" rong, butr o' theother hand, there is not reasori why r should not bethirty. r have a spec-1al e""iity a someth.i.ng, asonething which is inmeaiiler;; r;fecrly i""tg"i=abr.e.rt belongs to me; it is of ny 6Js6n"". rn fact r am oftengiven ahray in the rirlt sendence. r seen almost to standor fall by it. rt is to me what the riisi pnr"=. of thesong is to the singer. Those who know me feel: ryes thatis it" And they "i. tror that ror"'t prepared for whatis to fo1low. ro

Although Mansfieldrs work has long been recognised as havingmajor significance in the development of Modernism, she hasalso been seen (and saw herserf) as existing between curtures,or geographical regions, so that she doesnrt quite fitrEnglish' or England in the same rray that she doesnrt quitefit rNew Zealander, or New Zealand. Writing in Art in Newzealand in r-928 Alan Mulgan claimed, without eraboration,
that:

rKatherine Mansfierd's work bears an unmistakeabre NewZealand stanp. r.

llansfield suggested the strength of her purr back to thercountry of our childhood'" directry and indirectly throughout
her writinq white recognising the pernanence of her separationfron it. She wrote in the Athenaeum:

rWe shal1 never see thesenothing more with then. Wegarden gates and smell ourthe white verandahs where

people againi we shall shareshall never push open their
way past the flower bushes tothey sit gossiping in the
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velvet noonlight. Why should we feel then this passionate
interest? ,'

In her recognition and expression of the contrary puIls and
incomplete contexts of her existence and her work, Mansfierd
can perhaps represent something about the colonial condition.
Though her geographical journey was the inverse of a colonial
New ZealandeF's, it is the sense of nixed environments and
nultiple identities which Mansfield shares with her country
people, and, like the colonial writ,er, distance seems to have
been the necessary condition of Mansfieldts work. Nonetheless
there are distinctive vrays in which her rore relates to the
coloniar riterature she left behind (though these are not
separate fron her achievement as a modernist writing in a

European context) and it is perhaps helpful, in a history of
the New Zealand short story, to look at her firstly from the
ground of New Zealand colonial writing.

The stories Mansfierd wrote for Rhythm in 1"9L2 and l-913 were
in response to a request from her husband, John Middleton
Murry, and, Alpers claims, written after rtaking note of the
magazine's slogan, rBefore art can be human again, it must
Iearn to be brutal,". Whether written in reply to editorial
directive or not, it is perhaps suggestive that these stories
are the most obviously rcolonial, of her oeuvre, and have been
given special categorisation as such by fan Gordon in his
collection Undiscovered Country: colonial art, perhaps, is
rbrutal' art. rThe Wornan at the Storer, rMillier, rHow pearl
Button was Kidnappedr, rOle Underwoodr, and rOId Tarr,
collected with other early work and published by Murry as
sonethinq childish and other stories (L9241, are alr stories
which signal a faniliarity with the subjects and conventions
of colonial Iiterature. Mansfield had published short
sketches and fictions in local publications (The Triad, The
Native Companion and the Dominion newspaper) before she left
New Zealand perrnanently in 1908; her first published pieces
were either stories about children written as anecdotal or
fairytale narrative or what Hanson and Gurr have called
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rimitative pieces in the Syrnbolist manner'", prose poems and

vignettes. Her early writing was published under a variety of
names, mostly variations on her given name, Kathleen Beauchanp
and her eventual writing name, Katherine Mansfield, but one of
then, rJulian Mark', rnight reflect the same objective as Edith
Lyttleton's use of the pseudonyrn G.B. Lancaster - to be taken
seriously as if you were male, where to write as a woman

restricted you to certain subjects.

However it is not until the group of stories written at
Murry's request that Mansfield explicitly engages with
colonial narrative rnodels. Commentators generally connect
these stories with the biographical underpinning of her
travels in the Ureweras in 1907. Antony Alpers remarked that
rone New Zealand notebook proved of use in L912 when she wrote

'The l{oman at the Store"o, although Ian Gordon considers that
in stepping outside the rpastoral world' of her later stories
to the kind of real life that may or may not have derived from
her observations while travelling in rough bush country,
Mansfield

rloses touch: she can only reproduce what she
overheard or read in the more sensational pages of
the local newspaper. What could a girl of her
background know of Millie or ole Underwood or the
woman in the Store, she with her fastidious distaste
for the smell of cooking nutton chops, rcommercial
travellers and second-class, NZ?rr,.11

Whether or not a girl of Kathleen Beauchamp's background could
have known of Millie or the woman at the store is beside the
point; what is striking about these stories and their
subjects is hon closely they fit the colonial desire for
description of rreal life' and rlocal colourr and how

Mansfield uses in them the typical literary conventions of
colonial writing (oral narrative framing, melodramatic romance
plot, character sketch) as well as picking up fictional notifs
typical of colonial literatures: the lost or stolen child'
tandscape as subject, the New Chum breaking down (in
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rMillie, ), These stories dernonstrate a highly conscious use

of convention and stereotYPe,
arnbiguous narrative context.

complicated bY a deliberatelY

tThe !{oman at the Store, is fuII of details which describe an

explicit setting. The heat, the wind, the tussock grass, the

purnice dust, the horses, the manuka bushes, the disconfort:
these are the customary external details of colonial regional

dressing. The characters too, announce their identity in
dressi Jo hrears a rblue galatea shirt, corduroy trousers and

riding bootst, and has a spotted scarf and a wideawake. Hin

is dressed in a rJaeger vest a pair of blue duck trousers
fastened round the waist with a plaited leather belt" AII
dressing is self-representation, as Mansfield's Bertha in
.Bliss' is well aware, but in the kind of clothing, associated

with work, and in the specification of material and type of
garnent, Mansfield places herself alongside the colonial
model, the 'polish' is off.

The frame of the story suggests the conventions of romance

melodrama: three travellers in a lonely landscape have as

their destination a yellow-haired, blue-eyed woman with a

reputation for amorousness. But Mansfield begins to subvert

readers, expectations almost aS soon as the convention has

been suggested. Far from being an object of desire the wornan

is a rfigure of fun'.

rlooking at her, you felt there was nothing but
sticks and wires under that pinafore her front
teeth were turned out, she had red, pulpy hands-and
she wore on her feet a pair of dirty Bluchers' "'

Not even in Blanche Baughan's rAn Active Family' (published in
the same year as rThe woman at the store') where the wornen of

the fanily work as hard as the men, does their work disfigure
and mutilate them. If anything it makes Baughan's women more

desirable, their faces glow with exertion. As an object of

desire the nameless htoman at the store exists only in fantasy,
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and the rwhare' in which the woman and her child live is a

place of cultural dislocation. out-of-date English
periodicals are plastered to the walls, there is a rcoloured
print' of Richard Seddon, and it is a place of work, the work
of the colonial rrroman which stands in the foreground of the
more rcivilised' but distant environment inplied by the wall
coverings. In such a room the narrator becornes afraid,
conscious of a foreign and hostile place.

rThere is no twilight to our New Zealand days, but a
curious half hour when everythinqr appears grotesque - it
frightens as though the savage spirit of the country
walked abroad and sneered at what it saw. '(Alpers ILz')

At this point in the story the fragility of the woman's
existence (rffmagine bothering about ironing - mad, of courae
she's mad!rr) as a cultural transplant, a colonizer in a savage
and frightening landscape is evident to the narrator. As the
narrative proceeds, the visible cultural identity of the vtoman

at the store reveals as much substance as the flesh behind her
pinafore: it is a kind of dressing concealing what she has
become, a murderer, rmad' as the country she inhabits, which,
in another sense, inhabits her. The barmaid, pretty as a htax

doII, has been doubly displaced, fron wax doll to sticks and

wires to savage, removed from the conventional narrative
expectations with which she is first described, and rewritten
as a line drawing by a child. She is no lonqer woman as
heroine of romance, though she has been, knowing as she did
one hundred and fifty different hrays of kissing, nor is she

woman in connand of her territory; rather she is unhtoman'

characterised by the mixture of environrnents she inhabits.
Both her clothing and her store suggest an inconpletely
rcivilised' exteriorr dD inadequate covering for the rsavage

spirit of the country.'

rThe Woman at the Store' invokes colonial melodrama and then
subverts its narrative model. Ronance is about the attainment
and possession of an object of desire but Mansfield's story
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represents that object as a form of dressing concealing
something undesirable; the puppet-Iike sticks and wires of a

woman shooting at a nan with a rook rifle.

In the story it is only Hin and the narrator who become aware

of woman as murderer behind the woman in her white calico
dressing jacket and black skirt kissing feet under the table.
Fictionally Mansfield positions the reader with Hin and the
narrator in the store room, behind the dressing up, behind the
room where Jo and the woman with yeIlow hair have gone for the
night, so the rsticks and vtires' of romance are visible as

just that. For Jo, the wornan is female flesh at any rate; in
the shut room, the social and fictional conven tions of
romance continue. Mansfield positions her narrative just at
the point where the separations of colonial identity are most

evident. Her double view, of the woman who is both romance

object and the troubled and troubling subject of another story
altogether, destabilises the conventional cultural identity of
the colonial and also the gender stereotype of the htoman.

The story is further complicated by Mansfield's destabilising
the narrative model. The reader's initial assumption that it
is three men who are riding alone through rough bush country
rplaces' the story within the oral narrative/adventure frame

so characteristic of colonial short fiction. As it becomes

clear that the narrator is a ltomana3 a great many guestions
are raised about her position in the narrative which are left
unresolved. How to understand the woman at the store as an

object of desire when it is a riroman who describes her? The

text becomes a site of uncertainty as the narrator is
effectively placed outside the categories of cultural and

gender stereotype, by which such stories are read, The story
has typically been read as an illustration of the
vulnerability and loneliness of life in the bush, that is a

major preoccupation of nineteenth century Iiterature (in
Australia as well as New Zealand). To woman alone in the bush

anything might happen, but in rewriting its narrative model
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rThe woman at the store' also acts as a commentary on the
wishful self representation of colonial romance. Furthermore.
the story's disordering of convention, both social and
narrative, occurs within a specific cultural and regionar
context: the story is distinctively rNew Zealand, and
rcoloniart and so what happens to the woman at the store, and
by extension to the men associated with her, serves as a
further definition of those terms, and one that suggests a
more elusive and less comfortable way of thinking about thern.
what is lcolonial' New zearand or romance centred on a hroman,
if it can be so easiry unmasked and show itself as a savage
and alien territory?

rMirrie' is framed as an orar narrative and eponlmous sketch,
based on the coroniar rnotif perhaps most famous in the
Australian writer Henry Lawson,s rrhe Drover,s wife': a woman
alone in the randscape threatened by an unknown mare. rn
'Millie' the narrative structure is inverted so that the young
English johnny - on the run after murdering his enproyer - is
threatened by Mi1lie, the large powerfur coronial wornan. But
the story is ress about Mirlie or Harrison than about
belonging. Harrison's speech identifies him as of a higher
social class than Millie: what he has done in murdering his
enproyer confirms his position as outsider for whom crass is
irrerevant, just as Millie's reaction to hin confirms her as
coroniar, for whon Home is represented by a photograph of Mt.
Cook.

rHow Pearr Button was Kidnapped', a story about a chird taken
on a rovery expedition to a marae and to the beach by two big
(Maori) women, inverts a typical coroniar narrative about a
child who is lost or stolen by indigenous people, a story
which expresses colonial fear of appropriation by the other.
rPearl Button' is written from pearlts point of view, which
allows a simple cultural contrast to develop; pearl enjoys
herserf with the Maori wonen as she never has in the rhouse of
Boxes'. fn rOle Underwood, the enotional pressures which
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night drive a man to viorence and mad obsession, are presented
within the frame of the colonial character sketch.'.

rn all these stories tifansf ierd signals the conventions of
coloniar short fiction, positioning her narratives within the
stereotypes that identify colonial culture in order to rewrite
then. rt is perhaps significant that each of her rcoloniaU
stories is of a distinctive type and not repeated, and their
snarl number suggests the lirnited repertoire of coloniar
fiction as werl as its limited usefulness as a source of
models for Mansfieldts talents. l{hen she returned to New

Zealand as a subject in her stories several years rater, it
had becone the psychorogical emotional centre for the complex
indirect ruulti-voiced narrative form she developed. rn her
famous journar entry of 1916 written after her brotherrs death
in France the previous year Mansfield savr New zealand as a
randscape she must recolrect, rediscover and renew in writing,
a landscape in which she could relive the country of her earry
Iife.

rNow-now r want to write recollections of my ol,n country.
Yes, I want to write about my own country till f sinply
exhaust my store. Not only because it is a rsacred deh ttthat f pay to ny country because ny brother and I wEre
born there, but arso because in ruy thoughts r ranqe with
hin over arl the remembered places. r am never fir away
from then. I long to renevr them in writing.
Ah, the people the people hre loved there of then,
too, I want to write. Another, rdebt of lover. Oh, I wantfor one moment to make our undiscovered country leap intothe eyes of the old worrd. rt must be mysterious, as
though floating. It must take the breath. It must be ione
of those lands,... I shall tetl everything, even of how
the laundry basket squeaked at 75.rrs

Mansfierd's letters, journals, notebooks and stories have been
the subject of a vast quantity of psychobiographical
specuration and critical commentary which began after her
death and stirr continues. A history of New zealand short
fiction is not the place to dear in detail with arl this
naterial, and in any case, the complexity of Mansfieldrs work
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is such that it is continually reinvented according to

critical preoccuPation and this will no doubt continue

fruitfullytohappen.uyconcernhereisfirstlytosee
Mansfietd from the standpoint of colonial literature' and

secondlytoindicatesomepossiblereadingsofherwork,
particularly the later New Zealand stories, which suggest a

subtler metaphorical bearing in her writing on the rneaning of

the term .colonial' than is found in other local writing'

When Mansfield declared her anbition to rnake our undiscovered

country leap into the eyes of the old v{orld" a remark

identifed as decisive in her development: rfrom this point on'

whenshebegantoseeherNewZealandbackgroundasan
artistic positive she gained enormously as a writer"" she

defined an intention conmon to colonial writers' Although

Mansfield meant something different in prose narrative fron

the simpler irnpulse to document that characterizes much

nineteenth century short fiction, the desire to discover her

country in writing, to force it into the vision of the OId

World, argues a sense of New Zealand as an unwritten
iundiscovered, territorY, which Iinks her with her country men

and women. l,[ansfield, in renewing 'aII the renembered placeS'

in her writing, also re-knew them, brought New Zealand into

the context of nodernist European fiction and reviewed it'

cu1turallY and textuallY.

It is clear that Mansfield felt herself to be a displaced

person.BothinNewZealandandinEnglandshesuffereda
sense of exile common, (as Andrew Gurr has shownt"), to all

colonial literatures. Her well-docunented difficulties with

social relationships, the fact that a substantial part of her

adultlife!'asspentoutofEnglandandremarksinthe
notebooks all bear witness to dislocation'

rAndlamthelittlecolonia].walkingin.theLondon
garden patch : affowea 

-io look perhaps.' but not to
Iinger. ^ir r lie on th. qii==, thef positively_ shout at
me: ,f Look at her, rying on gg graLg r pretgnding she

r ives h;;;,-pt"L"tiaini- ifiit i=l-tt -s"1dl"li^:13-thtt 
f arr

back of the house, iritn the windbws opening and the
coloured curtains fifiinq, is her home. She is a stranger

- ,1''1 ftt' '7tl il[trr5 L<x''io''' fllt€l i rcb
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In her fiction the sense of displacement functions in two

lrays: physically, in the locations of her stories and

figuratively, in the recurrent rnotif of transit. A surprising
nurnber (close to half) of Mansfietd's stories are located in

Nehr Zealand.'" Next to New Zealand continental Europe is the

setting for the larqest number of stories, and only a

comparativety smafl number are set in England' As a whole'

Mansfield's fiction suggests that cultural identity is a kind

of baggage carried around in hotels and on trains, constantly
on the move. This shifting location narkedly distinguishes

Mansfieldrs fictions from those of Virginia Woolf, with whom

she is often compared. However Mansfield's location of her

fictions outside England is even more specifically directed to
a context of transit. In a German Pension L9L1 explicitly
uses the narrative point of view of a foreigner, tenporarily
resident in a pension, and most of the stories are based on

episodic and discontinuous social enounters: overheard

conversations, chance encounters, the social codes and

behaviours of an itinerant community always on the point of

departure: .Next day the Baron was gone. Sic transit gloria

cerman mundi,' (Alpers, 34). A large number of both the

European and New Zealand stories take place on trains or

boats, in foreign hotels or at, stations, of on the brink of

voyages, at wharves; rPrelude" a story about shifting house,

and rAt the Bay', about a holiday house, are both stories set

in a condition of imPermanence' Mansfield's fictions

characteristically occur within the context of travel, they

are the text of travelling, of change and dislocation' If
colonial literature has a preoccupying context it is that it
is always addressed elsewherei somevthere else is the rreal'

against which colonial titerature nust prove its rrealnesst;

it is always a discourse of transit, and of the anxiety of

transitoriness.

As a writer influenced by the syrnbolists and one who began her

writing career with slnnbolist pieces, Mansfield was concerned

in her stories with transmitting the mornent which night
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signify the who1e, or, as Raou1 Duquette, perhaps the slyest
of her narrator-frames, puts it:

rThere does seem to be a moment when you realise
that, quite by accident, you happen to have come on
the stage at exactly the moment you Lrere expected

There f had been for all eternity, as it r,tere,
and now at last I was coming to life ... ""

For Mansfield, the context of the moment of significance is
often one which structurally defines its transitorinessi a

boat, a train, the eve of a voyage, a hotel abroad, a caf6, a

taxi. There is clearly a metaphorical dimension to the
transitoriness of l{ansfieldrs settings, and it may also be
associated with her practice as a writer. Like Joyce, she is
concerned with rlj.fe purified in and reprojected from the
human inagination, i according to UurLy she r rrsa\irrr, and
wrote, in flashes'2o, and it is the epiphanic, concentrated
focus on the particular as suqgestive of soraething beyond
itself that is the most complex and typical aspect of
Mansfield's short fiction. The extent to which epiphanic focus
pervaded her work is suggested by its appearance both in her
fictional strategies and the way in which she discusses
writing in her reviews, Ietters and journals. Reference to the
significance of moments occurs frequently in Mansfield's
typical use of extended metaphor to characterise novels and
novelists, and in the following description of Java Head, by
Joseph Hergesheimer, it suggestively points to her childhood
in Wellington as an analogry for her fictional strategies:

rThose who have spent any portion of their life in a
seaport town will remernber a peculiar quality of light,
whieh is to be observed there and in no other
surroundings. for when the sun is over the sea and the
htaves high a trernbling brilliance flashes over the town,
nott illuninating this part, now that. In its erratic
hovering behaviour it might be likened to that inp of
Iight children love to call jack-on-the-wa1li one can
never teII where it rnay next appear. It is, and sonething
is caught in it, dazzling fine, and then it is gone to be
back again for another glittering moment but almost
before it has tirne to look it has f town away. "'
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when Mansfierd wrote to Dorothy Brett in r9L7 about her use of
form in rPreluder, she described it in a figure of speech,
which, like that used about Java Head, rinked the physical
environment of new zealand (with l,lansfierdrs stress on its
nel,rness perhaps also suggestively coloniar ) with her narrative
objective. rn responsef/arett's rwhat form is it?, Mansfield
wrote, u

rrf the truth were known r have a perfect passion for theisland where I was born...Wel1,- in the early norning
there r arways remenber feeling that this rittle island
has dipped back into the dark blue sea during the nightonly to rise again at gleam of day, all living withbright spangles and gliftering drops...I tried to catchthat moment with sonething of its sparkle and itsflavour. And just as on those mornings white nilky uristsrise and uncover some beauty, then smother it agiin ana
then again disclose it. I tried to lift that misl from mypeople and let then be seen and then to hide them
again...rt'

Mansfierdts use of the epiphanic moment arso suggests an
assoeiation between the terrns colonial and nodernist.
Mansfierd hated 'plotty' stories, like coroniar ones, and did
not write them, but in her fictions concentrated on a point of
significance which gives meaning to the changing and unstable
context in which it occurs. This ruight arso be said to be the
seldom-realized objective of colonial fiction.

rn her most famous New zearand stories, the fiction which
disprays Mansfield's talent at its most commanding and
indescribable, ( rPreluder, .At the Bayr, rThe DoIIrs House',
rThe Garden Party) Mansfierd's use of her own chirdhood past
has been werl-documented. They are stories which Mansfierd
satt as part of a rnoveU to be called Karori, and which in
fact form two story cycles, one about the sheridan faniry, and
one about the Burnells. Apart from rn a German pension and
her earliest pieces, onry the New zealand stories feature
children other than adult children, so that with one or two
exceptions ( rsun and Moon,' in which the chirdren function
synbolically as well as narratively, and rThe young cirlr)
children, in Mansfieldrs later fictions, live in New Zealand.
Obviously there is a biographical reading for this, but it
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does indicate a major difference between the rNew zearand'
stories and the rEnglish, stories, and suggests different
concerns. Single-Iayered farnilies or couples (as in rThe

Escape' or rThe llan !{ithout a Temperamentt ) , and double-
layered families of adult children and parents (as in rThe

Daughters of the Late coloner') give way to the rnurti-rayered
extended fanily of the Burnells who, correspondingty, occupy
a great deal more space, (house, garden, beach house, beach)
than do Mansfierd's Angro-Europeans. rn their colonial
location, Mansfield's stories are both more expansive and
structurally more extended, so if the rBurnelr stories are
about discovery and the growth of awarenessr" it is the
dj.scovery of a more extensive and complex awareness
netaphorically associated with a larger space.

The country discovered in iAt the Bay, is not the country of
coroniar fiction. Nothing dramatic happens, there is no plot,
descriptions of native bush are kept to a mininumi yet as a
story it is both culturally distinctive and distinctively
rnodernist. t{rit,ten in thirteen sections , .At the Bay,
progresses through a day spent by the Burnerls at the beach;
the narrative opens and croses with an unpeopred randscape,
the frane through which the family and beach society are seen,
and the frame of a day acts to contain the fluid projections
of past and future and present that take prace in the ninds of
the characters. Like many New zealand coroniar families, the
Burnell's fanily past is Australian. Linda, rying under the
manuka tree, feels with intense emotion the pleasure of
solitude, but no sooner has the word ralone, been articulated,
than she has a recognition of time and 1ife, passing, sweeping
her away:

rAlong came Life like a wind and she was seized and
shaken; she had to go. Oh dear, would it always be
so? Was there no escape?' (A1pers, p.453)

The image of escape that comes to Linda is her Australian
childhood, and the dream of travel, rcutting off, with her
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father, ds if they were rfwo boys together', enjoying the
nateship of colonial itineracy, antidomestic and rootless.
For what irnprisons Linda, in tine and in circurnstance, is her
gender: rshe was broken, made weak, her courage was gone,
through childbearing. And what made it doubly hard to her
nas, she did not love her children.,

But though Linda is swept away by Life, constrained by her
fanily, though the whole Burnell clan exists only momentarily
as it is, in the narrative present, the storyrs structural
focus on transitoriness is paradoxically as close to an
affirmation of stability and permanence as is possibre in
Mansfield's fiction. Linda's angry thoughts about motherhood
are succeeded, at the next moment, by an unexpected rneht,

feeling about her babyi as tirne srreeps past it brings
discoveries in the rnind quite as much as in the actual
physical world, the rvast dangerous garden undiscovered,
unexplored' that waits outside Jonathqn Troutrs office. The
country of discovery of 'At the Bay, is both the country of
tlife' and the unexplored country of possibility that is
metaphoricalry and imagisticarly associated with an expansive
colonial environment, even though the characters ability to
discover it is constrained by their circurnstances and
relegated to their fantasies. Unlike the stories of early
colonial writers, where contradictions and oppositions are
finally hauled together in the happy endings of romance,
Uarffiefa's rplotless, modernist narrative stresses that events
in -themselves cannot bring about resolution or meaning. The
characters can only sense the real significance and
opportunity afforded then by the newly created landscape which
rises frorn the rnist in the first section of rAt the Bay, in
glinpses, moments which vanish as fast as they comei
possibility and meaning for the colonial subjects of
Mansfield's New Zealand stories, occurs in a narrative context
which sinultaneously ernphasises its elusiveness and affirms a

transient recognition of wider landscapes of hope, choice, and
discovery.
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rn the narrative detair of rAt the Bayr precise coronial
rocation occurs: Linda and stanley qren up in Tasnania,
Kezia's uncle l{illian died of sunstroke at rthe minesr, Alice
goes to tea with litrs stubbs who is rike a thrirring older
version of the wonan at the store, and there are numerous
positioning descriptive details in the references to paddocks
and ruanuka and so on. Figuratively, tAt the Bay, represents
its peacefur domestic structures as netonlmic for journey,
voyage, change; the road on which Alice warks to ilrs stubbsrs
shop or the road bringing Harry Kember to Beryl, is
insistently present, and the travelrer can, rike the narrator
at the end of rThe wonan at the storer, rturn a bend and the
whole place disappearsr. fn rAt the Bay' the signifying
iourneys are inwardr ds they are for the colonist, journeys
that occur as rnoments of concentrated focus within the
discontinuities, divisions and arnbiguities of individual life.
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More than any other writer the work of Frank sargeson
signifies Nehr Zealandness in our l-iterature. Even though his
stories can hardly be said stirl to refrect a faniliar
society, his fiction, rike Henry Lawsonrs of Austraria or
sherwood Andersonts of Arnerica, offers a reading of New
zealand. Mansfield,s transfornation of the short story took
place in Europe and in the context of rnodernismi though she
was considered to have rinterpreted accurately and beautifully
a segrment of New zearand life and a part of the New zealand
randscap€','the short story as it was written in New zealand
and read in New zealand was the fiction of a different country
from hers. Mansfield,s complex disguisings of self and her
focus on textuality were not representative of a literature
stiIl engaged with problens of context, of readership, and of
serf-representation. rn 1930, the rfirst collection ever nade
of short stories by New zealanders, opened with an aporogy for
the lack of 'any nationat outlook or distinctive atnospheter,
which the editor, o.N. Gilrespie took to be a consequence of
New Zealand's homogeneous society, ( rExcept for the delightful
Maori race our stock is Anglo Saxon, ) and its
environrnental and cultural closeness to Home. More than half
the stories included by Girlespie are by women (incruding
Mansfield's rThe voyage, ) and the rnajority are romances, whire
the stories by male writers rnostly conform to oral taletelling
patterns: the yarn, the adventure story, the racing storyr oF
the comic sketch as in Arthur H. Adamsrs rThe Last of the
Moas' (from The New chum L9o5), which enjoyed some satirical
play with colonial stereotypes and legends."

However, by the late twenties romance had outlived its
usefurness as a sirnpre narrative ground of short fiction,
though it remained strong in popular fiction. Although .local
colour' with an eye on an English readership, stirl seemed the
best means of participating in the production of the .realr to
many writers, more sophisticated attempts to rocate short
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fiction in a regional context, both in terns of its readership
and its content, began to appear. The stories published in
the New Zealand Iltustrated Magazine inplied a reader
originally fronr Home if not actually living there, but by J.936

Iocal reviewers such as Quivis in the Evening Post regarded
local readership as the imperative condition of a national
Iiterature.

Some day we shall have stories of New Zealand people
by New Zealand people for New Zealand people and,
given the requisite art, the beginnings of a truly
national literature; but so long as our best
writers, however pardonable the notive of naking a
living, tell this tale with a telescope to one eye,
bearing on the distant market in London, and the
other eye half-shut to their readers here, that day
wi}l be deferred."

Tn L927 Jean Devannyts collection Old Savacre and Other Stories
was published in London. Devanny's stories were not included
in Gillespie's anthology, even though they night seem to
provide a rdistinctive (local) atnosphere', and though they
are based on the romance model, being mostly stories about
love. But Devanny rewrote romance as a vehicle for her
political convictions. She was a communist and a feninist and

the stories in Old Savage vary between more romantic and more
political treatrnents of the relationship between men and

women. Even in stories such as 'The Soul of Black BiIl Hogan'
and 'Tui with Added Years' whose narratives are structured on

conventional romance objectives, Devanny introduces class
distinction or insists on the sexuality of the uroman as a

motive force in her behaviour.

A cluster of Devanny's stories are written about coal nining
settlements on the West Coast, which evoke a New Zealand
unfarniliar to the educated middle class readers of colonial
romance: an environment of pubs and mines and townships
without sewerage systems in which the 'refuse piled up and

rotted in the sun tiII the stink of it lay like a loathsome
blanket upon the townships" and in which miners drink all
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their hard-earned pay leaving their wives to support the

children by prostitution. Devanny's fictions are based on a

marxist view of social conditions, and challenge the

conventions of romance by insisting that the relationship
between the sexes is polit,ical: woman as the property of man,

woman constrained by powerlessness to exploit her body as a
courmodity (which, however, she does for selfless reasons, the

love of her children). Although Devanny's writing radically
insists on women's right to pursue their own objectives and,

in particular, exercise sexual freedom, her fictions preserve

moral conventions by insisting that, within the boundaries of

choice they outline, a woman's actions can be recognised as

rpure, or not. Her characters' sexual desires are governed by

a scrupulous recognition of moral and emotional conflict and

a belief in an ideal nate, even though they may be a response

to the lirnits set on female behaviour, choice and opportunity
for self sufficiency.

rFirst, I have something to say about ny rseduction' of
men that you spotce of. I-have given you one reason for it
but tnerd is inother. In every man I met, Guyf through
you or otherwise, I have loofLd for my potential mate,
for the mate who would wake in me the response you jgst
missed arousing, and hrho urould at the same time
ilpt""i"i" r. ai'an individual apart from my sex.t3

Devannyts heroines are never attracted to the runcleant, and

their potential to redeem individual men into an idealised
sexual partnership is stressed in all her fiction.

rHe vras in love. He knew it and groaned. He groaned
because of what had come to hin side by side with his
Iove.SaIIy'srespecthaddoneit.Sidebysidewithhis
love had grown a sense of decency which must surely have
Iain dorrnint somewhere within his huge frame. t"

Despite her willingness to challenge social systems and moral

conventions, especially those associated with marriage, and

her insistence on a r"oman's right to opPose social and

economic dependency, Devanny,s fictions almost never move

outside a conventionaL romance solution to the difficulties
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her characters encounter. Re-establishing an (irnproved) status
guo, establishing a different and more satisfactory hetero-

sexual partnership, or in the last resort death; these are the
rplotty, resolutions Mansfield typically avoided, which affirm
the central assumption of Devannyts work that an equal

sexual partnership between men and women is the desirable

objective against which her characters measure themselves and

whish can act as the basic unit of an equitable, and norally
and politically rclean', society. It is
Devanny's use of narrative as overtly political which

distinguished her from the writers of the 1890s and early
twentieth century, more especially as she explicitly
ernphasized the gender of her subject' one of the reasons no

doubt for the hostile reception her writing received' She

signals a crucial change in direction for short fiction, array

from the squattocratic beaux chanps of l'lansfield's fictional
Iocations to the plain-speaking, truth-telling, hard-drinkinq
and hard-up rural New Zealander.

FrankAnthony'ssketchesrlaterpublishedaslrteandGusin
1938, appeared in periodicals in the 192Os. Anthonyts comic

sketches of Taranaki dairy farmers not only formed a popular

audience but were also hiqhly praised by critical commentators

for their rdirect and masculine' qual5'ties. E.H. McCormick, in
his survey of New zealand literature published in 1959,

attributes to Anthony a 'minor' revofution in New Zealand

fiction:

rThe broad nasculine humour of the sketches, their
unfailing gusto, and their wholesome bucolic flavour
had been absent from New zealand writing since
pioneer days. "

Where Devanny used romance and melodrama as her structure for
the representation of the social problems of rreal', working

class people, and to question conventional romance

stereotyP€S, Anthony's sketches of Taranaki dairy farmers are

written as oral narrative, vernacular accounts of two young
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nen in a dominantly masculine environment, anti-donestic,
afraid of rrromen and either suspicious or conventionally
romantic in their attitudes towards then, preoccupied with
anbitious but uncorupleted projects, practical jokes and horse-
play. As a view of rural New Zealand, Anthony's sketches aim
for a cornic, but recognisably rrealt location. Terry Sturm has
said of then:

rlW]ith their mixture of comic farming incidents and
romantic misadventures, their boisterous masculine humour
and racy New Zealand vernacular idion, they offer an
authentic picture of the life of ordinary New
Zealanders.,"

Anthony's stories represent treal' work on the farn, but work
that is humorously difficult, comically nismanaged by rnen as
Iittle boys. Anthony explodes expectations associated with
the Colonial Pastoral Dream and romance conventions by
focusing on the unglamorous work, financial difficulty and
naive ingenuousness of inexperienced farmers.

rI will adnit that when I bought this place I was a new
chum. The land agent who took me over this place laid
particular stress on the beautiful flat shramps. He said
drained snamps were proving to be the most fertile lands
in the Dominion. rLook at the Piako Swamp,.

A fellow had told me only the week before that he ltreh,parsnips in the Piako one year 7ft long. So f decided to
take the place. As soon as I was settled in properly, I
wired in to the driest part of the swamp, intending to
drain it, only there didn't happen to be any outlet for
the water, unless I opened up a drain for rniles. So I
started stumping instead.'"

At the same time the sketches of Me and Gus frarne the New

Zealand nale as inarticulate and enotionally constrained,
rauthentic' in his inadequacies and limited expression of
then. Anthony's implied reader is as gendered as Devannyts,
and both are being educated, but Anthony's emphasis is on the
satirical possibilities of a rural society. Different as
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their stories are, Devanny and Anthony share an interest in
creating a fictional environment that makes some clairo on the
reader to acknowledge the relationship between characters and
institutj-ons, experience and convention. Whether it is
Devanny exposing the perfect mother of colonial society or
Anthony's Mark in cornbat with the agent, they function as
predecessors to Sargeson in this fictional shift anay from
Iocal colour to the rreaf idiorn and conditions of the social
context, though with the advent of Sargreson in the thirties,
feminist political romance gave way to masculinist oral
narrative as the dominant short fiction of New Zealand
Ii.terature.

fn July L932 the literary magazine Phoenix established in
Auckland declared: rhle are hungry for the words that shall
show us these islands and ourselves; that shall give us a home

in thought.' Finding a rhome in thought' explicitly
preoccupied New Zealand writers throughout the thirties and
forties, and has dominated both fictional and critical
writing throughout our literary history. What is rNew

Zealandness'? How New Zealand is written and thought must
also be how it is read, and that story, like text and meaning
itself, can only exist within changing and impermanent
boundaries, no sooner narked out than redefined. But literary
history can dernonstrate that some writers have been considered
more significant than others, constructing fictions in which
lwe recognise (however obliquely) something of ourselves'.'o

In a celebratory issue of Islands for Sargeson's seventy-fifth
birthday a large nunber of writers and friends paid tribute to
Sargeson and to his work, and it nas apparent that Sargeson
had provided a major context for the work of many of his
successors, particularly as a writer who 'invented New

Zealand'. C.K. Stead remarked in his lletter to Frank
Sargesont:

rOn ny desk at this monent I have an essay by a
research student troubled by the fact that your
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fiction doesn't represent New Zealand as it really
is. Isn't this the inevitable next step when for so
many years you have been plagued by the good will
and praise of critics who have found New Zealand
perfectly represented in your work?t"

That Sargeson should have been seen for so long as a writer
who rperfectly represented' New Zealand raised some guestions
about the kind of fictions he wrote and about who might have

recognised nationhood in thern (even in L978 the contributors
to Islands are overwhelningly pakeha and male); but I think it
also points to the historical and political context in which
his fiction was produced.

Sargeson's sketches were first published in Tornorrow an

independent weekly edited in ChrisLchurch, in 1935. Tomorrow

was closely nodelled on Oragets New Age. It set itself up in
opposition to the rofficial' press and as the voice of
alternative truth. rTomorrow is a satire on today and shows

its weakness' announced the issue for JuIy 11, L934. In the
first number, FS (Fred Sinclaire, a regular contributor and in
later numbers as H. Winston Rhodes points out, often confused
with Sargeson) attacked the rNew Zealand Mind so norbidly
sensitive to hostile criticism, so nervously respectable, so

deferential to outside opinion, so lacking in independence -
in a word, so proviL'--ocial.' By far the largest part of
Tomorrow was given over to political commentary, or both
internal and international politics. As the thirties
continued polit,ical courqentary became nore pressing and more

critical; eventually in L94o the journal was effectively
rclubbedt by the Labour Government." It is in this anti-
provincial, political and internationalist context that
Sargesonts realist, nationalist and provincial sketehes vtere

first published.

AIl the fiction published in Tornorrow was sketch-length'
clearly due in part to Tomorrow's constraints of space. But
the sketch also has some structural advantages as a piece of
short fiction published in a political context- It can
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function as an illustration of type in the vernacular or as a
parable or anecdote which gives sharp focus to a particular
question. In comparison to the psychological sketch of the
nineties, used as the basis of free indirect discourse by
Mansfield in order to create emotional depth, Sargeson's
sketches, and the sketches or parables of other writers
published in Tomorrow concentrated on educative anecdotes. As

W.H. New has put it: rSargeson chose not to make his art
subservient to the popular stereotypes of society; but to use

those stereotypes in his art - in the process subverting the
stereotypes and teasing nuance fron the vernacular.'r'

To the readers of Tomorrow, or perhaps more preciselyr the
contributors and producers of Tomorrow, it was the accuracy of
Sargeson's political eye which was so compelling, as its
Literary Editor, glinston Rhodes later recalled:

rlf I stood by the long drawing board at the window
with ny baby grand piano and looked down into
Hereford Street, more than a few passers-by seemed
to my uncharitable eyes exact replicas of the
narrator's uncle who rcouldn't suppose"."

But when A Man and His Wife came out as a collection in 1941,
a reviewer in the Dominion cornnenting on McCormickts praise of
Sargeson, remarked that rthe dialogue is certainly convincing,
but do not their weak structure, their appalling
sentinentality, spoil them?"o Although Sargeson's stories
did not receive acclain when they appeared, his representation
of local idiorn eventually functioned as a coercive frame for
the rrealt to a very wide readership, though, ds Roger

Horrocks has observed of The Penguin Book of New Zealand Verse
edited by Allen Curnow, what strikes one readership
historically as rreality' may weII strike a readership
differentiated in tirue, in quite a different way.

rWhat strikes ne [about the Penguin Book] today are its
rnyths, its quests, its icons. What struck me in L950 stere
its realities'.'"
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What was lreal' in Sargreson's sketches published in Tomorrow

may suggest itself to readers over fifty years distant fron
their first publication, as frames in trhich the New Zeal-ander

can recognise the production of self.reflecting icons, the
myths by which we claim our reality.

Not all Sargesonrs contemporary readers stere confortable with
his realities. When a popular rnonthly like the New Zealand

Railways Maqazine, which began in 1,933 rwith a truly national
outlookt could claim to its readers that its adventure and

romance stories rpresent to New Zealanders the story of the
Iife and colour of their own landt, Sargeson's sketches of
Depression life on the nargins hit a nerve. Reviewing A litan

and His wife in the Listener in I94o, oliver Duff, the

Listenerrs editor, made a distinction, no doubt not an

unconnon one, between what rruost of us' See and what Sargeson
rcan't help' suggesting about New Zealand:

rThat New zealand during the last twenty years has
been a kind of rural slum most of us don't see
it like that. We don't see our neighbours as
morons, our young people as sensual louts' our
teachers and preacheis as liars and hypocrites, our
patriots as piofiteers. We know, however, that such
people exist, and their place in the picture need
irot- worry us if Sargeson sees then, can't take his
eyes off them, and can't help presenting thgT as
tirey are. rt is his affair and not ours if he
chooses to be laureate of hoboes-'(25 October, 19)

The great majority of stories published in the periodical
press in the thirties followed conventional narrative
patterns, and were directed at a conservative and inplicitly
untroubled readership. Sargeson's target is precisely that
audience, the New Zealand he referred to as tLittle Bethelt,
a rraw, aesthetically hostile' environrnent, puritanical,
'proper', a society and a historical tine which is a

rconbination of frightful crudity and even more frightful
refinementt. What is rernarkable about Sargeson's fiction is
not that he chose to attack a society he perceived as morally
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deficient and artistically negligible, but that he chose to
attack it in an idion that nade such demands on his readers,
by forcing them into political recognitions of stereotlpe and

attitude as it represents itself in vernacular speech. rt is
for his 'convincing' dialogue that Sargeson received tribute;
it is in the construction and shaping of that dialogue that
Sargeson is at his rnost political. Howeverr ds he was always
at pains to point out, he was writing fiction not social
commentaryrand though his fictions work to return the reader
to a kind of social and noral irnaginativeness both about
fiction and what it ruight be taken to representr ds a writer
Sargeson stressed that rall I can do is be ahtare of this
terribly complicated and difficult situation, and I can only
make marginal comments in the forn that seems to suit ne best
- that is, by creating fictions. ""

In 1935 Sargeson wrote an article for Tomorrovt about Sherwood

Anderson which night also be read as a description of his own

narratives. He stressed the rvalue of repetition', the rshort
suggestive sentence', and Andersonts use of words to rnarrate
the imagination':

rHistories are told in the connonplace words and
phrases that you find in the Old Testament, but they
have nothing of the flatness of life. In life the
third dimension often appears to be missing.
Anderson nakes it his job to put it in. ""

Sargeson's fictions also have the effect of having 'put in'
the tthird dimensiont. The texture and surface of his
fictions is incomplete, not fulIy self-referential; instead
they initiate a process in which the reader must participate
in order to rmake sense' of the fiction, in order, indeed, to
rmaket the narrative.
In the sketch 'A Piece of Yellow Soap' the 'facts' presented
by the narrative are rninirnal and sketchy; only the outline of
a story is told, without explanation, so that what is not said
between the facts is left to the reading process itself. The

milkman knows what it is like to have bloodless and shrunken
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fingers, and the sight of a piece of yelJ.ow (cheap, washing)

soap arouses in hin an identification with the woman holding
it that blocks his speech, dD identification participated in
by the reader, who, Iike the narrator, is blocked from
rknowing' any more about the woman than her piece of soap

suggests, and who can only runderstand' the narrative by

feeling, like the narrator, what it signifies. The sketch ends

with a return to the present tense, in rrrhich the woman is
dead, and the inage of her piece of soap is understood, by the
narrator, in the context of his ohtn uncertain beliefs, the
larger moral frame of the woman's inagined entry to Heaven-
rlf God is a Person of Sensibility, I don't doubt that when he

looked at that piece of yellow washing soap He felt ashamed of
Himself ' .'"

rA Piece of Yellow Soap' restricts the information, points of
view and narrative explanation given to the reader to an image

and an anecdotal voice. But the effect of that inage on the
narrator and his attenpt to understand it, represents both the
milkman and the woman as participants in a social relationship
suggestive of larger moral and economic questions than those
explicitly raised, rt is the pohter of the particular, the
yellow, washing soap, to signify an economic discourse, a

discourse of the rreal' concrete world, and the power of the
individual, the narrator, to signify a moral one' that define
the characteristic structures of Sargeson's sketches. In the
ptay between the inage and the narration, which typically sets
up incomplete contexts for the irnage, the reading process is
the connecting and educative force. The will to understand

Sargeson's stories lies in the will to rread'his idiom.
Though Sargeson's fictions represent themselves as speaking of
the lives of working-class white males, often poor, i}l-at-
ease with the language, recounting anecdotes with incomplete
or uncertain understanding, they speak to the reader who is
probably none of those things (except perhaps male), but who

is, Iike God, a Person of Sensibility. When he looks at that
piece of yellow washing soap, h€ feetsr or is made to feel
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ashamed; the fiction infects the rreal' context of the reader-
Sargeson's fictions are overtly political and educative in
their narrative intention; in his hands short stories became,

in his ohtn phrase, rmarginal commentst on the conplicated
social fictions of history.

Bruce King has said of Sargeson's work:

rNationalism often identifies authentically with rural
areas and the poor - the land and the people. In contrast
high culture is seen as foreign netropolitan,
cosmopolitan, snobbish, elitist, a fonn of imperialism.
The writer rebelling against his niddle-class background
usually either heads towards London, Paris or New York,
with their international and metropolitan values, o!
identifies hinself with the land and the people,
Sargreson, like Mark Twain or Synge, creates a folk
tradition from those on the fringes of society. "o

Although Sargeson's work clearly identifies authenticity with
the poor, and with an idiorn that also seems inpoverished, its
inplied reader is suggestively able to fill in a context for
the poverty of the characters, that is essentially a political
context in which material poverty is something to be redeemed

from but also a condition in which moral and enotional
positives are most clearly at work. Whereas the narrator's
uncle who is partner in a big firrn, doesn't understand what a
social picnic rnight be in rConversation with ny Unc1et, the
railkrnan identifies with the woman and her bloodless finqers
and with the more general notion, which includes the reader,
of the Persons of Sensibility who understand and are
inplicated in the shamefulness of social conditions
represented by the vtoman and her piece of soap. Where the
stories themselves make distinctions of sensibility between
rich and poor, there is always an inplied reader in Sargeson's
fiction who is inaginatively 'rich' enough to compensate for
tmy unclet who rnever reads a book'. It is in demanding a
rrichnesst of sensibitity from the reader that Sargeson
politically educates him, a transaction between writer and

reader that Sargeson acknowledged:
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rI learned to use my inagination to assist me in becoming
explicit on paper, while at the same tine leaving a good
deal to become intelligible to the reader only upon the
condition of a half-way rneeting: he must not expect nuch
frou me unless he used his inagination. t"

rThat sunmer' is Sargeson's major narrative of the thirties.
Located in a shifting male environment of boarding houses and
pubs, it begins with an image of rural New Zealand as the
place of origin that has been left behind. Even though
rthings couldn't be worse in town', that is where Bill's itchy
feet take hiru. The move into town places Bill in an

environment where the things that identify him are gradually
renovedi from having been a good farm worker he becones one

of the many unenployed (cooks, sailors, barmen, farm workers)
awash in the pubs and in the registry offices of Auckland;
fron having plenty of chips in his pocket, he is without the
price of a trarn fare after Ted robs hin; from being a man on

holiday enjoying looking at the sheilas in the park, he is
arrested on a charge of sexual assault and inprisoned; from
being a man trying to pick up a girl at the pictures he
becomes someone whose enotional motivation is love of another
man and whose possible relationships with htomen contract to
his landlady, her small daughter and a transvestite. In the
process of narration all the reader's assumptions about Bill
are deconstructed not so much by Billts proving to be other
than he appears as by the gradual and inevitabte constriction
of his circumstances; his power to choose steadily retreats.
It is this constriction and confinement that the text enacts,
but it brings with it '.. instability of social and gender
roles that is politically educative. As BilI suffers a series
of social transfornations he is also literally emasculated;
being marginalised socially is accompani.ed by an erasure of or
the creation of arnbigruity about BilI's other characteristics
until he has moved outside norruative and conventional
assumptions about New Zealand men, and this is inaged in the
increasingly boxed-in location of the narrative, finally
contracting to the room BilI shares with his sick mate Terry,
where he is not even able to articulate what he wants to say:
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ll'd look at hirn lying there.
Terry, I'd say.
I{hat is it boy? he'd say.
Nothing, I'd say.
And then Its say TerrY.
And instead of answering
grin on his face.
Terry, I'd say.
But I could never get anY
I wanted to say something
and I couldn't say it. "'

he'd just have a sort of faint

further than just saying TerrY.
but I didn't know what it was,

Although Bilt is increasingly locked in by social conditions
and circunstances in rThat Summerr t his relationship with
Terry offers the only emotional stability there is. l{hile his
farm job ttas a good one, thim and his missus t/ere always

rowin, i Mr and Urs Clegg go it rhanmer and tongs'i when BiIl
heard Bert start to beat up Maggie he teft and didn't go home

.for a long time that night', there are no conventional (or
apparently conventional) hurnan relationships that BilI is
witness to which are not marked by violence and unhappiness.

When BilI is in the role of provider and nurturer with Terry,
his life, ds R.A. Copland notes, rbecomes purposeful. t2" In
a richly paradoxical inversion, the story shows Bill at a

point of great emotional fulfilnent when he is also most

confined and marginalised, which acts as a commentary on the
kinds of rnormal' huruan relationship he encounters and

witnesses.

Sone of Sargesonts titles like rThe Making of a New Zealander'
or rl{hite Man's Burden' explicitly signal cultural discourse
and almost aII of his stories and sketches represent the
relationships between men and women as destructive, often
violently so, as in rSa}e Day'. But it is the commonplace

words and phrases used by an anecdotal voice apparently only
half-engaged with the narrative that produces the cultural
significance of Sargeson's texts. lilhen BiII in rThat Summer'

hears he has won the double on Boxing Day, after knocking off
workattheDally'sritisatbitofAtlRight''Notevenat
a moment of triumphant celebration can his language expand'

BiII expresses himself only in recounting t'he sequence of
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events as he experiences it; his speech contains almost no

modifiers, few intensifiers, scarcely any adjectives or
adverbs, ro sirniles or metaphors; in other words Bill has no

Ianguage with which to speak anything other than lfactual'
reporting, and what he narrates demonstrates his linited
ability to articulate his understanding of what he reports.
The absence of a metaphorical, emotional and cognitive
dimension to BiIIts narrative prompts, in the readerr dD

insistent reading-in of that dimension; the reader's presence

in the narrative is a product of the absence in Bill's but
also conditioned by Bill's constriction. The reader can read
Bitt, and 'know' his story, but that knowledge confirms its
rrealness'i by supplying the absent discourse, the reader
authenticates and re-inprisons Bill: there is no other world
in which to understand him.

These recurrent locations of Sargeson's stories indicate a

preoccupation with identity in his fiction; gender identity,
national identity, economic identity, social identity and

cultural identity, all locations in which the rreal' can be

constructed and deconstructed and textual identity
destabilized. Simon During has demonstrated in what he ca1ls
an loverreading' of rThe Hole That Jack Dug', that that story
is a nunber of different texts, deconstructing in the process
not just its own narratives, but also its imptied reader(s)."
In rThe Making of a New Zealander' the inconclusiveness of
narrative events is reflected back to the definition promised

by the title; the text as a text of cultural identity is thus
called into question. The story functions to create
uncertainty about what the term New Zealander night signify at
the Same tine as it presents a narrator whose speech assumes

a common identity with the rreal' reader.

As a story about cultural identity and as a story which
illustrates some qualities of Sargeson's narratives, 'The
Making of a New Zealander' shows how uncertain the boundaries
of meaning become once conventional contexts are subverted or
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guestioned. The farm job turns out to be tough going; twelve
hor{*s a day every day, but in an environment which is
significantly different from conven;tional expectation. The

boss is atright, he sits by the fire doing his crochet and is
happy and contented, a description so at odds with the term
rboss' and with the narrator's voice that it subverts the
story from the start; in this narrative cultural sterotypes
have crossed over. It is Mrs crump who is the rreal tough
one', and the narratorb relationship with her is the one we

ought rreally' to be having with her husband, rthe boss'. But
once the narrator has subverted cultural sterotypes by
inverting then that narrative is aborted ( rthis isn't just a

no-account story about how I began to get cheeky and put
wisecracks across Mrs Crunp') and he announces the rreal'
story, the story that is to be taken account of:

What I want to tell is about how I sat on a hillside one
evening and talked with a man. Thatts aII, just a sunmer
evening and a talk with a man on a hillside. t{aybe
there's nothing in it and maybe there is.' (Stories 100)

Although the narrator is knowledgeable, about farrning, and
about his relationship with Mrs crump, like Sargeson's other
narrator's he is not authoritative about his otn story;
whether or not it means anything, whether therets rnothing in
it' or not, is the readerF decision, it is the reader who nust
produce the meaning of the text. The conversation with the man

on the hill is with Nick, a Dalnatian fruit farmer whose

cobber is in hospital. Nick is rnohr' a New Zealander, and he
is a New Zealander because he has learnt certain things: that
the soil in New Zealand is not deep and sweet as it is in
Dalmatia; that he must put sugar in the wine; that he cannot
afford to get married; people tell lies, so he is a Conmunist.
This knowledge of Nick's, the knowledge that makes him a New

Zealander is confirmed by the narrator:

rI rnightn't have put it the way Nick had, I nightn't have
said I !/as born too soon, but Nick knew what he was
talking about. Nick and I were sitting on the hillside
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and Nick rras saying that he was a New Zealander, but he
knew he wasntt a New Zealander. He knew he wasnrt
anything anlrmore.' (Stories 104)

The narrative suggests an internal contrast between Nick and
the narrator: that the narrator does know who he is suggested
by his being able to recognise what Nick isnrt, but his
knowledge is never stated, onry rvoiced'i the narratorrs craim
to cultural identity rspeaks, the narrative, especiarry in the
common identity it assumes with the reader.

rn the process of this story knowledge of various kinds is
called into questioni the knowredge of stereotypes for
exampre, which rnight arlow the reader to place the narrator in
his fanninq job, is subverted; Nickrs knowledge, which is why
he says he's a New zealander, becones repetition and does not
disguise another kind of knowledge, signified by the sadness
on his face; what the narrator knows after listening to Nick
dislocates him; the narrative ends in rnininalisation. Although
Nick knows what he was tatking about, rmaybe itrs best for a
man to hang onr.

Havingr to construct the neaning of a narrative from a narrator
who doesn't know whether or not there is any meaning in it, in
the context of a titre which suggests another agency to whon
rneaning is apparent, puts responsibility for the rreal,
meaning of the story on to the reader without forecrosing on
other possibilities. Neither sargeson, Nick the Darmatian,
nor the narrator are going to rnake any big craims about
curturar or national or gender identity, even as the narrator
seems to revert to stereotype and forgets his problens in
booze, Ieaving the question to the reader.

It, is this kind of politically educative, destabilising of
narrative and narrator while rwritingt his fictions in a
provincial rearist idion deeply familiar to his audience that
characterizes Sargesonrs best work. It is deeply ironic that
Sargeson's work should have been acclaimed for its convincing
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and realist qualities when his narratives consistently work to
undermine notions of the rear; but in the process, the
identification of the reader with the narrator by cornpleting
the narrative and supprying the rack in the narratorrs speech,
forces an affirmation of the ,rearness, of uncertainty, of
voice, of objects, images and events that is as expressive of
a culturar context as it is of the fragrmented partiar and
incomprete neanings of texts, in which nothing, not even the
reader, is taken for granted. rhlell, thatrs it. rf these
pages ever have a reader r would expect them either to ring a
beII , oE not to, .23

sargeson's rater stories like rcity and suburbanr, rAn
rnternationar occasion,, rA Finar curer, icharity Begins at
Home', rBeau', or rJust Trespassing, Thanks, focussed more on
the rwriterry' aspects of fiction, with much more pray with
language, and perhaps some ironic referentiarity to his own
earlier fiction. Arthough his rater stories still suggest, a
focus oD, or identification with, people on the edges of
conventional society, who are elderly, eccentric, live alone
or have abandoned more conventional lives like the inhabitants
of l'[rs Hinchinghornts lodging house, there is a shift in
social register: Edward corrie is roccupied, with probrens of
syntax and reads a Latin grranmar for pleasure, sargesonrs
characters are educated, middle class, professional. Their use
of ranguage is complex and highry riterary, and the apparent
ingenuousness of his Birrs and Jacks and Terrys has become the
disingenuousness of the narrator in rcity and suburban, or the
rdefensive ascetisicm' of Edward corrie. ( rJust rrespassing,
Thanks'). The focus is still on men and mare sensibility: like
his landlady Mrs Hinchinghorn, sargesonrs rpreference was for
rodgers of the mare sex: gentremen were not so demanding, nor
so apt to complain'.'" when sargeson writes of marriage or
fanily relationships it is either with the distaste of the
narrator in rcity and suburban, whose intinations of mortality
are brought to crisis point by the discovery of a crypto-
phallus on a beach and his wifers crude emotionar and sexual
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responses, or separation has occurred. Throughout his work,
heterosexuar rerationships are the ground for antagonism and
dis-ease.

9lhere sargeson's earrier stories seemed, in their distinctive
idion and their critique of a puritanicar society, to force a
recognition of lreaI' New zealand, his smalr group of stories
written sporadically from L964 to L975 insist on their status
as fiction, focussing on the inprobabJ6., the unlikery, in
ranguage that draws attention to its cornprex construction, its
rwritten' qualities which are distinctivery unlike spoken
idiorn, its reference to other texts and languages. rn rJust
Trespassing, Thankst, the invasion of Edward corriers house by
three young strangers who speak a ranguage which is sonetimes
riterally incomprehensible to him, nevertheress awakes in him
a rglowing areat of response which is almost erotic in its
effects, and which separates the young people from rworldly
norality'; they are ovidian, deities, whose iruption into the
life of a suburban recLuse, spouting poetry (though notabry
the woman does not do this; perhaps she, too, prefers Hugh
warpole to Henry Lawson) shifts both the events of the day and
his perception of them, into

ra country of the inagination, a transfigured region
illuninated by shafts of light which had their origin inpoetry: it wFl!. a region that hras permanent althouq.h
entirely withf substance, and inviolate even thoulh
readily accessj_bLe' .,,

Although the reader can infer a different narrative from
Edward conie's (the young people are .hot, and marked by the
language and attitudes of the sixties) the story is
nevertheress raboutt a shift in perception occurring in Edward
corrie whose boundaries are transgressed and thus rnagicarry
transformed into a country of the iruagination. rn the same way
the written text shifts itself ahray from traces of the
cogmitive rrealt world, where both the readerrs predictive and
judgemental response to the young people might be rather
different, into the affective dimension of language, signalred
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by the glowing
able to awaken

point that poetry and romantic young men arein Edward Corrie.

But while sargeson's stories, over time, noved away from thesketch rnoder and also from the characteristic narrati.vesubject of his early fictions, the isolated, socialrynarginal. ' apparentry stereotypicar Kiwi jokers of rA GoodBoy" rilve Lost My par" rA pair of socksr, stories likethese remained the l0cation of New zealand rearist fiction fora long tine, and stirl carry iconic freight in our culturalhistory- The nare writers who for.r.owed sargeson positionedthemselves as Lawrence Jones has put it, under ny uncrershat. 2"

rn an extended interview in 1-gzo sargeson crained that he wasnever conscious of writing in the shadow of KatherineMansfield or of reacting against her but that Mansfieldrinposed a pattern on our writing...Hosts of young vromen wroteMansfield stories'- There has 10ng been a tendency in Newzealand riterary history to see sargreson and Mansfierd asprogenitors of divergrent though coexisting traditions.sargeson hirnself in the sane interview registered unease aboutits consequences:

rWhen f_^"".r" along a lot of people felt, f thinkthat because of a certai-n a'nount of pohrer inthese earry sketches !h"y =""r"Jlo relate so muchto New ,Zeirand. ana a_h"t,;-;ignt, relate ithrasn't New zealand itself ; it -"I-"t"a. But peoprefett, rAh, tnis is- tne . ;;y -it" write.,- sotherefore-, instead 
"! gn""i.ng up something for Newzearand, both uansfield and nyself have tended to beconstricting infruences. r rnean who wants all 0fNew zealand rife to be seen in terrns of Mansfierd orin terrns ot sarqelofi,.,

But for twenty or nore years after the first publication ofrconversation t{ith My uncre, the short story in New zearandrsliterary magazines, anthologies and published collections wasdominated by sargeson's presence and by mare rrrriters.Although wonen kept writing short storiesr €ls shown by c.R.
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Allenrs London-published collection
(1938), which incrudes stories by Robin Hyde and EireenDugganr ?s werr as a number of resser known rronen writers,they tended to write romances directed to a homogeneousreadership neither sharply locar nor politicar, but rooseryniddle class, educated and white, who were as comfortable withthe idea of Britain as a fictional environnent as with apastoral and affruent New zearand. The New zearand shortstory feature which appeared weekly in the @,was entirely doninated in 1936 by romance and adventurestories, mostly by wonen (May Gurney, Joyce 

'test, 
Lucy Winn,are the recurrent nanes) and white it is probable that most ofthese writers hrere aware of Iqansf ield (and possibly ofsargeson), the short story in the popurar press and in popurarjournalism renained, as it does today, confined to particularnarrative moders (the romance, the yarn, the adventure story)in which fundamentar types of hunan experience Lrere reaffirmedas essential and universal.
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MaIe Worlds: Post Sargeson Stories and Story !{riters

lilomen lrriters clearly courd not (or wourd not) use sargesonrs
stories as literary nodels, even though he was extrernely
herpful personally to a nurnber of women writers, including
Grevilre Texidor, Helen shaw and Janet Frame; and arthough
l,lansfield's work provided the heartland for a sentimentarized
view of earry New zearand, (especiarry in childhood) conmon in
magazine romance none of her formal innovations (her slmbolist
prose techniques, or her use of complex layered narratives)
ltas taken up in the work of her successors in New zearand.
with sargeson, the focus of the short story shifted to the
idiom of men. His characterization of New Zealand as a
puritanical, narrohr minded and provinciar society, framed by
the point of view of a young man or a boy, expressed in an
orarly inpoverished, repetitive, and rargely non-figrurative
idion, and as a society torn by conflict between the sexes,
became the rearist ground on which the short story flourished.
But whereas an explanatory context in Sargesonrs fiction was
the Depression, and the social structure of a depressed
provincial econony, many of the writers of the forties and
fifties narrowed the broad critique of social institutions and
systens that is the subtext of sargeson,s narratives to the
war, and to the garne praying preoccupations of the New zealand
male. A.P. Gaskell, G.R. Gilbert, John Reece Cole, Dan Davin,
James Courage, O.E. Hiddleton, Roderick Finlayson have all
been termed by W.H. New rSons, of Frank Sargeson.' lilhat is
common to their work is a general reliance on a rreal, New

Zealand invented by Sargeson and a willingness to push the
terms of that invention into more formal and definite shape.
Where Sargeson's narrative method worked to destabilize
assumptions, the work of Gaskell or Davin affirms then, and
stories like G.R. Gilbertrs affirm the rreality, of Sargesonrs
puritanical, emotionally underpriviledged New Zealand by
satirising its habits and pretensions, often from the point of
view of someone who could represent social conventions but
resists then. When the narrator in Gilbertts title story rFree
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to Laugh or Dance, gets
langruage when addressing
worknates:

the sack for using rElizabethan,
the Vice-Chairuan he tells his

:l"i:! yor:y like rhat, r said, its alright, everlzthingrs great- r've wanted the sack for weeks. niving-il"--i"uis the riqht way to be. yourve no idea how r feel Ifeer like irrred the Greai ano shakespeare. Thatrs whatIrtas wrong with ne - I had a job., (CiiUert, I2l

In the stories
likes football
difficult, and
actually farn..

of A.P. Gaskell, the typical Nev Zealand male
and beer, finds relationships with wonen
has rural connections even if he doesnrt

GaskelUs stories are typicarly presented through a firstperson narrator rrike so'eone talkingr, but the kind ofdeconstruction of the narrator by his narrative that occurs insargesonts fiction, tends not to happen. rn rThe Big Game,
Bernie's consciousness of his preparations for the big gane
represent hin as tlpicar of a society for whou such games aredeeply serious; his straightforvard and hunble appreciationof his part in the tearn acts as both record and affir:mation ofthe relationship between Den seen as a group, in pursult of a
com[on obJective and as an icon for a social structure nuchlarger than thenserves: a tran-conductor recognises theu,their naues are in the paper, crowds queue to see them pray,
they represent their university. rt is an explicitry nalecollectivity, and its boundaries are marked out by the teaurs
rerations with wonen. women are spectators (girlfriends) whosepresence after t ot on the outskirts of the game (in the
stands, outside the changing sheds) divides the serious fronthe nonserious: where wo'en watch frou is ex-centric, andtheir interests and opinions are secondary to those of the
mare world which sees itserf inscribed in sport. The
narrator's placing and valuing of his girlfriend occurs within
the prinary context of his ordn identity:
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r r was lucky to have a .girl like Betty who was keen onfootbarr - some of the gi"rG- 
"""a to go very snooty whenthe blokes courdn,t takL then i"1rr" Friday-night hops.,!

rn fact nationhood itserf is the netaphoricar context of rThe
Big Game'. The narrative croses as the prayers nove out intothe roar of the crowd, about to be tested and proved; theiridentity and success as peopre is unquestioned, and the
outcome of the particurar game irrerevant. The rreaU point
is that Bernie and his team mates are curturarry tested and
proven.

Gaskell's later story, rAll part of the Game, is a uore
couplex treatment of gane-praying as sociar netaphor, andeuproys a narrative that established a paradign for Dany
subsequent short stories. Arthough Bernie in rThe Big Gaue,proves his rnaturity by his wilringness to natch up to the restof the tea', he is in fact adult, has left his faniry and isat university. rn the later story Gordon is at prinary
school, though perhaps pubescent, when he is properled into anenvironment of difficult adurt euotions and nascurine
occupations. The garoe, in the rater story, is more explicitry
associated with riving, thougrr it is articurated as horseracing; winners and rosers in the actuar race are also
winners and rosers in the rarger context of adult sexuarrelationshipsi and the story functions as a piece of
observation about adult society as it is partry understood bya nare child- when Nor'an the unsuccessfur jockey and roveris found hanged in the roft, Gordon is forced into a sad adurt
recognitlon that rsomeone arways had to be the roserr. Histransition into an adurt environment, in which those who donrt
succeed or conforu are ignored or rejected, functions as acritique of that environment in a rray that is tlpicar of the
nare realist tradition. Gordon's shock on seeing Norman, andhis slmpathetic and sinple affection for hirn, are anindication of his sensibirity; rike Bill caring for Terry inrThat su'Der' or the cheerfur comradery affection of the rugby
team in 'The Big Game" or the sore hearts of the boys and
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their father in Dan Davinrs rDeath of a Dogr.. Euotionalsensibility and a kind of soridarity and truth are thuslocated in young boys and in uare environments. very oftenthe knowledge that marks the chirdrs transition to enotional
anareness is caused by or associated with the behaviour ofwonen' rn sargeson's stories, in Davinrs stories ofchirdhood, and in ruany of Gaskerlrs, Lromen are often figuresof power, especiarry emotional power (though sargesonrs wo'enare often physically rarge and strong), who care too nuch forsocial distinctions, like Gordonrs aunt in rAlr part of theGaDe', or are not emotionarry honest, rike rirrs connerry inDavinrs rDeath of a Dogr.

rBut the boys Lreren't fooled. No speeches from her wouldmake them forget her part in it. rt hras just like her,trying to chanlre sialJ when it was too ratL. At rest youalways knew where y-, ,"." with him. r"

${ritten in first person vernacular, rAll part of the GaDe,represents Gordon's experience of the society in which herives as typicar and authentic. Dispracing perception from theadult narrator to the adorescent or chird arrows thatperception to be presented as undisguised, sinple, truthfur,sinultaneousry the narrator writes hinserf as the point ofsynpathetic identification for the reader, the prace wheresociar values are most clearry seen and nost expricitrygendered- rn Gaskerrrs stories the rro'en guite often havemoustaches, they are brutalry unslmpathetic to the weak, tothe unsuccessfur, and to Haori; they cause unstability and areoppressive in their physical presence.

rn rThe Fire of Lifer nervous litr pinkneyrs search for rLife,
takes hiu from the authoritarian, agltressive boys, schoor
where he is satirically nicknaned the rsheik, to tea with thefanily of a corleague, where he neets Miss payton, who rwas
dark,
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but carri.ed it to excess, with hearry eyebrows, and thehint of a noustachQ"" Her physical characteristics natchher behaviour, and her company is ras stifling as ahothouse'- Far fron showing hirnserf a rregular sheik with thewo'en' !'" pinkney becomes the object of undesirable andthreatening attentions from Miss payton, who cones torepresent a gendered environment antipathetic to nen:

rA vision of havins _Tl:=.payron in_H: !gr:", nightilyoccupied uith it and-with nin,-ciossed ltr pinkney,s uind.A stifringr thougnt.-_crausri""]rrJii.. He recaii"o "t hone,years .o9or entLring_ the =iiii"-g-roo, just after hisnother's guests haa-re_ri. rrr"-i,h4oq. n.i". arr closed,
?8"1itli, itrtreld a sort trti"i l-euinin" *"ri.' 

"t,rrry. 
,

l{iss Payton's fenaleness (which is represented physicarly asbordering on maleness) and her fernininity which has taken onthe sociarry constructed characteristics of nascurinity (ilrPinkney feels powerress and thinks of her as an roverpoweringbrute') conbined with the way in which she signifies, for ltfreinkney, ma*iage and fanity life, becomes in the story anopposition of uare and fenare in which conventionalry opposedcharacteristics have crossed over. llr pinkneyrs ne!.vousdistaste at being the object of Miss pa'tonrs desire, hisphysical intinidation and his repursion at her rbrutish,quali'ties, associates the female (and her potential rore aswife and mother) with qualities of coercion and threat thatare ininicar to nore sentimentar constructions of the farniry,in which the wife and nother, are, rike Mrs Edwards, nurturingrand affectionate- Mr pinkney retreats fron rlife, in theroutside' worrd of hromen and faniries, to the rinside,masculine environnent of the school, where there are no rrro'enfloating

round 100se all .ver the place,altering the scale ofvalues' and breaking up the order of things., (Gaskerr,55)
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As in tThe Big Gaue' hroDen are contained, their rooseness andpotential arteration kept controrled, by being excruded from,or kept at the edqre of, male locations of the rrealr:

They lit their pipes and tatked
about school and sport and the
(Gaskell, 66)

in friendly nan-fashion
South Island.,

The uiddre crass faniry as a place of constriction and genderbattre is a conmonprace in the rearist short story, whosenarrative noder of escape is found in the seneitive young boyor the kind of nare environment offered by sport or war, anenvironrnent of generic nanes (Ted, Joe, l,lac, BiIl), intensephysicar activity and incompletely expressed euotion. Thisstereotypicar nasculine environnent is at the sa'e tiuecharlenged and af f irned by its na*ators, who record it(thereby asserting the authenticity of the stereotype) butarso charlenge it through the very nature of their activity,since the nan who crrites and in particular the nan interestedin exploring emotions and ideas is, according to thestereoty'e, unmale. As a resurt narrators are often younger,or sexually anbiguous, or routside, in so'e distinctive butnon-disabling way. ur pinkneyrs gualities of sensibirity areboth threatened by the overpowering attention of Hiss palrton,and satirised by the boys at schoor, who quote hin inraffectedly stirring, tones, drawing attention to hisdifference frorn then at the same tirne as the narrativeheightens and euphasises the difference of Lronen. HoweverDavin's stories about the connorrys, a poor rurar southrandfauily, catholic and rrish, represent the faniry as a prace ofsupport as nuch as confrict, which is associated with itsIocation in a social and regional cornnunity: Uick, Ned, paddy,Matt and Nellie arong with their parents must alr participatein unreuitting work to keep their fauiry afl0atr ,.s do theother fanilies in the di.strict, and while tensions and genderhostilities surface, they are subordinate to the rargernecessities of the group. The economic dependencies of the
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norking class are seen to
in Davinrs stories than
sensitiblities narrated in

generate a Dore cohesive conmunity
the niddle class anbitions and
Gaskellrs fiction.

The fictions of ilohn Reece core are, as cherry Hankin hasremarkedr o'ry indirectry about r,rar, unrike Davinrs storieswhich are about actuar conbat as experienced by New zearandsoldiers on active duty in crete or rtary, who remainassertivery and expressivery grin with their rnarrow hearts,and their regional idion. (The further Davinrs soldiers aredispraced fron home, the DOre at home this traverlingenvironnent becoDes. fiIhen off duty the men read lgSe_LanCeSround the birry). corers stories occur on the edge of war,with the survivors and the damaged, back home. UnlikeDavin's, his fictions are not picaresqlue or docunent ary, butassociate war-rerated danage with the kinds of damageexperienced by outsiders in civilian societies. rn theeponlmous story of the collection @ a townwelcomes back its returning sordiers with a reception in thelocal grrand house, where one of the returnees, FlightLieutenant Brent, had grolen up as the chird of the nai.d. Theconiunction of past and present acts as a commentary both onthe kind of childhood he experienced and the ross itrepresents, and the different kinds of war fought in civilianand nilitary contexts. rn corers stori.es there is aliberation for raen in going to war, since real emotionar bondsare established as distinct frou conventionar sociar ones. rnr'he sixty Nine crub, a returned sordier visits his friendrsmother to tell her about his death:

'Jimmy's. nother was sitting with her head restingagrainst the back oi ti" chair, her eyes crosed. Hewondered whether teais hrere coning and fert emotionknot up in nis -sioiacn. 
sn"--opened her eyessuddenlv. - rJ did everything -possible for hin,didn,t i?, rt ";;; Jot io"" rirE-. chartenge rhana question. 

--He thought, where is tnt sorror*? lirhereis the grj.ef?r -----:"'L
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However in Colers most sharply focused fictionsn .Up at theMannoth' and rA Babbre Between, the return of sordiers intocivirian society revears it as alien, combative, anxious, itscitizens living at cross purposes, unabre to pay service tothe nyths of honour and duty and rovel the return of thestories is not away fron the desert but back to it, to use asinrile that occurs at the end of rA Babbr.e Betweenr:

rHe pressed back into the dark seat, sirent as the
;?I :*.red into the rons fasr arir"-into tne--ity,
desert.n,, 

it.d"quacy str6tcnitrg- o"tor" nin 
-1iie 

a

The inadequacy of oral ranguage to express anything other thanconventi_ona1 attitudes, or its identification with anrapproved' code of speech that pernits onry a certain kind ofexpression, provides the functional frame of short narrativeafter sargeson. sargesonrs nininalist dialogue which acts asan ironic dialect for the reader, forcing recognition of theunexpressed, took on the status of a rrear, ranguage in thework of Gaskerr, Davin, Middleton and others. As part of theofficial rangruage of war, it becomes in Davinrs war stories akind of truth-tellingr €ls if undecorated prose, therpernittg6r language of shared identity, bears wi.tness to thekinds of moral qualities valuable in sordiers, a sign ofnationar and personal character. partly this is seen to be aneffect of war: the fratness of soldiers, language acts as adefense against the realities they witness, and theirenotional consequences. so the speech of Davin's characters
and narrators hints at what cannot be said by expressing onrythe most prosaic, and reduced, versions of wartime experience,a recording eye which has Do, or only a liurited, response towhat it sees:

rcurtis e/as lying on his face when they got to him, nolonger trvino-to-get .p.- rt" sergeant turned hirn on hisback. His-riint ra;^-ri-='qor., from the thigh. The reft
:i::"J1" haisins brom in" srrinoon"-- uv a few rassed
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rGet out your field dressingsr, the sergeant said to theothers who had all come up, 'He ruusnrt -'ee his regs.,
The driver sat on curtis and lit, hin a cigarette. Thecorporar knelt and kept.his ii"q"r" pressed down on theartery just below whe.re. i.t joinJln" groin. ttre sergeantfrom the other side tried ["- ii"a. enougrh thigh to get apurchase for the tourniguet. c"rii" had negui--to screamnow and heaved from tirie to tG;. Each tine the bloodgulped out more swiftry than nlt"r". The dressings rireresoaking already. The sergeant did his best with thetourniquet and then turned to th" reft 1eg. The raggedtrouser was in the vray. r"

The enotionar significance of wartime events is left inplied,which acts to intensify it, in rather the same way assargeson's stories heighten the morar and emotionar dimensionsof experience by requiring the reader to supply it. rn rrarstories such as Davinrs or colers, this fratness or reticenceacts as a commentary on the nature of war experience and as amark of difference between the perceptions and knowledge ofsoldier and civilian populations.

with the return of the short story to the tirnber yards andconmunity picnics of smalr-town New Zearand life, theconstriction of spoken language takes oD, textually, a moreconplex meaning. fn Greville Texidorrs story rEpilogrue, it isused ironically, as Rex tells Jimrs pacifist parents about hisheroic death as a combatant.

rRex got througl lh"- story he had told again and again.rt was stale ev-en before nl nua begun to terl i_t, because
::__T3"y peopte had been kilted inut-,uy. The otd manrrowned, seemed !? u" _groping for sometniirg, -;; i-nlpr"r,frushed and swarrowea.- iex thought, they stirr don,treally believe it.
Do f understalg y"g to-say that my son met his death asa soldier, a conbatant? 1

why certainlv said Rex. He hras a good sordier. He diedlike a hero.

They sat in silence while a deathface of the o1d man

It rnust have been a terrible shock to you, Rex said.
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ft is a terrible shock, said Mrs Chapman.
You see we didn't-know, said his wife. He went over to dorelief work for the euafeis. r"

fn John Reece Colers rUp At The
returned fighter pilot suggests
Iocate neaning in language.

Mammoth, a displaced and un_
in his speech an inability to

rHe did not drin_k much, his g1ass, usually partly fu1l,stood at his si.de. once 
-wnen 

ne came o.r", to the srideJin o'Rourke tried to araw-hin into Ltrr.r""sation. But itwas like trving to tari io someone who could neai-onryhis own thoriqhds. i"-n"gJi" speak, but it was as if ,lino'Rourke's qirestion naa'Liougn€ to tne surface sornethingthat had be6n bouorin; 1i;,.,.

In Davinrs anthology (19s3)GaskelL's sketch of raciar oppositions rschoor picnic, wasjuxtaposed with Greville Texidor's rAn Annuar Affairr. rnGaskell,s story, Miss Brownrs pejorative, stereotyped,officially rcorrect' ranguage to her Draori pupirs and theirfamilies is set against their corroquiar speech, the frane inwhich her rcivirized, behaviour is ironicarly defined by theirgenerosity and affection. rn Texidorrs story, the crich€d andtruncated dialogue is framed by Joyrs unofficial youthful
comprehensions of what is not intended or expressed, thefurlness on the other side of speech, the significance ofnonvocar expression, signalled to her by her euotions or herobservation- rn rAn Annual Affair, arl speech becomes acoding of what cannot be said either because it is toocomplexr or because noone wants to hear it, or because thereis a refusar, on the character's part, to engage in anythingmore than the expression of conventional attitudes which donot reguire thought or which disguise emotional rearities.sinple speech is not evidence of prain truthfurness, butrather a masking of a truerr oE more difficult response. Atthe sane tinre, peopre who speak in sinpristic truisrns wish tobe heard to conforn, even when, like Mum, they are in a
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or, r^rhen like the Reverend
but egotistic monologrue.

reuite a good crowd down here today, Mun said.But the Reverend Arlumr= ;;ir" -rq" for Miss Jenkins. rexpect you nust find it prellv qni"t,-n.--"uialoh no, she said, r love i aay-iri tne country.you're right too, the Revereird etr,* said. when she wasyounger Joy had used to thi;k--trr.t wnen tn" ReverendArrun said yourre rignl_ t""1"'rrr"r.a nic- upon-somethingclever' rt arways turned out tnougn, when h";a enrargedon it, that it iasn,t whaitrr"'nia said after arl.r'
As the picnic continues, the environment, both sociar andphysicar, in which it takes prace, becomes more dividedi menfrorn women (the nen are absent in the pub almost arl thetine), older from younger, soft green llaori rand fromfertilised pakeha land, children from adults; and it becomesless certain' more threatening, everything about to change,the war 100ning, like Joyrs adulthood bringing 10ss, and eventhe landscape, rike speech and hunan actions, is dininished inmeaning, flattened, coded:

rThe hirrs were brack,and frat, rike the advertisementretter 
-u-"-ro=: the.picture, piiht"a across rrr-e srcy forsome reason., (Texidor, 16g)-

Texidor praces her stories at a kind of intersection, betweenthe rurar, puritanicar New zearand of rAn Annual Affair, wherethe cornmunity is attenpting to hold off change, and theroutside' world of her later stories; routside either becausetheir fictional scene is ahray from New Zealand altogether asin rThese Dark Glassesr, or because the appearance offoreigners in wartime Auckland generates uncertainty about whoor what New .zealand night be. rn Texidorrs stories thehomogeneous society is a nyth like any other, and New zearandis a foreigm country writing its necessary fictions, arr theway from farce to tragedy;

rFred had
North. He
hirnself as

situation of
A1lun, their

unexpressed conflict,
speech is not dialogrue

once bought a little
meant to farn it. fa sort of Gauguin,

. -r9cky island upthink he pictured
only beneficent,
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the llaoris.girl and had
after three

Texidor's fictions force a recognition that curturar identityis invented in language and inage, through her introduction ofoutsiders, who bring with then, rike Lirri in rGoodbye
Forever', the photographs and stories and ranguage of anotherworrd' By contrast, the New zearand stories of Ja'es courage,discontinuous narratives of squattocratic canterbury affirncultural identity in the ways they focus on the tensions of aclosed fanily environment as they are apparent to a srnarr boy.couragre noved to Engrand as a young nan, but pubrished storiesin Landfalr during the forties, Just as Texidorrs fictionenacts a shift fron the outskirts of the spanish civil war toprovincial New zearand, and corers a movement frou English airraids to bleak Auckland suburbs, Couragers stories alsodocument personar and fanily transitions. However bothTexidor and cole focus on the intersection of individuats wittrwider sociar structures and systems. courdg€, as charresBrasch indicated in the titre he chose for a colrection ofcouraqre's stories, enphasizes the subjectivity of individuars:rWe are aI1 of us - each of us such separate creatures. rrl

Although courage's settings and subjects are quite differentfron the dosshouses, farn rabourers and kiwi sordiers of hiscontemporaries, his narrative structure shares their typicalfocus on the perception of young boy, and his stories reguirethe reader to interpret his protagonistrs observations. Thereis rittle attenpt at regional distinctiveness: their idion isa class idiom, and the narrative environment is serf containedand hierarchicar, soridly white, upper crass and pastorar.The kinds of confli.cts warter Blakiston witnesses andparticipates in are those that exist between genders and infanilies; he is confined by his fatherrs expectations of hin.what connects couragers fiction to those of his contenporariesis not the sociar environment he writes about but the

bringing health and enlightennent toHe'd even been n.-aning io-i"rry a Haorihad her to housekeep-a; a-'tryout, butweeks sherd run dwaf. r'2
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unresorved antagonisns that exist between the sexes infanilies (between husband and wife, and nother and son)amonqrst which the child walter is asked to identify hirnserf asnasculine- sometines these antagonisms are displaced on toanimals and children. rn runcle Adam shot a stagr, couragrersfirst published story, uncle Adan's hostirity to women isdisplaced on to the stag he had shot, which rran like a ruddystag-woman' i walter is overcome by uncre Adanrs dancing withthe carcaser dngr|, lauqhing and waltzing. rn rAfter theEarthquak€', warterrs knowredge that he had seen a horse tiedto Hiss Duncaster's verandah is denied by the adults aroundhin in order to concear evidence of adurt sexuarity: MissDuncaster is supposed to be in rnourning for her nother, notreceiving visits fron her 10ver on his bay horse.

The group of stories courage wrote about walter Blakiston andhis parents focus so intensely and exclusively on therelationships between father, mother and son, and on thestructures of subjective identity that broader questions likeclass, nation and race appear to be sinply accepted as part ofthe unguestioned cultural and sociar identity within which thecharacters live. Neither the Depression, nor the hrar, nortuotorized transport, have disrupted affluent pastorar life;battle is gender-based and contained within the fanily group;but by locating the coroniar past in warterrs perception, theperception of a child for whon gender is still fluid andadults comprex, fearful, and incomprehensibre, couragereinvents the canterbury settler as a dominating, angry andfearsone father, who stands for the attitudes and sociarknowledges of the rold Country, he has left:
rOf course vou sahr the damned horser, said his fathersuddenly- rs-hut "p arLG ir', that,s ari. ' And he went on,to his wife, 9v_eniy: .f ,"= 'mirxi"q-i#t"_rday, 

you know,I shall probably ri".r"r fo-Uacf to ifr'e Ofd Country. It,stoo far away now, too f,jng-ago., (Courage, zL)
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couraqre's 1940s chird is sensitive, curious r gru€stioning,unwilling to conforrn to the stereotlrpe expected of him,uncertain about what is right and what is wrongr, the child ofa nehr country. whire the point of view of a young boy or pre_nature adult man often represents the emotional sensibilitythat expresses a more covert and reticent mare worrd. it nayarso standr ?s it does in couragers stori.es, for a perceivedinrnaturity in the society it describes. The use of childishpoint of view is so insistently present in writing since thethirties it is easy to associate it netaphoricarry withemergent nationalism and post coronialism in New zealandIiterature. Even Mr Blakiston will rprobably never go back, tothe ord country, and in the stories of o,E. Middreton theorigrins of the old people have widened geographicarly (theHansens in rFirst Adventure, are Norwegian, other storiesfeature a faroily of Jorgensonrs and a Mr Larsen) whire thechildren identify themserves with the pre-European history,racial diversity, and geographicar rocation of New zearand:Billy, in rFirst Adventure, disobeys his father in order tobury the ancient bones of a Maori in the beach, he and hisbrother fish with the Maori chirdren from the settrement, andthe narrator of rThe stone, writes in his exercise books:
Donald Skinner

Te Hoki
New Zealand
Southern Hemisphere
The WorLda4

rn stories by courage, Davin, Gaskerl, Middleton, it is thechird narrator who explores, discovers and identifies hisplace in a world characterised by tension between the sexes,the necessity of rural work, confricting social, morar andbehaviourar codes, gender, crass and race distinctions. withinan environnent represented as ma1e, provincial and regional,it is most typically the chird who must discover or identify
selfhood, very often through ross, registering a transmission
between states of knowledge, in which the environment isconfirned as (at reast partly) knowabre and significant, andone in which he replicates or re-discovers his fatherrs
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experience or at least rmale, experience, such as Gaskelrrs
representation of game-playing, or Middletonrs stories of boysfishing or hunting with actual or surrogate fathersr orDavin's stories of work on the farm. rt is a context ofmeaning which affirrus the childrs growth into understanding,
and also arlows his prace in it and novement through it, bothnarratively and cognitively, to register and characterise itsdistinctiveness. rt seems that the cornbination of a childrspoint of view and the establishnent of a charaeteristic
environment that represents rNew zearandr became conventionsof short fiction post-sargeson: writing of New zearand as aplace where romance and adventure had been suppranted by thehole that Jack dug presented his successors with a narrative
nodel t'hat proved irresistibre. Few writers were able to moveaside from the realist, socially corunitted, narrative of ayoung boy's version of curtural truth, and few possessed
sarqeson's narrative su{"ty: invention becane stereotype,
comprex anbiguity turned iconic pratitude, as in the storiesof Barry crump. For better or for worse, realisrn in the New
zearand short story stayed within the terns in which sargeson
was seen to have invented it for at reast twenty years. Butthere hrere sone writers who engaged with guestions other thanthose of gender and cultural stereotype.
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Hilliard

rt is perhaps a refrection of the dominant rearist rnodelFinlayson's stories of Maori rife between the warsdifficulty getting pubrished. rn his introductioncollection of Finlayson's stories published in Lg73,
Pearson renarked:

that
had

toa
Bill

r'ditors of most of the New zealand journals of thetine were not interested in nG stories. BrownUanrs Br+rden and @ hrere published atthe authorrs expense fnere were no nore than afew hundred of each book p;i;adl ai=triburion waspoor, and the two correcti6ns netween them attractedno more than six short reviews., (Brown Manrs BurdenL973 xxiii)

Unlike Sargeson's stories, Finlayson,s short stories arerplotty'. written in third person vernacular, the drive ofthe fiction is not on the play between the narratorrs accountof events and the readerrs interpretation of them, but on the
outcome of the story. Formalty, Finlaysonrs stories are akind of hybrid derived from the tare-terling mode (very oftencast into an ironically-treated romance framer ds in rHemirs
Daughter') , and the idiomatic sketch, and the narratives nixspoken l{aori/Engtish idiorn with a third person idiornsuggestive of heroic tare, and of a legendary culturar past.Like Alfred Grace, Finlayson arso writes of the Maori as adying race- There is a continuous background of death through
consumption, drink, poor health, violence or accidents, andmost of it, directry or indirectry, is associated with
dispossession by the pakeha. But unlike Grace, Finrayson doesnot slmpathize with the Maori whire sirnurtaneousry
characterising them as broodthirsty, diabolicar and alien. rna story rike rThe Totara Treer, the effects of dispossession
are subtry shown to have deveroped over generations, and thekind of racial and culturar confrict that arl the stories
describe does not, as it does in Grace, assume the ultinatesuperiority of one culture over another. rn rThe Totara
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Tree', the variety of Maori attitudes to the pakehas who wantto cut down their tapu totara to nake way for an electricitypylon suggests that tribal systems are in decay, with ayounger generation e/eary of uncle Tunars expl0its, and nen andItonen boasting around a barrel 0f hone-brew of what theyrrl doto the Pakeha, but there is no sense of the pakeha inspectorand his men as anything but other. rf Maori resistancedegenerates into a rubbish fire and drunken shouting untilonly the dead old rady is a figrure of dignity, the pakehas,with their red faces and their blustering and their wastedmoney have no more dignity and are considerably more arien,associated not with trees and drunken camaraderie but withPower Boards and concrete foundations. rn 1g4o Finlaysonpublished a pamphletr 
, in which herepresented European technol0gy as rDeath feeding on Life., Heclained rModern or Materiarist science resurts onry in theconsuminqr of Natural Resources and in the Disintegration ofsociety' rr Finlayson's pamphlet is a polenic on the declineof the rNaturar. euaritiesr of European pioneering settreuentin New zealand; the way in which he opposes, as contributoryforces in decline, technorogy and agricurture, materiarj.sm andculture, is replicated in his stories, with Maori as directvictims.

r*ow the only rgood' rooked f_or (or even dreaned of ) inNew Zealand ls in the rest of ttre worrd, is the rgood,predicted of an increase in scie-nce on the one hand, andan increase in so-ca-rled rationaii=.tio'on the other. sothat our idealistJ- proclain tneir tinsel paradise(sanitarv, sterire, aid 
"e.ipp"e- rritn -"iilJii"filprared

plunbing 
''o. doubt, )' where wbrti - is neithei--n-ir-asnip norpreasure but merely a-tore, and where culture is mererya Dore sugary bore to aisiraci G-',ti11 death ends usalt. Evenil" 11"5"v";r,irgigFF;#, rhe steady job, rhearl-electri_c _frat,- the tittte- caJ, the radio-heavenenougrh o God! And to naintain- [rii= iitli"- worrdryparadise we arlow the utmost, scientiric exproitation ofthe land.' (F,inlaysorr, - 

rf y

According to Finlayson,
represented in various

culture rgrows...from the soil, a view
ways in his fiction. Wtren Uncle Tuna in
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rThe Totara Tree, hears of the power
excLaims angrily:

Board,s plans, he

rCan't the pakeha bearwithout reaching for hi1
the _ s_ight of one single tree
axe? ,2

uncle Tuna points to a distinction between pakeha andnature/culture that is alien to Maorii the pakeha pursuit ofrnaterial tprogress' includes debased behaviour: the rnspector
shouts to his men to rpurl the ord wornan down by force, and
when he leaves in his big car, rtightlipped with rager, hescatters the chirdren ramid a stench of burnt benzine., rnrstandards of Living' Mr puttle believes in reconomic
efficiency and the educative value of advertising and he hada salary of czso per annum., The rnative standard of riving,is not a standard Mr puttre approves of, but when he spends aday in the pub with Moses, it astounds hirn rhow an obviouslypoor Maori like Moses was abre to get so nuch fun out oflife.' The generosity and warmth of Moses, community-based
hedonistic life is contrasted with Henry puttlers cranped,funress and timid existence in a sray that has become astereotypicar nark of cultural difference in New zearandfiction, but irrustrates a point that Finrayson, like cracebefore him, constantly focusses his stories on: the rerative
freedom of Maori from European conventions and the conflicting
constructions of varue characteristic of each race. lithen the
rangers come to arrest Mr puttre and his neh/ friends forspearing trout, Mr puttre is caught by the aspect of hisselfhood hardest to get rid of:

rThe Maoris arr vanished in a noment into the tea-tree,but Henry, without his trousers, was ourigea-t"-=tii'i'the pool. rf he'd been " r,"tirr" it.;ight have run to thehouse without then- BuL pakeha conventions were toostrong with hiru..., (Finlayson, 40)

But Finl_ayson's stories do
do they represent the Maori
the Pakeha. fn rNew year,

not sentimentalize
as less complex or
, rMaori matters,
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institutionar procedures. But the locar Maori youth representthemselves as characters in a western, with rdark heavy coatsand wide-brinnred hats pulred down over their eyes, ,. thepretty girls think of one of the young nen as a rsort ofArizona Kid heror. rn rHemirs Daughter, Ripi and Huiarsromance begins in the colouring ranguage of regend: rFor Ripithe strong had rooked upon her, and Ripi the handsome had sethis sperr upon her', but soon corrapses into the comic ironiesof realist narrative.

whereas in Alfred Gracers stori.es, the clash of curtures andraces is signified by the confrict of individuals or groups ofindividuars, in Finraysonrs stories the narrative frames theMaori as individuar but the pakeha as institution or therepresentative of an institution, as in rJohnny wairuarswonderland'. Johnny has his eyes opened in Rotorua by thefine biq cars Maori are driving and opens his varrey to thetourist trade. Eventualry his varley is taken over by a hostof Governnent Departnents and Johnny is rigged out as officiarcaretaker in a peaked cap, deprived of his varley and of ialrthe half-a-crown from arr these big touristsr, but abre tobuzz off to Rotorua for a bit of a spree. Maori speech inF'inlaysonrs fictions signifies cultural disrocation and isfundanentarry at odds with pakeha systems and institutions.rn rA Man of Good Religion, Henare Tinirau upholds hisrerigious principles by getting married too nany tirnes; in rlti
Gets the Gospel' wi's conversion deprives l,leri of her husband.The appropriations of language are deeply ironic inFinlaysonrs stories, where the tourists rsmiled sweetry andsaid [kia orartr, but rthe youngsters cried, rAtta boy!, asthey raced to the store to buy bright-red fLzzydrinks' ( Fintayson, 53 ) . But though the l,taori is comic,tragic, cheerful, drunken, dying, polluted and corrupted,characterized by the mudd]ed anbiguities of a coronizedexistence, the stories affirn a culture whose loss bringsdeprivation, viorence, caricature and absence to those Maoriwho reject or forget it. rn rThe Tangi' Hemi, who comes drunk
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to his father's tangi, has been dispossessed for the rgrreed
and cruelty'
of his behaviour, squandering money on motor cars and fineclothes, gambling and drinking. The extent of his excrusionfrom his comrnunity, and the self-d.estructiveness of hisbehaviour is inaged by his exclusion fron the tangi and hisactions. Heuri is locked in a room with barred windowss andconceives the idea of setting fire to his fatherrs houser d'action that night represent the ross and the violence that is
a'consequence of decurturation. Although in the story Hemi isto brane for the punitive cycre he is caught in, the origin ofhis decline crearry berongrs to the general distinctionFinrayson's stories make between pakeha rnateriarism andselfishness and Maori. generosity and conmunarity. rt is Hemirstransgression of ilaori rnoraL and social codes that alrows hirnto conceive of destroying the house of his father, filred withthe mernbers of his whanau, and so represent thedestructiveness both to a curturar conmunity and to anindividuat of the erosion or rejection of curture.

Finlaysones last collection of stories olBbef_J.egrerg (f.926)consists of three long stories each about a pair of rovers, inwhich the najor concerns of his fiction, particurarry thedestructive effects of sociar conformity and technorogy, arere-presented- The finar story, rJim and Miri, ilrustrates boththe attraetiveness and vurnerability of the rurar lraori
cornmunity to European materialisn. Arthough Jinrs welcome bythe Rocky Bay pa conmunity makes hinr rearise how destructivehis employer's plans for development are, he is unabre toresist the claims and ambitions of pakeha curture:

.rHe thought of tomorrow when the pakeha worrd wourd craimhim-again, when he wourd have to get on with the job thatwourd ggrhaps - it came with a sudden =tio of intuition -end all this. He had been welcorned as a guest, and hefert a rittle like_ a spy ana a traitor to these sinprepeople- And again he reit he wourd be a traitor to hisworld if he did not do his job.,;-- --
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rnevitably physicar incursion by the pakeha into Maori rurarlife resurts in the disruption of community and conmunityvalues. The settrenent disperses and its betrayar by Jin isinaged in his betrayar and abandonement of Miri, and his onrntroubred conditions (he survives by becoming addicted to*felaxingr pirls). rJim and Miri' is l0cked into anoppositional narrative (pakeha/Maori, urb an/rura|,nale/femare, materiarisrn/generosity, individuar/conrnunity)that is worked out through alr Finraysonrs fiction and beconesthe stereotypical working out of difference in most pakehawriting about lt{aori. Although the Maori world c}earry has itsfailures, like charlie in rJin and Miri, who is an opportuniston a large scare, they are arso the product of a situation inwhich not to conforn to pakeha ways is to die off, oF vanish.Generalry Maori represent morar, spiritual and emotionarvalue; by being exposed to it, characters rike .lin face animplicit choice, but the conventions and expectations of hisown world are too strong for him, and he roses the potentialgifts of Maoridour, in a paradignnatic narrative for pakeha-
driven New Zealand society.

Finrayson's fictional environment is rural Maori, with cityPakeha looning on the nargin and infecting the speech, belief,values and systens of tlaori rife. rn Noel Hilliardrs twovorumes of stories, written rnostry a decade or more rater, therural Maori is displaced even further into the pakeha systemby leaving the country for the town. t{hen Hirriardrs firstcoLlection A piece of Land (r.963) appeared, reviewers praisedits realism, seeing it as a conseguence of the writerrs ohrnlife:

rThe author writes about life as he hinserf has lived it,and has seen others live il,-;;;;r, in rairway camps,nerrrspaper off ices, the .t*ir"r=iiy and now as a highschool teacher in a country town.i

A tendency to see sociar rearism as biographicar in origin andthus documentdFy, makes clairns for .authenticityr, and
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suggests an
colonial oral
it also sets

association of sargesonian sociar rear.ism and
narrative- rn the case of Finlayson and Hilliard

up a fraroe of reference in which characteristic
oppositions between races, cultures and systens can berepresented as truth, narratives recorded from experience,
both personar and general, and in which the characters bearwitness to a wider environment. r,ouis Johnson praisedHilriard's corlection for its rfaithfurness to the facts andto the environmentr,o particularly in the r'aori fanilystories'- A piece of Land sets its stories in the randscape ofsocial rearism distinctivery characterised by sargeson.
Johnsonts review notes:

rwharfie: on strike, Maori rabourers $ountering the race- prejudice of r{elrinstol !93idiin:&f;;-,;il;J, miners,the underprivireged chirdren of boozers...are hissubjects t -

but, like Finlayson, Hirriard's stories are coroured by theirpreoccupation with the uneasy co-existence of Maori and
Pakeha, and the oppositions they work out are a famiriar ones.Rurar Maori struggre to retain a hord on their traditionarlands and represent a point from which to juclge thematerialism, waste and excess of pakehar dS in the rhundreds
and hundreds' of frounder netted by pakeha and thrown away torot. "

very often the point of view in Hilliard's story is a chirdrs,
but a child who signifies ross, or damdg€, as in rEruar, wherea negrected child spends his life outside the pub waiting forhis father. Generarly though, the stories in A piece of Landrepresent Maori as poor, disadvantaged and at risk but stirr
rurar-based and within reratively stable farnily structures.
The titte story, in which Joe and r.ruturs dreams of wear.th
vanish on hearing the land they have inherited is rabout thesize of the tennis court', affirms their humour andsolidarity, and the group of stories which croses thecollection celebrate the traditional varues of rurar Maori
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community, generosity, good humour, cohesiveness
coronunality, in a context of pastoral plenitude:

and

rThe women went out to help Mum set the tables; thechildren were running back and forth carryinq ilii-nt" frouthe house. The nen opened the hangi in a cloud of steam,and as the wire basklt was rirEEaTut the children racedgver to pick off the cooked meat still sticking to thehot stones.
trHaere nai te kai ! FiIl up the seats!rl
A breeze shook the trees. Dad said the bressing. Thetables were cranned with food: rarr nussers, lettucesalad, grated carrot, cockles, pipis, beetroot, slicedtomato and cucrrntrer, boiled cori, rarr snapper in waterwith chopped onions, notttes of soft-drini; cordiar inpreserving jars; tomato sauce, vinegar, pickles, chutD€y,creau to mash with potato; cake, buttered takakair,scones, biscuits, savouries. The $romen sernred: roasichickenr _s!'_ffing fragrant with th1me, hangi porlc snokinghot, caurif lower, beans , peas , iuniraT6ii dishes ofpotatoes ,HeIp yourself -to tne glga;i, ta-ke what you
want! tr Everyone had brought sonethi-ng_-r'

Ten years later, when Hilliardrs second correction send
somebodv Nice appeared, a significant shift had occurred in
his representation of Maori. Fehrer of the stories expricitly
identify characters as Maori, than in the earlier corlection,
and of those that do, most of then are about young t{aori girls
who are in state institutions ( rAbsconderr, rThe Girl frorn
Kaeo'. rcorrective Training, ) . There are a nurnher of stories
in which the characters are not expricitly Maori but are young
htol0en on their own, without any kind of support, who are
engaged in prostitution. Most of the gender rerationships in
these stories of Hirriard's are focussed on sexual practige,
ranging from the innocent (rsend somebody Nicer) and the
rejected ('At Angerors, ) prostitute to the discussion of
Pakeha contraception in rputi wants a Beer., llaori hromen and
especially young girrs (even children as in rMatilda, ) are
represented as at risk, exproited, brutalised, connodified,
the victins of racist assuruptions and prejudices; and very
often their language (nany of
sharply differentiated from

person texts) is
language used to

these ape first
the 'oflicial'p
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prace and categorise then. rn rthe Girls frou Kaeo, a first
person narrative in idionatic, ungranrnatical and unpunctuated
speech is interreaved with the regrulatory langruage of an
institutionar inquiry ( rt{ould you say her riving conditions
vtere very high? high? average? poor? very bad?') which
stresses both the contrast between the official construction
of an individual as a rcaser, and her serf representation, and
also the way in which Maori langruage-use, like Maori
behaviour, creates an idiorn that is .outside, pakeharzEnglish
rures of conduct. Hirliard,s stories, both as narratives and
as texts, represent llaori, and especially f emale l,laori r €rs
narginalised, arone, and institutionalised, either by their
physical presence in institutions or because the fernale Maori
body involuntarity signifies itself as a conrnodity to a
predatory, nateriarist and masculine environment. There is
only one story in send sonebody Nice which represents Maori
conmunity as stil1 exi.sting, and successfully incorporating
change- rn rthe Tree' a whanau ferls an ancient natai by
traditionar nethods in order to make room for a cornnunity
centre which will be built from the tinber of the tree. rn a
collection preoccupied with racisn, the exploitation of Maori
etomen, the presence of young Maori in state institutions, the
repracenent of faniries by gangs, and a grenerarly inplied
shift in register from comnunar sotidarity and pastorar
abundance to sex as the signifier of debased but transferable
value, rThe Tree' seems a wishful predictive ilrusion, €ls
insubstantiar as a fairytale in the textual environment of
cinema verite.
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Findino the Machinery: the stories of uaurice Duggan and Janet
Frane

C.K. Stead's edition of Maurice Dugganrs stories published in
1981, shows the movenent of Dugganrs fiction over thirty years
of publication. His stories travel from Sargeson to t{edde,
from the rnodernism of Janes Joyce to the postnodernism of his
last published story rThe Magsmanrs niscellanyr: thirty
stories in thirty years, fron L945-1925. Dugganrs early
fictions signal their intertextuarity explicitlyt
rConversation Piece, published in L947, is a parodic sketch of
Heningrtray; rPaith of our Fathersr, Dugganrs first published
story ( 1945 ) , rewrites early Joyce, and tl,tachinery, f irst
published in Anvil in 1945 and again in Irish Writing is
written in a Sargesonian idioru. Interestingly Sargeson
hinself chose, for his suggestively titled anthology Speaking
for Ourselves (L945), a story of Dugganrs which is far removed
from the prevailing realistic .free, story Sargeson
established as New Zealand idiom. rNotes on an Alrstract
Arachnid', a story in which the texture of language attenpts
to drive rbeyond words', is not a story Duggan later likedr oE
thought was successfulr' but Sargesonrs aim was to promote a
range of rvoices' which night speak for rusr. In his onn
work, Duggan's recogni-tion of a variety of textual nodels
shifted the ground of the short story. The rich textual
surface of his stories, feeding off other texts, insisted on
itself not as nediator of locally recognisable idiorn and
regional or social rreality, but as medium of narratives. As
Duggan hinself connented, referring to these qualities in his
writing: 'in what else could a culture be embalmed, enfolded
or expressed?r'

Duggan's conplex tenfolding, of culture in language provided
the focus both of his oern more extended later fiction and of
critical commentary on his work.' His fictions travel anay
from the faniliar, relatively siurple Joycean precedents in the
early Lenihan stories (or in the sketches of Ronan Catholic
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childhood such as rGuardian, or rln Youth is Pleasuret ) to
stories in which there is a much richer play of textual
surface, away fron the
representational clarity of a story like rRace Day' to the
concentration of the puzzle in rA Magsman Miscellany'. Like
the storj-es of Janet Frane, Dugrgan's later stories challenge
and trouble the narrative expectations of realisn.

As the narrator postulates in rA Magsman Miscellany', a story
which invites the reader to consider the relationship of the
rwriter's' comments on texts, readers, language and writing to
the fragrmentary narrative it plays with:

'[A]ny book, dDy work of a serious intention, nay after
all induce noments of response, greater or lesser
reverberations of a note almost incidentally struck.

Perhaps that is the neaning of the maze a structure
devised by the searcher (or writer) to enable hin to
locate the mouse or nonster he conceives of?"

The chronological sequence of Duggan's work suggrests a writing
environment in which the historical proxirnity of Sargeson
affected the kinds of narratives he wrote. His first
collection, Irnmanuel's Land (1956) is prefaced by a quotation
from Pilsrin's Progress r$then the norning was up they had hin
to the top of the house and bid hin look south. So he did and
behold at a great distance he saw a nost pleasant nountainous
country beautified with woods vineyards fruits of all sorts
flowers also with springs and fountains very delectable to
behodl. Then he asked the naue of the country. The said it was

Innanuel's Land. t (Duggan: Irnmanuel's Land). The stories that
folIotr, while acknowledging a rmost pleasant mountainous
country', also take as their object Sargeson's puritanical
society, nost obviously in lChapter' and rTowards the
Mountains', where the constrictions of public attitudes as
they are expressed by parents and schoolteachers, and in the
courtroom, force the young or the dispossessed into
antisocial, sometines violent behaviour. It is a society
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narked out by the prejudices and hostilities of adults: rNow,

she said violently, you'Il perhaps listen when I teII you
you're to keep away from people like that. Irish, l.Irs Atkinson
said, and DaIIies and Catholics; and God knoss what besides, "
a society in which teenagers are pressurised by half-
understood, unrealisable, desire:

rDown there... they had wandered into a landscape nore
confusing than thist had wandered, carrying a useless
!IUD, into the hot territory of adolescence, 6s if it had
been a secret world..."

Idhat the adolescent boy stunbles onr in an inpossible
projection of his own half-realised self, is ra Dan and wouan,

lying naked and spreadeagled' who seen to be tthe nameless,
faceless, naked puppets of his fantasy...miuing the role he

had nade for them.' It is the discovery of a rhot territory'
of congruence between adult and adolescent worlds, fantasy
enbodied, that marks out a boundary for the boy, a recognition
of his rown frustration and sadness and despair.' The lovers
represent exclusion, in embodying fantasy they have caused it
to rfounder',' his response is explicitly nade in a related
register:

rHe suunlt the gun up without knowing trhere lay -histarget, punped the shetl into the breech again, and fired
- at thern, ot at the goats t ot at the world, h€ did not
know. "

For Duggan, Iike Sargeson before hirn and many writers after,
sex, violence and the punitive restrictions of a puritanical
society lock its nembers, but especially the young, into a

state of inpossible conflict (carrying a useless gun into hot
territory), conflict which is not so nuch moral aS

psychological and emotional, with painful conseqluences for the
cultural self-recognition of New Zealanders. In Duggan's

fiction the opposition of conformity and individuality, which
is often expressed as an opposition between social systems or
institutions (marriage, fanily, church, specifically the
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catholic church as in many of the stories in @,
orr as in rTowards the trlountains', the coast) and the desire
of the subject which threatens or tries to deconstruct
boundaries by transgressing then, is typicalty associated with
and represented in an acknowledgenent of langUage as the
mediun in which knowledges are constructed and may be

reconstructed. The stories in Innanuel's Land draw attention
to their rnetaphoricat reliance on another text: they too, are

tales of pilgrius' progress, journeys into unknown territory,
which signifies a country of the soulr ox. at least the psyche,

in which langruage, and its references, ara pointing to sone

other way of constructing neaning than a sinple recognition of
the conflicts and oppositions rnaking up the rreal'; however,

in most of the stories of Inmanuel's Land langfuage uediates
the rreal', representing its sequence of events as a narrative
in which characters' experiences of the fantastic, the unreal,
can be distinguished within the real, confirninq tlre
significance of its context. A cluster of stories are written
around the Lenihan fanily, frou the point of view of the
children and particuJ,arly of Harry, who qtrows from a small
chird in rA small story' to a young nan in rchapter" Like
Davin's stories about the Connollys or Mansfield's about the
Burnells, Duggan,s Lenihan stories constitute a discontinuous
narrative in which individual stories function epiphanically;
within a general process of transition, sone moments signify.
Harry's narrative is about becoming a New Zealander; as in
rTowards the llountains' some monents and objects represent the
process by which a child becomes an acculturated adult. In
rThe Killer, Harry's uncle,s guns represent for Harry his own

rheroic, view of the war, in which rmen' are constantly
engaged in heroic activity .playing a savage and entirely
absorbing gamer, a view at odds with the rold fashioned and

dull' presence of his uncle who is rone of the lucky ones'

because all his shots were fired on the rifle range. Harry's
inages of war (and rmen, ), which coDe from picture magazines,

not history or his uncle's tallc, illustrate the coercive
fantasies which inprint maleness on a growing boy' In
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particular the association of developing sexuality with the
gun-wielding man is a recurring one and nay be said to
represent, in a nore general waY, the means by which

masculinity has been perceived in a society which prohibited
sexual activity outside approved contexts, and sanctioned some

kinds of violence. The violence suggested by guns, with its
undercurrents of repression ( rTowards the Mountains') is not

unlike the violence done to the incompetent, prematurely adult
Hopkins, in rln Youth is Pleasure', who is made rscapegoat of
the class' by Brother lrlark, practising sanctioned violence on

the ego of a physically adult boy, punished because his body

is rnore developed than his nind. Adulthood is both recognised

in, and denied to Hopkins; Iike sexuality and violence it is
one of the constantly changing indicators of an individual's
relationship to social conventions, prescriptions, and

doubleness: Duggan's fiction continually stresses the
problematically fluid and elusive relationships between the

individual subject and the environment he inhabits. For Harry

Lenihan the progress to adulthood is narked by the

constructj.on and uncertainty of different realities. When the
ship his brother Terry is on has left the wharf, Harry looks
at his stepmother painting her nouth and thinks rWould he ever

be able to tell what was real and what was not?"

In rChapter', when Harry sees fron a train a weeping Maori

woman, a child and a dog, 'H€ felt that should he return this
way in years to come he would find this scene unaltered, still
beyond any ravage of time or season' i the moment in which he

sees the child, woman and dog, is more rreal' than Harry's
existence in the train. As a spectator of a scene in which he

will never participate Harry is also a signifier for the

artist, predecessor of Dugganrs Magsman, witness to the

textual frame fixed at its point of clearest signification,
but excluded fron it. For Harry Lenihan, seeing the wonan and

the objects and beings which surround her rfixed within that
frame beyond which was only chaos" it rstas as if he had

walked into a cinema to confront a scene without movement, the
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players grouped and their last words still echoing, and must

construct fron that aII he was ever to know- " All Duggan's

fictions engage, explicitly or netaphorically, with such
rconstruction' of knowledge in languagei where Sargeson's
language offered an apparently transparent screen through
which the real was transnitted, (though a rrealt significantly
similar to Duggants), Duggan's fictions increasingly
concentrate on the problems and uncertainties of language.

rAlong Rideout Road That Summert i from Duggan's second

coltection, Sunmer in the Gravel Pit (L965) is his best known

story. As a fiction it engages inmediately and directly with
textual experience; the context of Buster O'Leary's narrative
is the knowingly literary medium in which it is transmitted:
a bookish lad shouting Kubla Khan and observed by nilk-white
unicorns. Buster Otleary's account of experience explicitly
recognises the problen of 'how to cope wit'h the shock of
recognition of a certain discrepancy between the real and the
written, (Duggan , Lg6) but the narrative is conplicated by

further uncertainties about the narrator and the status of his
narrative, which serve in the end to destabilize everything
but the subjectivity of the narrative and the textual
experience it represents. Buster OtLeary's ornamented prose

account of his encounter with Puti Hohepa's beautiful daughter
Fanny with its continual references to other texts, is deeply
conscious of problems of connection. How to connect
Coleridgets dulciner with Fanny's ukelele sugqests cultural
discrepancies as well as the rcertain discrepancy between the
real and the written', and irnplies a further difficulty of
connection between Buster and his audience, addressed in the
plural as igentlemen,. How to rreadt Buster Otleary is the

real problem posed by the text. The rgentlement to whom the
text is addressed provide a knowingly ironic perspective on

Buster's romantic and sexy story, but even though Buster's
youthful emotions are placed within an adult frame of
knowledge, memory and repetitious experience ( tso few

variations to an old, old story'), their significance, both to
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the aduLt narrator and the reader is preserved, buried as it
htere, in Busterts compulsive and prolific retelling of his
story. Hearing Buster put tongue to the narrative shows what
he is: the volume, energy and nultiple self-representations
of his language, within which the rstoryr is consumed,
rewritten, retold and finally escaped fron, suggest the
difficult connections between age and youth, memory and
desire, Ianguage and experience, story and story teller,
narrator and audience.

fn a general sense, it is the problem of connection, with all
rRideout Road's) gestures towards narratives of passion,
adventure and cultural conflict,, that the body of Duggan's
fiction is concerned with. AIl his stories centre on loss and
what follows after. Loss is the condition of living and also
the context of remembered happiness, whether it is the loss of
a mother and the uncertain change in fanilies as in the
Lenihan stories, oE the Ioss of youth that Buster O'Leary's
adult commentary voices. The process of transition typically
provides the narrative structure of Duggan's fictions,
voyages, uncompleted journeys, real or fictive departures t ot
what a reviewer in the Tirnes Literary Supplenent described as
rDuggan's repeated plot'... some ritual of beginning, another
act of breaking out and departingt.Lo This context of
transition is reiterated both in the human relationships his
stories represent and in their stylistic variety, which Duggan

once described as rthe problem of hanging whatever it is on

the conventional pegr finding the machinery. "' Duggan's
characters inhabit cornplicated difficult or unsatisfactory
adult relationships, always heterosexual, in which, very
often, the women, as represented by the male narrator, expect
men to seduce them and/or offer emotional/sexual opportunities
to rnen who are unable (or dis-ab1e) to accept them. When l{iss
Laverty ( rBlues for Miss Lavertyt ) asks for rA little human

warnth', Robert Mooney offers her ra straight-out loan', but
her anonymous neighbour speaks for the wider environment when

he says 'what a hope...Lady, what a hope. "' The kinds of
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repression enacted on the Catholic white rnale seem often to
escape br<1men in Duggan's stories, but to create an environrr,gJtt
where sexual and enotional happiness between a man and a lronan

is a transitory, irrecoverably past, or asyrumetrical and

accidental thing, sgueezed by chance out of a world ldhere

suspicion, stupidity, meanness and antagonism characterise
most relationships. Duggan's stories are typically engaged in
some kind of confrontation between the representations and

demands of art and the flesh, and the materialism,
expectations and conventions of society. But Duggan's is also
a densely textured prose which references itself out,
continuously, to other writers and writings, a depth of
association that acts to disperse attention ahtay from

character, or narrative aS the rrealt constructions of the
text and on to the text itself, machinery for the production
of Rileyrs Handbook, or O,Leary's Orchard, in which the nixed
langruages of the narrative create rnultiple textual
environments all of which contribute to as well as continually
shift, notions of rcharacter' and rstory'. When fsobel and

O'Leary's inprobable affair continues after the play has been

closed down, the narrative's shift into language of a

different convention constructs an ironic/comic point of view

on the characters as well as drawing attention to the way in
which textual boundaries can be transgressed so that a

different textuality, requiring the reader to connect several
codes, is created, insisting on the narrative's existence as

text as much as its transmission of events:

rTine: 4p.m.. Day: Sunday. !{eather: South-westerly
squalls with hLiI; thunderstorms intemittent.
Tenperature: 52 degrees Fahrenheit. Hunidity:- 70- degrees.
position of liliss Isobel Bernstein on O'Leary's bed: axis
NNE SSI{, ds near as dannit. O'Learyts position: SSlf NNE

axis unstable and veering. L'ighting up tine: not given.
Roonr tenperature: 72 degrees fahrenheit. Miss Bernstein's
vital measurements i 34, 26, 36. For O'Leary3 ?'4, 8\, lOt,
L6\i hat, gloves, shoes, shirt none of which he was
wearing. "t
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Duggan's stories, which began in modernisrn, anticipate
postmodernisn in their shift away from a focus on the subject
to a stress on the nultiple construction of the subject in
IanguageIs]; ro'Leary's orchard' connects its various
narrative languages to O'Leary's speech, So that the story
suggests a rvoicedt character but one whose existence is as

nuch textual as biographical and whose speech draws attention
to the connectedness of texts and living, and the gaps between

thern where subjectivity is constructed.

rHe had lied. He would miss her more than that. His life
had been a preparation for a sense of loss. He had rnissed
her often enough already' over the years- It would
continue, dD indulgence of hirnself , O'Learyts O of
regret, unvoiced. It was what his life was fashioned to
contain, this gentle fabrication, this bright
f igrment. '1"

Duggants final published story, rThe Magsrnants Miscellany'
which appeared posthurnously, is about texts and fictions and

partial views; the problems of knowledge and its transrnission
in language. The story of Ben McGoldrick and Rosie Finan is
written around by narginalia, written across their two lives,
written within their differences, their different writings;
all the tirne the niscellany draws attention to its own

incomplete, possibly random, variable existence' the
separations in the printed text acting metaphorically as a

rnarginal comment on fiction, oD human existence and on

language:

rLanguage is so much a part of what defines and
inprisons and paroles us in a world where
riadtes and lnetaphors may serve a certain
purpose. t15

While Rosie irons, Ben writes. The gap between their
activities can be rneasured as rfourteen feet and some inches',
or as a work of fiction, a fantasy, or a gap that is rnot

bridged'. rA Magsrnan's Miscellanyt draws attention to
process, to gaps and silences and alternative selections,
shifts of view, territories of promise signposted but
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unexplored. In the course of his thirty year writing span'

Duggan moved away from the pastiches of his early writing to
a looser, more textual prose medium, in which narrative and

plot are less the objective of writing than ra way of putting
people into our mouths, of giving substance to our many

voicesr.'" In Dugganrs hands, the short story, ample,

Iiterary, self-reflecting, moved firrnly alrray from realist
sketeh, instead drawing deliberate attention to itself as a

product of epistemological and literary conventions as much as

of the workings of social forces.

If the construction of a canon can be tracked through

anthologies such as the series published since 1953 by Oxford

University Press, then the short fiction of Janet Frane is a

continuous presence in New Zealand literary history, with each

of the four collections published over forty years including
a Frame story." Although the bulk of Frame's work consists

of novels and autobiography, she began publishing in L952 t{ith
a collection of short stories, The Lagoon, one of four
collections of short fiction she has published over her

career. In An Angel at my Tabte she described how the
publication of The Lagoon redeemed her from a projected
Ieucotomy, while she hlas a patient in a mental hospital""
Such interactions of text and world, the power of language to
express difference and earn survival, recur in Frame's

fictions and in her accounts of the events of her life'
Constantly in her writings Frame explores problems of meaning;

all her fictions are journeys in words, experiments with
identity, inscriptions of being, repeated attempts t,o write
the real. But hthereas Sargeson's construction of the real
takes place in a localIy recognizable context, Frame redefines

her contexts continually, so that apparently normal narrative
situations are suddenly rnenaced' and illustrate the fragility
of existence, oE, in her later sketches, questions of truth
and knowledge can be approached only in fantasy and fable.
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The Lagoon (L951), is a collection of 24 short stories, some

slcetch length, almost aII written from the point of view of a

chi1d. The few that are not are mostly either about people in

mental hospitals, such as rThe Pack' orr as in rA Beautiful

Nature', someone who is rsimple'. The world the stories
construct is one in which understanding is lirnited, either
because the protagonists are children, o! because they are

segregated frorn properly adult society and live in the foreign
world of a mental hospital, ot because things are sirnply too

puzzling. In rswans, Mun does not understand the railway

system and ends up at the wrong sea, confused about what she

has done. In Framets fictions the surfaces of existence are

always confusing and unstable, liable to turn out, at any

moment, to be something else. It is clear that there are

rules and custons, but for those who do not understand them

appearances only ternporarily disguise waiting menace, the

breakdown of stability, corruption, and rnortality. Lanquage

itself provides perhaps the least stable surface of all' The

eponymous story of Frame's first collection signals

preoccupations which have remained central in Framets work'

The lagoon of the title is a shifting presence, for rat low

tide the water is sucked back into the harbour and there is no

Iagoon'. It is a place where you can find unexpected

treasure, or rsee your inaged tripted up" It is also a place

where the grandmother lives. Farnily historY in Frame's

narratives. is often female, and her visionaries and story

tellers are also often female, Iike Daphne, singing fron the

dead room in owls Do cry. Although the grandnother talks

about the lagoon, its sea weed, and drifting wood and smeIIs,

she does not tell a rpropert story about it to the child' who

finds out the rreal, story only when she is grown-up and the

grandnother is dead. It proves to be a story of murder and

passion,rthesortofstorytheyputinTruth,.This
distinction between'real'stories, which, in The Lagoon'

correspond to the official encodings of the adult world,

filns, boo)<s, newspapers, and .unreal', comforting stories that

children like, (such ds, .this is my castle we said you be
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father I'11 be rnother and we,ll live here and catch crabs and

tiddlers for ever ... r'e repeats itself in various forns
throughout Frame's work. It generates later distinctions
between environments and codes of behaviour, between

autobiography and fiction, but it never loses its textual
focus. rReal, stories are the fictions and events in which

people recognize their violent behaviour, their hypocrisies,
the nature of their illusions. Other stories rewrite the
world as a place of safety and comfort, Ithere children can be

brave, confrqnt fear, and rknow' the real, as in Frame's later
story rThe Reservoir'.

rl{ell we were not afraid of it, oh rro, it was only the
Reservoir, it was nothing to be afraid of, it was just a
flat Reservoir with a fence around it, and trees, and on
the far side a little house (with wheels inside?), and
nothing to be afraid of t .'o

The gaps between speech and neaning, between narrative and

event, between individual understanding and publicly
sanctioned codes of explanation, between inage, ot signifier,
and signified, are the unstable difficult territory Frame

explores throughout her fiction." In the story lKeel and

Kool', Father takes a photograph:

'There you are, he said. It's taken. A happy fanily.'

But at the moment of presenting the picture in language' a
contrary representation surfaces, concentrating in Winnie,
whose sister has died, and who can only begin to represent the
rreal' state of her life by picking a fiqht with dead Eva's

best friend and hearing a seagull rspeak' a truth that is
unspoken in human langruage:

ronly up in the sky there t/as a seagull as white as
chalk, circling and crying KeeI Keel come home Kool, come
home KooI. And KooI would never come, ever.""
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Framers fiction typically focusses on the point in experience

at which a shift or slide occurs between one kind of knowledge

and another; the point at which the photograph's inability to

represent a happy faroity shifts rtruth' into another register'
seagull language, of r ES in rPrizes" Ithen Hessie sutton's
iunderstanding snile' destroys the narrator's excitement in

her first piece of nusic and reverses her relationship with

the phenomenologieal world:

rYou see how derivative I htas rnade out to be? Nothing
belonged to '€r not "rltr my bod1r, and novt with Hessie
Sutton ""a 

-n.i'spying ways i couid not call rny feelings
my own. wnv did biopie nive so much need to stake their
clairn in olnei piopiea Were they scared of *h e bailiffs
arriving in their 6wn house? I sioppea learning music' I
hras in despair, I could no tongLr use prizes as a

fortress. fi spite of my books bound in calf, my scrolled
certific"tE=,--th;- priz6 essay on the Visit to the Flour
Milt, and my narks bf nerit in the children's newspapers,
I rrras nein6 invaded Uy- peopfe who wanted their prizes
from !89. "t

As with the narrator in *Prizes' events in Frame's fiction
radically alter the relation of narrative persona to her

environrnent, and very often shift the story away fron realism'

so that as the narrator perceives herself as a source rather

than a recipient of prizes, the text shifts into a narrative
of metaphor, in which the rreal' boundaries of experience are

displaced by the enbodiment of metaphor as real, which

inscribes as narrative, the change that has occurred in the

narrator' s self-PercePtion.

rAnd nohr I lie in the Pit, finally arranged, faded,
robbed or irf prizes, rnii" stirr under every human sky
the crows wheel and swoopl Ai.tiaing, dividing the spoils
of the dead. "'

stories like rThe Reservoir' or rThe BuIl calf' contain their

shifts in knowledge and perception within a realist node, but

Framers later collections shol^t these stories are a minority'

Framers two collections of stories pubtished in the sixties'

The Reservoi-r and Snowman, Snowman show a movement away from
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the realistically framed narrative based on childhood to
sketches, fables and fantasies explicitly concerned with the

unreal, the visionary, usually associated with a revelatory
Iandscape of death. W.H. New expressed reservations about

these later stories.

rwhile these experiments produced some of Frane's
finest work tthe Reservoir', for instance the
fables proved largety end-closed and mechanical,
serving'-; - pt""oti"eived and rigid scheme of
judgern6nts rither than serving ag the medium of
narrative discovery that the earlier stories had
pronised.'""

But it is clear in Frame's work as a whole that reatisrn did

not suit her purposes, and the kinds of knowledge she works to
undermine are represented as much by the cotufortable

stabilities of rproper' stories and straightforward narrative
Ianguage as by the rules of, for example, hospital life.

There is an intennittent but fairly constant stream of stories
about writing from rJan Godfrey' in The Lagoon, to rThe

Triunph of Poetry' in The Reservoir which suggest that the

context of the stories, their means of production, is also

their subject. correspondingly they give the impression of

being more and more written. They seem less a transparent

medium for the transmission of lived experience and more a

place where identity is actively constructed, mysteries

acknowledged, truths questioned. Framets later fictions
rewrite the urban domestic and personal environments of her

earlier stories as places where nothing certain can be known,

and in which the only reliable shape or forn is the end-closed

fable, with a narrative persona delivering a fabulous verdict'

It is significant that a very large nunber of these fables, or

sketches, are preoccupied with a deconstruction of a

recognisable rdaylight' world of comprehensible human activity

introduced in a deceptively realist htay ( rAfter a night of

frost anct a morning of rnist the day is cloudless"") into a

fantastj.c landscape of death, in which blowfties and toncats

talk like humans; all forms of life iroplacably disease' rot'
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decay, twist and deform, and rDeath at last subdues the

piratical activities indulged in by Life'. The realism of
Frame,s openings is replaced by the grotesque possibilities of
animism, of legend, parable, fairytale and metaphor used as if
there is no distinction of perception, convention or textual
forrn between realistic and fabulous narrative'

Many of the later sketches have as their focus an rI' persona

observing some small event. In rThe Line5man' a woman alone at
her window in a suburb crowded with people' $tatches a linesman

up a povler pole. Far from being afraid for the Linesman's

safety, the narrator hopes he will falt; and she is herself
prey to .marauding despairr. Frante's hard, shaped little
stories are a parodic rewriting of fable, Iegend and

fairytale, instructing rather than engaging the reader. But

the main point is not so much their overt didactic purpose as

the destabilizing effect of their parodic form. A tension

exists between the seemingly closed narrative with its
didactic authorial voice and the apparently disordered world

of emotions and events it describes in which any conjunction
is possible, and there are no boundaries left to divide

experience (or reading) tidily into real and nonreal

categories. The overall effect is to emphasize the

incomprehensible reLationships between acts and responses,

between the authorial voice's isolation and the busy world she

observes, between the world that lanquage clains to represent

and the slippery fluid difficulty of language in use in which

many worlds becone possible between those who belong and

understand what is around then and those who do not' Although

Framers fiction can seem to have no relationship to social
realism, this is a product of its refusal to stay within the

boundaries of realism rather than the kinds of questions the

reader has to confront. Many of Frame's stories challenge

social convention, authority, naterialism, and expectation,
though at a more fundamental level, the inquiry they initiate

into the structures which place and contain individual
subjectivity is ultirnately concerned with the role of lanqruaqe
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in the construction of the world. But there are many examples

of the failure to make comprehensible connections between

individuals and their environments that preoccupies Frame's

fiction, from the realisrn of Otive in rThe Bu}l CaIf' - who

worries why no-one forms twos with her: rls it because I
stink? She thought' to the narrator in rRoyal Icingt who

asks:

rls it better to want and get an icing-forcer, a
mincer, than to walk for the remainder of ourlives
about the house with a little dagger in our pocket
trying to catch Death bending over the coal in the
coal house...l?)"'

Frame's rnost recent stories, included in the collection You

are Now Entering the Human Heart (1983) represent a return to
a realistically framed narrative which subtly contains a shift
in register by exploding the doubleness of language, the way

in which a narned object, or substance, or placer will lose its
restricted boundaries of meaning and become code for an

ontological condition. When the narrator in rlnsulation'

refuses to buy insulation because her house is already weII

insulated, her language slides into the rnore open landscape of
netaphor even before she has a dream which tinks insulation
and the painful instabilities of the subjective world.

rHovr well insulated I am! How solid the resistance of
this house against the searching PQnetrating winds of
Stratford. The hunted safe fron tnlfunter, the fleeing
from the pursuer, the harmed from tlie harmer. How well
insulated I am! t'"

It is Frame's exploitation of the nultiple possibilities of
Ianguage and her deconstruction of all the boundaries by which

meaning is represented as digestibly singular which

characterises atl her fiction. In an article she wrote about

cross-cultural encounters in literature Frame praised

translators in a figure of speech which seems aptly to
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transfer to her own rich explorations and discoveries and

crossing-overs:

rr praise those translators who so often have been
accuied, rightly or wrongly, of rlosing' the rgenius' of
the works LneV translatel of dropping and mislaying
meanings and aCnospheres, as if in carryinq the_w_ork from
one language to anbther they were part of the folk-song,
rTherers s hole in ny bucket, dear Henry, dear Henry.'
Beasts of burden. Water-carriers. Bearers of the spirit
of lif e. "'

Her stories also play with short narrative forms and so make

the category rshortstory' a more inclusive one. In some other
respectS thoughr she, shares some of the features which night
seem typical of short fiction in New Zealand. Both Duggan and

Frame in their early stories use the narrative perspective on

New Zealand, established by Mansfield, of the experience and

point of view of a child. l{here Mansfield's children are

niddle class and Protestant, weII off and livinq within an

extended fanily, Duggan's are rniddle class, Catholic' and

their father has married agaj.n, and Frame's are working class,
poor, and visited by illness and death. It is possible to
read processes of social change into these shifting fanily
circumstances, but the real point seems to be the persistence
of the child's point of view in New Zealand writing. In the

colonial story, writing about children explored questions

about dependence and cultural identification which functioned
as a metaphor for larger issues of colonial relationship to
the rparent, culture. In the later short story, the focus on

children may suggest a reinforcement of the earlier narrative
emphasis on dependence. In Duggan's and Frane's stories,
however, children are placed outside, or at the edge of, a

largely inconprehensible radultt world, dD environment of
rules and codes and beliefs that remains rforeign' to the

child. A typical instance is the behaviour of their father
and stepmother to the Lenihan children, whose distance from

the world of adult events in tRace Day' is suggested in the

miniaturised scene they observe through the wrong end of the

telescope. In Frame's stories, the focus on children is often
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a recognition of difference which may be sexual, economic,

behavioural, as ltell as based on age, and it rnay include the
farnily, as in OwIs Do Cry, where alrnost all the rnernbers of the
Withers fanily are on the outside of rnormalt life-

In the stories of Framets contenporary, Helen Shaw, whose

first collection, The Orange Tree and Other Stories' Itas

published in L957, the focus is largely on fanily remnants

(especially the elderly and the unrnarried), who represent a

vanished society. I.{any of Shaw's stories explicitly refer
back to a colonial generation hrhose disappearance has marooned

their descendants in large houses on subdivided estates. In
rThe B1ind"o the fanily has contracted fron large beginnings
in another country to two elderly daughters, one unnarried and

one abandoned, caring for their seniLe mother in a large, old,
once grand house. The only children are phantorn children, ot
the dead children of the past; the journey towards a nehr life
has thus reached a dead end in the lives of these hromen, and

though one has a grown-up son he has disowned her, like his
father before hin. rPraise the L,ord, lfilson"'is a more

direct representation of colonial conflict between

generations. I{hen young l{ilson has at last persuaded old liliss
Barclay to selI hin a half acre of her wilderness' he declares
ownership by cutting down all the trees. In l{iss Barclay's
terms he is a vandal, and she loudly and powerfully resists
his progress; Wilson, after feltinq the poplars, vanishes to
the pub. l{ost of Shaw's stories are built around fanily and

generational structures and the possession or dispersal of
property, and they irnply colonial discourse as it has been

transmitted to the daughters and granddaughters of pioneers.
Significantly, Shaw's narrative focus stays with the women.

rThe Orange Tree' is one of the few stories which ends with
the defeat of the hopeful acquisitor, perhaps because the
oetner of the section Jack and Mercy wish to buy is an old
Maori btoman who refuses their bribe of an orange tree. But in
most of Shaw's fictions, the elderly wonen left in possession

of estates see their inheritance going, and are left childless
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and marooned. As the large farnily networks break UP, such

characters are increasingly enclosed by their large houses

which bear the decayed signs of their inhabitants once

powerful cultural heritage, wealth and skills. In rThe

cypsiest, a later story, the .pillared house with its stone

portico and verandas and balconiest built by Paolo Rosa is now

run dotrn and inhabited by itinerant young people.3' The house

of culture has become nothing more than a memorial to its
past, &D oddity, irrelevant in a society which wants a

notorhray more than a house and garden '

Where Mansfield's concentration on fanily structures and

children's points of view i-n her New Zealand stories suggested

the possibirity of growth beyond the kinds of entraprnent and

conflict experienced by the adult (especially female)

characters, Shawts fictions are constructed around fanilies in

which the children are themselves elderly, in which growth is
a youthful but external and d,estructive force, demolishing the

artefacts of past generations and the cultural power they once

expressed.
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Writinq as other; other Writing

Short stories in English by nigrant writers and by Maori

writers also began in the L950s with the publication of
stories by J.C. Sturm in Te Ao Hou, Numbers, and the second

volume of the Oxford New Zealand Short Stories series, and of
Arnelia Batistich's An Olive Tree in Da1matia. These writers
and those who followed them, particularly Yvonne du Fresne,

Patricia Grace and Witi lhimaera, used the short story to
explore New Zealand as if fron the outside, constructing
narratives about people distinguished by their cultural and

racial difference, which function both as commentary on the

official honogeneity of New Zealand literary history and

culture, and as an expression of heterogeneity. An olive Tree

in Dalmatia, which appeared in L953, is about origins. Many

of the stories are set in New Zealand, but it's a landscape

and society as seen from the filter of Dalnatia a place in
which to make money and'get O[', but which never seems, €lS

with the earlier British settlers, quite right'

Batistich's stories construct the villages, farnily networks,

social customs, and complicated historical memories of the

Balkan States as the background of displacement; her

characters know New Zealand as a place where the local people

are kind, where they themselves are hardworkinq and not poor,

where the hills are burnt and hard, and from which, to borrow

one of her titles, rIt,s a Long Way to Dalrnatiat. The

direction and narrative tide of the stories is all back, back

to the villages where the men send for wives, back to see the

olive tree stipan planted as a boy, back to the place all the

stories are about, where words take on their final meaning'

'Having att that and being poor?' -I wonder'
rrt's ; different kind oC ipoor' from here, t Mama

says. rIn Dalmatia you have everything but
money. "

Batistich's fictions rewrite the roaking

the complexities of racial and cultural
t23

of a New Zealander;
identitY are opposed



to economic identity, which in Batistich's stories is the
sinplest and most certain representation of a Dalnatian
inmigrant, one articulated again and again. But the problem of
belonging is also a problem of description.

rThat's one thing I'm glad I'm not' Poor' But I am

Dahnatian and that's difterent from everybody else and
when they want to, the other girls sayi _ 

rPoof! You're
only an {ustrian squarehead anpay.' Just like we all say
to Minnie that she's poor'.'

Batistich's local fictionat environment is stiII that of
pioneer and settler: grunfields, clearing the bush, carving
farms out of shramps so that a young strong bride can be sent
for. yvonne du Fresners stories are more characteristically
placed in the schools, farm settlements and historical events

of New Zealand, and in this sense her writing constitutes a

netr generation. Farvel and Other Stories (L980) and The

Growino of Astrid Westerqaard and Other Stories (1985) are

mostly linked stories representing the life of a girl fron a

Danish fanily living in rural New Zealand. A great many of
the stories take place at school, which provides a paradigrn of
society itself: a place of institutional rules and codes,

group identities and individual differences; a place, also, in
which the infant class learn that words make rexperiencet

real:

rOur Experience Sheet', said l{iss Bates, rtnust be
filled up with good words. "

Much of Astrid l{estergaard's exPerience is a}so written
experience. The fictions which contextualize and represent
her are both literary and oral narratives. The words in which

she writes of herself are, Iike those in iAstrid of the

Linberlost' , from 'Qifl-g.' Books of the Colonies, the

Antipodes and so o1t, their potency testified to by Tante

Helga who becomes rvague, and rdrugged' as she reads then.
But there are also the stories her fanily tells, stories of

heroic ancestors, of Danish myths, of a landscape populated
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not by the Carson Gang, but by Danes who were legendary

workers, draining and clearing the swamps' surviving hardship'

Although in du Fresne's Astrid stories Astrid participates in
the historical experience of her generation and she is part of
the district (its boundaries include her while the inclusion
of Batistich's Dalnatians is only notional) her cultural
difference constructs heterogeneity and otherness. When in
Lg3T rCherry Taylor and I turned into Princess Elizabeth and

Princess Margaret Rose' for the Coronation, the book which

offers then royalty has been given to Astrid by Onkel Sven.

Astrid keeps making remarks which denonstrate her lack of
understanding; she is a rDanish DoIt'; her father initates the

Duke of Gloucester travelling up the Foxton Line every night
after dinner; and on the coronation Picnic to which the girls
bring their Coronation pencils, Fader turns into a Viking;

lCharge! t he shouted. He pres.sed h.is foot on the
accelerator, w€ reached fully thirty miles an hour! "

Like Batistich,S, du Fresne's stories are densely inbued with
cultural texts. Stories told by her Grandtante, the history
of Jutlandr and the nyths and thosts of Denmark are

superirnposed on the Manawatui Cherry and Astrid with their
raffia purses becone English princesses and Astrid as Peter

the Great gives orders to her plalnuates. du Fresne's fictions
work towards the acceptance and reconciliation of difference'
which is made in typically colonialist terms. In rHouses'

Astrid's fear of Cherry's grandmother gives htay to
astonishment that she knows their names and generations; her

moder explains that they rwere Pioneers here long before

we came from Jutland. " The work of the pioneers thus

legitinizes then, and the Danish/English difference in du

Fresners stories is historically faniliar, and comfortably
accommodated. ft stops short of any larger questions about

the rdays in which colonizing and pioneering peoples impose
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their narratives on the colonized, but draws attention to the
heterogeneity of rtheir, New Zealand, written in foreign
tongues. By comparison Renato Amato's The FuIl Circle of the
Travelling Cuckoo (L967) as its title suggests, is a narrative
of displacement and otherness; its stories travel fron fascist
Italy where rnothing seemed to fii-' to a New Zealand just as

alienating in its unfaniliarity and behaviour. The narrator of
rAn Eveningrs Work, is taken outside by A1 to look through the
window at Barry and rthe lady' in bed:

rI felt sorry and sad. Not for the lady or Barry or Judy'
but perhaps out of regret at having discovered soneth+tg
nobo-dy sh-ould ever t3y to unveil. 'eeople are not like
this', I kept wanting to think. "

Displaceuent in Arnato,s stories, serves to heighten the
isolation of the narrator, ideological isolation giving way to
the cultural and geographical isolation of New Zealand. The

stories form a discontinuous narrative in which the narrator
is often at a loss for speech, not because he is not able to
speak the langudg€, narked out by linquistic difference as du

Fresne's characters are, but because there is nothing to say

in a context where stories/histories are incomplete, and the
narrator (character) is always trying to make sonething from

nothing, to rnake connections, establish hirnself , naterially
and psychologically, where he is. Amato's collection suggests

an almost existential context for the imuigrant, where

displacement is vacancy, the overflolr of rnothings', and

identity is rimaginings' :

It{y days are fuII of nothings. They are so full that they
overf lbw at tiures, and f -have to stay awake at night
waiting for the flood to abate and for ny nind to clear.

of alt the things I was, all I am nolr is ny.inaginings
fron behind a grLat plate-g]ass window. That is not what
everybody sees of cburse; all they can see is a thin
bundle of clothes, all huddled up and withered, that
nakes them shake their heads and sign.-"
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In the L950s the first stories in English by a Maori writer
Irtere published in a number of periodicals. Although it was

not until 1983 that the stories of J.C' Sturm htere collected
and published as a volume, they are set firnly in the social
realist country of Sargresonian narrative, writing of New

Zealand as it looks and feels to a ttaori woman in the 1950s.

Sturm's stories, along with those of her successors' Patricia
Grace, Witi lhimaera, Keri Hulme, and others, engage directly
with cultural oppositions as do innigrant writers. Like

Batistich and du Fresne, Maori writers speak in a different
language, but by giving voice to the silent other, the other
who most explicitly and uncomfortably challenges cultural
hegenony and given social structures, ilaori writers rewrite
New Zealand in English, their fictions breaking out of and

therefore signifying their silence. Although fhimaera's
collection of short stories Pounauu, Pounamu was the first to
be published by a Maori writer in L972, earlier writers like
Sturm, many of whose stories do not explicitly identify
themselves as expressions of a Maori voice, from the vantaqe

point of hindsight indicate the breaking of silence. Sturn's
collection, The House of the Talt<ing Cat (1983), is divided
into two parts, which trace a kind of progression towards

writing as a Maori. The stories collected in Part t have an

irnplicit chronological connection, noving from a young woman

in her first sexual encounter, to a no6an alone with her snall
children, a mother taking an afternoon off, a woman

contemplating an affair, a r.roman running a fanily and talking
to the cat. They are narratives of women alone' caring for
children, working, and with husbands who come home late,
drunk, unable to of f er comfort or protection from t'he

threatening world outside the horne. Sturm's stori.es represent
women at odds with the environments marital' maternal,
sexual - in which they find themselves caught by necessity and

emotional vulnerability. A recurring narrative is an

inconplete journey, which has started out purposefulty and

been aborted, its objective lost or nissed or vanished' At the

end of 'The Dancet as the various couples leave after an
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evening rbetter than a football scrumt, BiII, who has been

Ioolcing for a remenbered tennis-court, rlike sonething we'd

all had a long tine ago but forgotten" 'A sort of lost
garden', stops to light a cigarette, and is so 'intent on

shielding his handful of light and warmth' that he fails to
noti.ce a ldark narrow turning on the other side of the road'

that led to a footpath and a tennis-court hidden ahtay in tall
grasses pale under the moonr." In rThe Earrings' Helen goes

to meet a lover in town, but the meeting is distressing and

arnbiguous, and seems accidental, pointless 'Like two

strangers. . .caught together in a crowdt . sturm's f emale

characters are represented in a nagative which cannot be

completed; their destinations cannot be reached, ES is
suggested by the title of one of her stories, r!{here to'
Lady?'; nor do they fit their environments, like the unnamed

r^roman in the title story who renarks to the cat: lJust for a

uornent, Thonas, I f elt a stranger in rny own house, as though

it doesn't belong to mer or I don't belong to it""" Home is
a place which cannot be left, though many of Sturm's

characters try to leave it, but where they do not belong; a

place of conflict, and isolation and being alone in the dark.

Although Sturm,s htomen narrators are not explicitly identified
as Maori until the stories collected as Part 2, their
isolation, and their imprisoning domestic circumstances put

then on the edge of the society they inhabit. In rlilhere to,
Lady?, a wonan takes the afternoon off fron her fanily, but

finds, .You canrt just move out of one world and into another

sinply by boarding a tram.' Wherever she goes, her condition

is reflected and heightened. Visiting friends she picks up a

book and rall the pain and passion, discoveries and loss,
waitinq u"'a disappointments, the unending
on"t=t6t"ni" qudsltions, and the unwanted
final statenent, crept frorn between the
covers and nestled in mY hand"'o

Passing a jukebox the rnusic gloats
you'Il never get awaY'- But it is
stories that signifies the absent

toh, you'lI never get awaY'

what is unsaid in Sturm's
context for her disPlaced
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and isolated narrators. Eventually, caught in the rain, the

narrator of \l{here to, Lady?t enters a cheap restaurant, full
of men shovelling food, but at a side table is a half-caste
l,laori htoman by hersetf who beckons to the young woman to join
her. This kind of netaphorical positioning, at the table with
the Maori vroman in a room fuII of pakeha men' is typical of
Sturmrs stories. There is only one story in the collection
which openly and explicitly deals with racial conflict (at a

children,s birthday party)", but the whole collection is
concerned with characters on the edges of conventional
societyi hromen, cleaners and hospital workers, and the

illiterate. Though Sturm's btomen narrators tend to be well
educated, Iiterary, and relatively wetl-off , 5.n inportant rtays

they are seen and their environuents reflect them, e1S

outsiders, and their narratives exist in a kind of gaPr the

inconplete journey between rhone' and somewhere e1se. Their
husbands are only footsteps coming up the path, their only

real conversation is with the cat, and there is no answer to
the question r!{here to, LadY?t

glhen Stiti lhimaera's Pounamu. Pounanu (L972) appeared, he

became the first Maori writer to publish a collection of
stories in English. Its title suggests writing is a kind of

cultural wealth , a Elgllllll. Ihinaera's earlier stories
represent young Haori men as individually and successfully
bridging cultures. The stories in Pounamu- Pounarnu are mostly

stories about rural llaori life. They stress community, fauily
and tribal networks and children, Cultural and racial
difference, as in rThe Other Side of the Fencet or rBegrinning

of the Tournament' is expressed in difference of behaviour or
attitude or convention, and the social problems these cau8e

can be resolved by essential human emotions: love in rThe

l,takutu on Mrs Jones, and basic decency in rlfhe Other Side of

the Fencer. Although in the story rln Search of the Enerald

city, there is a narrative fraue for the drift of young Maori

to the city, and the stories as a whole refer to Pakeha and in
particular American culture r'2 the l,taori is presented as still
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connected to, and secure within, rural and tribal life' Like

Patricia Grace, Ihimaera is concerned to stress the inportance

of the whanau (his stories are peopled by a nultitude of

relatj.ves) and to construct a language that represents some of

the spoken idiorns of Maori English and incorporates Maori

words as customary and unexplained. In Pounamu' Pounarnu there

is also frequently a division in lhimaera's langruage between

an rofficialt Pakeha narrative voice (as in rThe Other Side of

theFence,,whichistoldinthethirdpersonusingcomplex
sentences and a for:mat vocabularY), and a spoken first person

idiorn, repetitive, often spoken by a child, dense with Maori

phrases and vocabulary. such an idion ispeaks' Maori to a

Maori readershi.p, telling of the social context of the tribe
and fauily, and of the physicat context of the land by which'

far more successfully than by cultural and racial opposition'

the Maori is identified. Whereas in Sturm's stories (Maori)

women are isolated and silenced in a confusing, threatening

society, in Ihimaerars rural narratives there is an assertion

of happiness in nunbers, in the feeling of common origins'
Racial conflict is a problen that can perhaps be distanced by

the affirmation of a counter culture; the good-humoured rural
Maori conmunity. In Lg?8 witi Ihiuaera wrote about the

objectives of his work, identifying the greatest problern for
l,taori as rretaining our emotional identityt' Like other Maori

writers, Ihimaera connects the emotional identity of Maori

people with cornrnunality and a rural-based cultural identity
associated with a specific tribal region. His fictions work

always at interpreting cultural and racial difference by the

assert;on of a Maori varue/berief system, of remotionar

identi.tyr, and it is this which Ihinaera claims is 'truly
Maori t :

rl{y concern is for the roots of our culture, th9 culture
ne carry within ourselve" .tta tni"n makes us truly tttaori '
It is a culture essentially rurally based, vith toes
iirrE grippi"g-tne soi1, an-'d so I wrote at f irst about
the rural Maori rather than about urban areas where - so

I've been informed - all the action is. But only when I
cornpleted writing about the rural Maori to ny
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satisfaction did I uncurl nY
hard the citY Pavements are to

I write about the landscaPes
IandscaPes which make ltaori

toes and write about how
our feet.

of the heart, the emotional
people what theY are'.'"

Ihimaerars second collection of stories, The New Net GOes

Fishing (Lg77) shifted from rural to urban settings, framed'

as w.H. New has remarked, bY two stories rYellow Brick Road'

and rReturn to Oz' , which alluded to the rperfectible fantasy

world of the American writer L. Frank Baumt r" and which had

been prefigured by the story rln search of Ernerald city' in
pounamu. pounamu. Arrusions to the fantasy rand of oz frame

stories of disrocation, poverty, farairy disintegration,
violence, and racial discriroination of all kinds which signify
the hardness of city pavements to use lhinaera's metaphor'

The move into the city is a move away from home, and the dream

of the Emerald city that prornpted it is an illusion' Yet once

thepossibilityofjourneyingtoozhasarisen,ithastobe
taken, ES Jirnny Jackson Herenaia acknowledges in 'catching

Up' :

when Ihimaerars characters achieve Pakeha success, 8s in the

storyrCousinstrtheltaoriselfissubmergedbutitdoesnot
vanish. In fact it is the reinvention of the Dtaori in a

Pakeha context that Ihinaera focuses on, the recovery of the

displaced, not as it was, but as it pushes through and infects

the experience and language of change:

He has been pushed this far, led this far' And now?

He could not slop now. He had to keep on go5'ng' T9
wanted to. He'd seen beyond the horizon' He hadn't
known what t.= tn.iJ, uut ne had to find out"'

You seem to be living two lives at once - sometimes
ii"gr""t, or 

-ont riie and then of the other and,
more and nore often, both at the same time until you

are not sure which is the rea1ity""
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The power of language to silence or to rewrite cultural
identity is never more evident than in the work of Maori
writers, who identify their writing as rforeignt by burying in
it the spoken idion of another language, suggesting in that
other language another version of rreal', of rhotue', and

another cultural identity. Patricia Grace's story rA Way of
Talking' which opens her first collection, Waiariki (L975)
focuses explicitly on the self constructed in language. When

Rose and her sister visit a Pakeha neighbour who refers to
rthe Maoris'who are scrubcutting as if they are an

indistinguishable group withouL individuality, Rose attacks
her in what her sister thinks of as rPakehafied' talking.
Just as the neighbour's language reveals her cultural
assunptions, so Rose's adoption of Pakehafied talking
acknowledges the neapon of domination with which she must

fiqht her battles. Grace's stories, like fhimaera's, inply
that writing l,laori in Pakeha language reinvents the Maori
subject, allowing cultural and racial stereotypes to be

parodically challenged.

rltts fashionable for a Pakeha to have a l{aori for
a friend.' Suddenly Rose grinned, Then I heard
Janets voice coming out of that Rose's nouth and
felt a grin of my own coming. rI have friends who
are Maoris. They're lovely people. The eldest girl
hras married recently and I did the frocks. The
other girl is at varsity. They're all, so friendly
and so natural and their house is absolutely
spg!.Ie.g.g.'"

Grace's stories also concentrate, like Ihimaera's, on extended
farnily relationships among cousins, grandparents, aunts,
uncles, children, and elders. She has written of the need for
Uaori writers to represent Maori in order that the old
stereotypes may be broken down. It is a need for writing that
demonstrates the variousness, individuality and spirituality
of Maori that crace emphasises:

'[I]t is important for me and other ]laori writers to
write about us in all our variousness, our feelinqs and
aspirations and values; attitudes to life and death,
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affinityforlandandlandissues,aboutkinshipand
social orders and status; about the concept of aroha
embracing awhina and manaaki; attitudes towards learning
andwork,towardsfood...Andrnostespeciallyaboutthe
spirituai aspects of aII these things'""

Grace has conrnented particularly on the sexual sterotyping of

Maori women by non-uaori (male) writers, and the need to

represent Maori rromen in relationships other than sexual:

.Earliest works depict Maori girls as passionate hip-
swingers 

-with 
f tasfiing eye? ( airnost always a half -caste

;;-;-princess). tn later itriting the l'taori woman seems to
exist in fiction for one reason onl-y' I-n.Mulgan's Man

A1one the nain character has a sexuai relationship with
someone erse's wife iirrllitl, she's the boss's wife
(doubly illicit), srreis a ti[aori (triple_ banger?) And to
top it all off, near thl end of the novel he is asked the
qulstion, rrWhat was it ]fftgettrre

t,ike lhimaera, Grace asserts cultural difference by focussing

on extended farnily and social structures, and value systems'

\After all, sex is inPortant
are not, elders are not'.

in all societies cousins

In l{aiariki the fictions which represent the Maori range from

stories which affirr,n traditional Maori social structures and

values and are framed as realist - often oral - narratives' to

stories like rAt the River' or rAnd so Too' which emphasize

relationships with history and landscape, articulating the

nythological and elemental context in which l'taori cultural

identitY is affirrned:

lAnd I lie on soil in all
trembting. Stretch out mY arms
and laY mY face on hers. Then
speak mY vow.'-

my heaviness and
on wide Earth Mother
call out mY love and

The influential anthologY of Maori writing edited by D'S' Long

and witi Ihimaera, Into the world of Light (1982) ' explicitly

Iocates Maori writing by reference
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which recognises three states of being from the beginning of
the universe to the creation of man. The separation of Rangi

(the sky father) and Papatuanuku (the earth mother) by their
sons established the rthird state of existence' knorrn as

rTe ao marama (the world of light). It is in this period
that the first huuan was created out of the earth nother
by Tane to establish Te ira Tangata (the life principle),
the descent of man, and the world as we know it
todayr."

The connection of the l,taori to the land and to nature is thus

that of a child to parents, and the focus in l{aori fictional
writing on fanily structures as paradigmatic for cultural
identity signifies also the philosophical location of the

individual in the phenomenological world. Pointing to l'taori

writing as the expression of this location marks out cultural
difference as epistenological differencei writing Haori

identity is also to write a science of knowledge. As Ranginui

Walker points out:

tThis personification of nature in the Maori cosmogenic
nyth doaifies uanrs relationship to the earth and its
resources. The code is progr-essively developed in
succeeding nyths and traditions'.'"

Maori writing draws on both sociar and rnyt'hic codes of
relationship(s) to elaborate racial, cultural and spiritual
distinctiveness. A story of Grace's, rParad€' , published in
Into the l{orld of Light was referred to by the editors as the

story which best described the volume's purpose. A Maori girl
in a parade performing action songs looks back at the crowd:
rI kept thinking and trying not to think, 'Is that what l'e are

to then?' Museum pieces, curios, shells under 91ass.t In the

story Grandpa Holrepa says to her, tlt is your job, this' To

show others who we are'. Gracets fiction originates from the

sane impulse; her stories show rotherst who rtte' are with a

significant inversion of conventional terms. Both Waiariki

and Grace,s second collection, The Drearn Sleepers (1980) use
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social realism to show ltaori as an underprivileged race' The

title story of The Dream sleepers describes the lives of
children whose mothers and grandmothers go out to clean office
bloctcs at 3 a.m. In Gracers narratiVe world, however l'taori

identity is constnrcted not only by the nenial or meaningless

work her characters are obliged to do in an urban world of
Pakeha conditions, but also by the monumental pregnant wonan

celebrating her condition in rBetween Earth and sky' a story
that draws explicit attention to the cosnogenic nyth in which

its significance is finally constructed, or the energy and

intelligence of the children in rKepa' and rDrifti-ng', who

inhabit land and sea without any restrictions on their
freedorn, vitality, and right to occupy the rworld of Light'.
Figuratively stories like Grace's and those in Ihinaera and

Long,s anthology represent both the dark (social realist)
twentieth century Maori environment and the arrival of llaori
into the light of self-expressi.on.

When Pounanu. Pounamu appeared Ln L972, followed by Waiariki
in Lg75, the writers were characterised respectively as the

first lrlaori writer in English and the first Maori woman writer
in English. But both Ihinaera and Gracets writing had been

appearing for some tiue in Te Ao Hou rthe Uaori magazine"

This quarterly began in 1952, published by the Departnent of
Maori Affairs and edited by E.G. Schwimner, and announced

itself as ra magazine for Maori peopIe... Te Ao Hou should

becone like a rraa3asrr on paper'."" From the beqinning lfe Ao

Hou explicitly encouraged titaori creative writers and artists
to produce texts which would help to affirm a collective
identlty amongst its readers. Initially the texts it
published were tribal legends, translated into English for Te

Ao Hou,s readership. Legendary fiction continued to occupy

space in the quarterly throughout its publlshing history' but

as early as the fifth nurnber (!{inter 1953) a short story
competition was announced, aiued at fostering Maori writers'
Instructions for the competition suggest a prevailing view of

the kind of story thought desirable, rniuetic, docunentary,
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educational and concerned to demonstrate group identity: rIt
is hoped that the stories will help to increase awareness of
what Maori life today reallY is.'

Subsequently, stories stere submitted in Maori and English;
most numbers published at least one story and often several,
and the rnagazine advertised ceaselessly for writers and

artists, holding literary competitions every year. At the end

of 1955 a series of stories by Maori writers was opened by

J.C. Sturm's rFor AII the Saints'. By the time Grace and

Ihimaera published in Te Ao Hou, the magazine had already

established itself as a publishing forum for Maori writers and

in doing so, explicitly recognized that cultural identity is
textual as well as racial, social, ceremonial, historical and

tinguistic. Heretaunga Pat Baker, Riki Erihi, Rowley Habib,

Arapera Blank, J.C. Sturm, s.M- Mead, Rora Paki: a great nany

names appear in Te Ao Hou whose writing constructed a context

for the writers whose work progressed frorn periodical to book

publication. The story moders that emerqe in lelg-llalr arso

act as a comnent on New Zealand's then authorised version of
unproblenatic race relations, based on an assertion of egual

opportunity and mutual goodwill.

For some tine stories sponsored by Te Ao Hou renained obedient

to the official version of race relations while focusing on a

point of great tension, the departure of the younet to another

cultural environment. The Judge's Report on a Literary
Cornpetition held in l.g6L commented:

rEvery story was concerned in some measure with the
basic problbn of llaoridon today adaptation to a
new and sonetimes bewildering complex hray of
life.... Sornewhere, either directty
inplication, every writer insists that the Maorr
nust learn to take- his rightful place in the Pakeha
world, and rotl-riqrrifi"a"ttt - that such a place is
waiting for him. tto
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rncreasingly the stories in Te Ao Hou are narratives of Maori
failure in both cultures: alienated fron one and excluded, by
lack of education, noney and opportunity, fron the other. The
stories are nainly rrritten in the first person. Like colonial
writing by Europeans, Maori writing in English is
predominantly oral narrative, representing itself as authentic
experience. This may be read as a response to the frequent
calls in Te Ao Hou for Maori writers to rincrease awareness of
what Maori life today really is, i the text positions itself
within the speaking voice of such rreal' Iife. Te Ao Hou
stories are always located in the extended fanily, with
considerable emphasis on grandparents. sometimes the frame of
the story consciously extends into whakapapa, and the post-
European Maori fanily is shadowed by its larger, older, pr€-
European structures with their attendant values and
responsibilities. This sense of a wider cultural
responsibility and audience than a conteraporary generation
remains constant in Maori writing; Keri Hulmers story lHe

Tauware Kawa, H€ Kana Tauware, about a small community
developing its cultural identity with a concert-party,
describes the father of the leader encouraging the group by
referring to support they witl get from the rold peopler:

rYou'll be all right, herd said seriously, nodding to
each of us. You all do your best and the old people will
do the rest. You,Il have them on your shoulders when you
go oh, all of you remember that! Be proud, you are
carrying your dead onto a strange place as well as
yourselves,."

But as in the early work of Witi Ihimaera and Patricia Grace,
the great najority of stories in Te Ao Hou focus on
grandparents as a way of signatling cultural difference from
the Pakeha fanrily. Again and again in the stories of Te Ao

Hou, a connection to a different past is reinforced by the
active presence of grandparents, whose roots are tribal and
who suggest a larger context for the irnmediate fanily.
Representation of the Maori fanily in this way inevitably
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enphasizes internal conflict, since the generations signify
oppositions which are destructively stressed by the progress

of Pakeha society: rural/urban, pastoral/technological, rural
Iabour-based economy/income-wage earning economy, tribal
knowledge expressed in legends, beliefs and behaviour and the

acquired knowledge of Pakeha education and behaviour,
especially behaviour induced by the ability to earn money:

drinking, smoking, being fashionable.

As if to give emphatic point to the experience of transition
and conflict that Maori stories describe in the fifties,
sixties and seventies, many stories actually take place at
bus-stop as the son or daughter of the fanily leave for the

cityr or the university, of, solne equally poeterful location of
difference. Although they are very often stories of failure,
regret and nostalgia, it is significant that once the move

aitay from grandparents and the rural and tribal environment

has occurred, return is almost always inpossible. The focus

on grandparents suggests inevitable loss, through death, of
the older culture.

A recent sketch, 'Butterflies', by Patricia Grace represents
generational and racial difference through a sharp litt1e
comparison between school and home, which is elaborated into
grandpar ent- / gr andaughter, rural/urban, pastoral /ret-aLL
economy, YlaorL/Pakeha. When the granddaughter comes home and

reads her story about killing butterflies to her grandparents

who are hoeing cabbages, she reports her teacher's response:
rbutterflies are beautiful creatures...You don't kill
butterflies, thatrs what she said.' After a tine, the
grandfather's reply to his granddaughter is:

rBecause you see', the grandfather said, tYour t-e39h9r'
she buy ait ner cabbages frou the supermarket' and that's
tthy. "'
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rn 1959 Te Ao Hou prrblished a special Maori lfriter's rssue.
Addressing the rsoue dozens of ltaori, who had started to
write, the editorial posed sone special problenrs: whether to
write in Maori or English, and if in English, to a
specificarly Maori or Dore general readership. The editorial
also asked if Maori hrere to see thenselves primarily as rllaori
or New zealand authors?r"o such questions becane increasingry
pointed in Te Ao Hou and the pubrications that succeeded it,
Te Kaea, Te lraori and Tu Tangata. Te Ao Hou provided a
separatist context, announcing itserf as specifically for a
It{aori audience. But it becane increasingly evident that being
a llaori writer is only of financiar value at the pakeha end of
the journey. As writers noved out of Te Ao Hou into wider
recognition, they got translated back into the text of Te Ao
Hou and its successors as the subjects of articles, writers
from another environuent as welr as rocals who have made good,
reinforcing the narrative oppositions and shifts which
preoccupy the stories. As Maori writing noved increasingry
into Pakeha forums over three decades it became redefined as
English rangruage writing, with the ttaori language remaining in
the text only as macaronics, dispersed fragrments of a
superseded curtural identity. At the saDe tine, trs if to
counter this absorption, Uaori writing in English becane Dore
politically nititant and confrontational in the late seventlee
and eighties. rn 1959 a story called rGoodbye, by Tirohia won
the literary conpetition in Te Ao Hou. rt is about a boy
leaving the family fann and local cornrnunity to go to the city
and train as a doctor. His departure is opposed by his
Granny. rnThe l{aori belongs on his landrfr she would ar{Jue,
forgetting that there was no ronger enough rand for theu
all.'2' That there is not enough land is, in this story,
sonething that Granny has rforgottenr, and the boyrs departure
argues his superior understanding of necessity. But in the
stories of Apirana Tayror" and Bruce stewart2' in the later
L980s the loss of land is an insistent politicar subtext,
underwriting the violence, and the raciar and gender conflicts
in the narratives.
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It is possible to nake a number of interesting conparj.sons
with stories by Pakeha writers of the same period. Maori
writers seldorn write about gender conflict. Patricia Gracets
stories celebrate gender roles very often, ES in rBetween

Earth and Sky', dD often-anthologised story, 8s do !{iti
Ihinaera's and the large najority of the stories in Ielg-Hgg,
but race relations are always present, providing a point of
conflict in the text. Many Pakeha writers do not write about
non-Europeans at aII, whereas in fiction by Maori, race is
invariably the foreground of identity. Ihinaera's latest
collection Dear ltiss -,!{ansfiefel which rettrites a nunber of
l.Iansf ield stories, frequently turns on the racial identity of
the characters, so that iHer First BalI' is rewritten as the
f irst ball of Tuta $lharepapa, invited to Governrnent House, the
only Maori in the room. In the more recent stories of Bruce

Stewart gender is closely associated with race. Stewart's
typical narrator is a person of nixed race, whose own identity
is at a point of transition from one race to another, rather
than fixed in an external movement from one culture into
another. In rMangru, for examPle, the narrator's Pakeha father
is identified eg Pakeha by the naleness of his behaviour (his
deer hunting, trophy collecting, and general acquisitiveness)
in opposition to the llaori mother (herself regarded as a

trophy by other deershooters) whose fanily are tribal
landowners and practice conservation and resouree management

in their living habits. In Stewartts fictions such

identification of cultures by gender is guite explicit, but
throughout Maori writing in English since L952 the oppositions
explored by the stories inply the nasculinity of Pakeha

culture.

As used by Pakeha writers, especially in popular short
fiction, cultural identification by gender can also pronpt

racist stereotypes. The stereotype of the fat, Lazy Maori who

fails to meet masculine standards of success is a faniliar
figure, but in Maori writing the opposition is more generally
articulated as one between nurture and its associated forms of
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knowledge (conservation, tribar econony, the rand as text for
identity), and use, characterizing pakeha culture as greedy,
obsessed with naterial success, violent, and destructive.
ltaori texts tend to be both pastoral and past /oraL: the past
is where identity ries, and its text is the land, and oral
language is the medium in which identity is expressed.'o
Maori written texts constantly reach back to oral language and
voiced narrative, but do not significantry ernploy dialect as
Pakeha writers about llaori often do. Rather Maori writers
tend to stress the orality of the written, the function of
ranguage as a nediun for voice rather than for the kind of
abstract or ringruistic pray that characterises rangruage in,
for example, postmodern stories. But while the use of Maori
phrases or expressions as in stories by rhinaera, crace,
Hulme, stewart, Tayror, Habib and others enforces bilingrual
readingrs, and helps to force a reconsideration of the national
identity as bilinguar and bicurturar as rhinaera and Long
crain in their introduction to rnto the world of Light, it
also rburies' er marginarises Maori within Engrish, in the
same way that fiction by Maori praces ilaori experience and
Maori identity within the rarger, opposing but defining,
Pakeha context. The Maori story is the other text which
affirns contextr ds Maori rangruage, in its incouprete written
forms and sense of a voice translated into English, affirms
(and opposes) a surrounding linguistic environment.

Read in burk, Maori slories in Engrish illustrate a renarkably
consistent narrative of dispossession, conflict, and,
eventually, anger. The writers who preceded and acconpanied
rhimaera and Grace represented Maori identity as past/orar,
spoken as it was disappearing. rt is in a sense a linear
narrative, from rone by one the erders passed on, and we who
ttere once richly endowed with Kaumatua, are now without a
background'r" to the stories in Apirana Taylorrs He Rau
Aroha, which mix violence and comedy, generating humour from
and affection about their characters as well as expressing
anger about the situations in which they are praced. Taylorrs
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characters nay be rwithout a background' but they are also
clairning a place in the world, and it is a world in which the
knowledge of past generations still has value.

rThe taiaha in this day and d9€r thought Karu again on
the Friday before uana arrived for this first
Iearning...How to kill with a stick, h€ thought- In an
age of nuclear way. Outdated, foolish, childish- He'd
thought this many times before in his life and long ago
realised that it was the spirit of what you teach that
was inportant, and how you teach it, causing the mind to
think. That's not foolish. That's not childish. That's
not outdated'."

Taylor's later collection of stories, Ki. Te Ao, represents
l,taori as able to recuperate cultural identity in an urban and

Pakeha environment, as weII as participating in interracial
marriage in whieh the characters comically rework racist
sterotypes:

rHear that bloody Maori radio station. Te Upoko o te Ika-
It's bloody great isn't it?' he called as he looked
behind the Louch. rYou know', he continued as he stood in
the niddle of the room and combed his hair with his
fingers, rltts you bloody Pakeha who are to blame. You
steal our land. Make us Maori pay through the nose for
basic essentials like undies and then steal thern too.'
rYou're lucky we came. You lot didn't have undies till we
showed upt."

Like his character Ata, in rswept off the Street' Taylor's
stories affirn the efficacy of values, and of what Ihimaera
called the renotional identityt of Maori, the landscapes of
the heart irnaged in f araity and marriage, but express distrust
and anxiety about the larger social contexts in which Maori
are placed: government departments, the legal system, hotels,
even whenr ES in rThe Inn' racist expectations are comically
reversed. Taylor's collection finishes with two opposinq
irnages characteristic of his stories: the note of love left by

his girlfriend on Ata's door, and an inage of his people:
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rl,eaves leaves and more leaves. Leaves are more than just
that to the Maori. They are a spnbol of people. Leaves
detached from the tree. Drifting in the wind hither and
thither,.3'

Ngahuia Te Awekotuku's Tahuri (1989) moves into a more

explicitly gendered point of view on Maori narrative than
earlier writers. 9lhile her stories construct racial and

cultural difference along faniliar lines (extended family, the
emotional/cultural significance of grandparents, rural-based
conmunity, pressure on the young to participate in, and be
judged by, another culture) they focus alnost exclusively on

relationships, including sexual relationships, between hromen.

So the recognitions and representations of identity which
occur in Te Awekotuku's fictions are both race and gender

specific. Cornmunity becomes inclusive and exclusive as her
narrators represent sexuality and desire as a process
contained within race and gender groups, a secret self
identification. When Tahuri, who loves watching Tihi, realises
that Tihi's boyfriend Ahi has rCindy's eyes, and Cindy's
voice. Cindy had come back as Ahi' it feels 'Iike a secret
it felt neat though!' The sequence of emotional
identif ications which ends in Cindy /}.f,ri and Tihi is rmaglic' ,

a protected secret which establishes a stronger and even Dore

distinctive community than farnily or race alone can.
correspondingly the opposition between MaorL/female/Iesbian
and Pakeh*/maLe/heterosexual is heightened and more violent,
as in the title story, where rape and abuse seem to be the
onty cornmunications across gender and the destination of Maori
girl runaways is inevitably a white male-run institution-3"
In Tahuri it is fernale community which supports and constructs
identity for Maorii men, whether Pakeha or Maori' are
threatening and abusive and consequences of heterosexuality
intensify the social disadvantages of Maori women:

rCassina with Heke and four little kids; Trina working in
the draper's shop with a big puku""
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rt is Tahuri's nagnified recognition of her self in the .Big
Girls', her desire and love of the Big Girls, which provides
the femare Maori narrator with the safest, nost exclusive, but
also perhaps most marginal environuent:

\ [S]he stayed in the wharepaku, where none of the big
boys could ask her to jittelbug. she checked the toireipaper' and the washbasins, and the floors. she sat on therubbish tin, and went out sometimes and got a drinkr orhad a dance with Reti, then back she came. Always, the
!h".Big Girrs came parading by. t{atching the aig cirls.
Loving theru.

while Te Awekotuku's stories, like Gracers, stress fanily and
cornrnunity as the prinary context of ltaori identity, by naking
it a lesbian connunity which is desired, they inevitabry
suggest social vulnerabirity as werr. But as Grace's
discussion of nale pakeha representation of Haori women
pointed out, femare curturar identity is always in danger of
appropriation and stereotyping, and Te Awekotukurs fiction
night be seen to recover a sexuality for the Maori woman that
is not dependent on the construction of gender rores but
remains culturally distinctive.
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The rFreet Story

The predominant form of the short story in New Zealand in the
Iast thirty years, which flourished as a successor to
Sargeson's social realist sketches and novellas, amonq[st the
major short fiction writers of the l-960s and i.97os, as well as
providing the vast bulk of periodical fiction publication,
might be described as the rfree' story. Clare Hanson derived
the term from the English writer Elizabeth Bowen, drawing a

distinction between the rfree' story and symbolist or
modernist short fiction as follows:

rCharacter and locale are usually closely
delineated by free story writers who are attracted
to the particular rather than the general. They
rarely use description for syrnbolic purposes: the
enphasis is on the particular, concrete subject

The free story also shows far more response to
social pressures than does modernist short
fiction. "

Maurice Shadbolt described his attitude to the short story by
quoting Frank o'Connor who uses very similar terrns to those
used about the free story:

rThe short story is the art forrn that deals
with the individuat when there is no coherent
society to absorb hin: when he has to exist, as it
were, by his own inner light ...' Shadbolt added,
... I or when a coherent society has hardly begun to
exist. "

Shadbolt's The New Zealanders (1959) is a rseguencet of
stories which explore, illurninate and transmit a 'vision of
the nationa] sensibility'" by means of fictions which are in
effect explorations of types: the Englishwornan pining for Home

and passing her cultural identification on to her daughter,
the Depression farnily man unable to get work because of his
politics, teenagers in a small town set alight by sexuality,
men whose manliness is a cover for their latent homosexuality.
Most of the stories are end-closed, and because their focus is
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not prinarily on plot, nothing very rnuch happens' Shadbolt

uses events to revear characters, and by extension society, a

society still marked by depression characteristics'

itinerancy, puritanism, conformity' suspicion and closed

envj-ronments. An early reviewer remarked:

rur shadbolt does not see his New zealanders as a happy

people. lllitn., is ne- orawn to the successful or the
established...his rtii"iir "v" 

is 
- 
best satisfied with

rather dreary dairy fui*J ,-o{,'in. urban communities ' with
those you;g peopt" who cannot do other than coop

themselves in flats"o

Shadbolt's stories draw explicitly as his title rnight suggest'

on a view of rNew Zealand' deriving ultirnately from Sargeson'

in which materialisn and selfishness is opposed to ernotional

generosityrasinrthePauaGatherers'orrTheStrangers"and
theonlywaytoescapethedemandsandpressuresofawork-
oriented conformist society in which characters experience or

representavarityofconstraints,particularlyontheir
emotional,/creative lives, is to leave' At the end of rl,ove

Story', for example, when Gloria's rape has resulted in her

pregnancy and Ralph's rejection by his mother' their only

courseofactionistoridetheirbicyclesoutoftownaway
from a puritanical and violent society. routsiders' (uaori'

foreigners like Irish Ted in rthe Paua Gatherers') are more

Iikely to represent freedom or at least choice, in The New

Zealanclers: locals fit the stereotype scorned by Tim' a

pseudo-Bohemian painter locked in his own inadequacies: rLike

aII the restt, he said. rYou all like to look free and easy'

Butdeepdownyou'reinhibitedashell.'(Shadbolt'].09)
fnbothTheNewZealandersandFiguresinLight(L978\'the
Iatter including stories from

(1963)andThePresenceofMusic(Lg67),charactersareplaced
innarrativesbyarrivalsanddepartures.Thesocietythey
representandthenationalsensibilitytheyillumineisonein
whichvoyagingisendemic,homecomingsironicandarnbiguous,
and where social conflicts and divisions are frequently

presented as a consequence of departure or change' In
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rHonecoming, a successful London journalist returns home to

herparentsonaremoteNorthAucklandfarm,andeventually
moves in with a Maori man, the lover of an old friend' He is

associated in a dream with rthe country, and he becomes, in

his rather sinister sexual presence, dD object of desire for

whom she betraYs her friend'

In her dream Eve watks in a rwasteland littered with broken

stumpsanddeadtreestangled-and-whitewithintricate
shadow; hills rose ulcerJ Lnd bleeding' "she-caT: to the
farmhouse she had laterv visited in the scrub. No scrub
surrounded it' now: iL stood apart' alone - in the
wasteland- Muru stood in the doorwly' ds he had before'
He had the same sardonic smile'

||So this,|| Eve laughed maliciouslY, ||is your country.
Take it, and welcome.'r'u

rHomecoming, represents rhome' as a territory of conflict' a

wasteland rike a damaged body. Eve comes rhome' by displacing

herfriendSarahinMuru'shouseandbed.Heractionis
explicitly appropriative and invasive (she rclaims her

victory'), a European woman dispossessing a Maori $toman' but

she is also metaphorically associated with the wasteland of

her dream, the ulcered' country rtaken'by Muru' rHome'

therefore is multiply determined, associated in the story with

raciaI/cultural dispossession, and with the damaged (fenale)

territory, the body of selfhood, that Eve represents, with Eve

as the \iloman who both occupies and represents rhomet and' ds

hernamesuggestsrstandsforsomekindoforigin'leftatthe
endofthestory,dstheobjectofMuru'ssilentrpowerful
unknowable gaze.

The multiple associations of rhome' are continually signalled

in Shadbolt'S stories. Although they often represent rhome' as

rural and Maori, and thus also a commentary on or inversion of

PakehaandEuropeanculture,thestoriesaremostlyfrarnedas
explorations of character and sensibility' 'about peoplet to

use shadboltts o$tn phrase." But a story like rThe People

Before, expli-citly engages with cross-cultural and racial
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questions, so that when at the end of the story the narrator
feels rrobbed' of sonrething which was rightfully rminet, his
sense of loss suggests less about hirn as an individual than
about the historical and racial questions raised by his
brother's possession of ancient greenstone adzes, and the
problens of ownership and belonging which are focussed by land
and its histories. In practice, then, despite Shadbolt's
insistence that in his stories 'the essence is human', his
characters represent cultural identities as much as personal
ones and suggest the issues associated with a particular
region and its history, even when these are, as in many of
Shadbolt's stories, represented in dream or imagery. The

connections of individual subjectivities to landscape are
never neutral but work to suggest the kinds of choices and

conflicts by which subjectivity and cultural identity Are
constructed. When Janet drives away from her husband Philip in
rThere was a Mountain' she Leaves an tenpty plaint for the
rwarm grasst on the edge of a river; their different
landscapes represent explorations of choice whose eventual
resolution is suggested by their respective entry into, and

acceptance by, the Maori communities they encounter. Although
the focus of the story is on Philip and Janet's relationship
the context in which it is worked out and represented is a

culturally specific one. This kind of textual dirnension other
writers of the rfree' story develop even more overtly. Phifip
Mincher's picaresque linked stories in The Ride Home (1-974) of
a young man and his girl on their bikes, travelling, fishing,
hunting, celebrate the self-sufficient possibilities of an

alternative lifestyle, but also function as a commentary on

the puritanical social environment which in a larger sense,
they inhabit, and with their freedom of movement and choice,
resist.

In ltaurice Gee's stories the behaviour of individuals is
similarly suggestive of larger social pressures (as in his
story rThe Losers'), but it is the characters'psychological
and notivational distinctiveness that governs the narratives.
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Published over twenty years, his stories have culturally
significant locations: the racecourse, the town council, the
beach resort, the bowling club. It is an environrnent of
small-town families and business men and the narratives are
constructed on antagonistic relations between the sexes,
within fanilies, and between generations. Usually written
from a male point of view and with an increasingly elderly
central character, Gee's fictions are always focused on a

distinctive event, the event which isolates its protagonists
from their social context but also reinstates the power

structures which sustain it. rn rEleventh Holiday' anxiety
and aggression amongst males expresses itself cornpetitively in
a game of tennis between a bodgie and a middle-aged man. The

tennis match is the overt representation of a number of
conflicts (generational, sexual, econornic, racial and

political) and when the bodgie, who is the person without
power in the social context, wins the game, h€ becomes a
target of violence. Such violence is never far away in Geets
New Zealand, where sexual relationships are constrained by
personal liuritations or public disapproval, where men are
territorial and underdeveloped emotionallY, and women are
nanaging and possessive. In the stories Gee's male characters
age; the last four stories of his collection focus on elderly
men, retired and finally senile (A Glorious l,lorning Cornrade

L974) who represent powerlessness and are victims of
constraining social forces. fn every case they are opposed by

or to women. In the title story, tA Glorious Morning
Comradet, Mr Pitt-Rimmerts escape from his daughter's bridge
party, incontinent and wearing his dressing gown, suggests
both the need felt by individuals to escape social structures
and the futility of their effortsi the former judge become

infant is only abLe to escape when senility makes escape

impossible. Senility is represented sinultaneously as a

retreat from and a loss of adulthood; running awayr 3s in rA

Retired Life' where the same situation occurs, is an action
which marks out the boundaries of adult (social/family)
containment which old d9€, like childhood, cannot cross.
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rThe old man kept up his wooden progress, looking
straight ahead. He came to a place where a trickle from
a storrnwater drain had cut a shallow channel in the
beach. It was only a couple of feet wide but Mr Webb went
back and forth at its edge like a bird at the bars of a
cage. He looked back and started to moan with fright.

f could hide hin cliff thought. or tell the women to let
him go t .'

Geets stories work to expose or comment on social and cultural
structures: the baptists objecting to a troman's hand on her
partner's genitalia and Cliff who after forty years of
marriage still can't tell his wife where the womants hand had

been are products and representations of a silenced
sexuality;" Vincent Brown, Stan Philpott, Cheryl Hughes'
father and Eric Wilbraham produce from their anger, various
kinds of violence, the response of the damaged individual to
the systems which have damaged hin. The stories in A Glorious
Morning Comrade characteristicalty position themselves at the
point of intersection of social constructions and the
individual, and the New Zealand they write is a crarnping and

danaging environment where the exercise of choice is
correspondingly constrained.

fn a general sense Maurice Gee is one of a group of male

writers whose stories share the cultural locations that
produce (masculine) New Zealand: racing, rugby and beer, with
their attendant gender divisions, small towns and orthodoxies.
Vincent o'SulIivan and ohten Marshall also focus on this
familiar New Zealand fictional environment, though their
stories are framed by irony, sati-re and parodic reinvention.
Throughout the L970s Landfall, oE the New Zealand Listener,
and anthologies based on the short fiction published in
periodicals, btere dominated by the rfree' story, with its
emphasis on socially realistic settings and character-based
narratives. Perhaps partly as a successor to the rvoicet

Sargeson established as lNew Zealand', the 'free' story as

written by Gee, OtSullivan and Marshall functions not so much

as a spoken idion signifying a culture, but as the idion of a
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culture identifying itself. The extent to which short stories
had become recognisable types is suggested by A.K. Grantrs
parody, pubrished in the Listener in Lg?3: rAn rnquiry into
the Construction and Classification of the New Zealand Short
story' which includes such parodies as: rrhe ordinary Kiwi
working bloke short story, and rrhe sub-Katherine Mansfield
rAt the Bay' short story'.e o'surlivan and Marshall share
with Gee, and with many uncorlected short story writers, a
concern with the way individuals mark themselves out fromr oF
capitulate to, group identities, which rnay be based on gender,
race, religion, politics, economics or class. The typical
focus of the 'free' story is the signifying individuar, whose
behaviour opens up a nunber of discourses that characterize
the larger environment. o,sullivan,s stories are less
concerned with overt masculine rocations than those of Gee or
l'tarshall, but arr three writers represent New zealand as a
territory of division and conformity, and local short story
writing as the province of a brand of realisn in which
individual charaeter is nade the vehicle of social criticism.

o'sulrivan's first corlection of stories, The Boy. The Bridge.
The River (L978) provides a number of variations on people who
rocate themselves, or are rocated, outside norms. sometiues
they are cathorics, outsiders in a protestant society and
sonetimes they are foreigners, like Latty in the titre story.
others are marked out in some other, perhaps more mysterious
Itay: Grove with his head dented in, or Mr Foster (in rLetter
from orpheus') rewriting the lives of his workmates in a
shoeshop. rn the later corlections, Dandy Edison for Lunch
(1981), Survivals (1985), and The Snow in Spain (1990), the
reader is invited to recognise the narrative process by which
fiction is created, (the 'story, which is like a tie told by
a professional as described in rThe professionalr: .Itrs the
arc where you control the appearance of thingsr), as well as
its relation to the world, .the appearance of thingsr.
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o'surlivan's stories typicatry take prace at a point of
transition, which often arso entairsr ils in the story rDandy
Edison for Lunch', a recognition of loss. The smart talk
between Kevin and Karen, their successfur careers and their
wealth, is thrown into a different focus by runch with Dandy
Edisonr €ln ord man and a childhood neighbour, whose honesty
functions as a kind of visionary subtext to the coded
languages adopted by Kevin, the narrator who continually
glosses the conversation so the narrative is subjectivery
retrospective and contextualised by his unspoken conmentary on
ir. OtSullivan,s stories often use a conflict or a
confrontation in individuar histories to suggest rarger
subtexts. The story of Dandy Edisonrs prostituted daughter
and her early death is received by the narratorrs farnous and
successful wife Karen as if rwhat [she] looked at was a kind
of veil and what [she] sought was on the other sider'o. The
story of prostitution becomes a metaphor, a figurative
counterpoint to the marriage of Karen and Kevin, suggesting an
inversion of conventional iaeaslout which sexual arrangements
are socially acceptabre and represent emotional and morar
value. Karen and Kevin's relationship j.s a register of the
rate capitalist attitudes: they are good at rbeing vile' to
each other and their relationship provides the text for
Kevin's successfur cornmerciars, whire Kevinrs menories of
chirdhood provide another context in which to read his
behaviour.

rf suppose I didnrt give a stuff whether f e/as crude
about it or not, r wanted Dandy Edison with his churchirlhistories and his prissy voiLe to know that I wasnrtplaying in the back yard of a state house any longer,scoffing a bar of Lhocolate before ny sisier came
home?, "

o'sullivan's stories infer conplex social patterns which are
suggested by the anbigruous and volatile relationships between
individuars which in turn construct subjectivity as a process
playing over history, nemory, ambition, desire, enotion,
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gender, class and culture, and focussed, tem;rorarily, oD a
moment of choice, or transition.

Latty, in rThe Boy The Bridge The River, is an explicit
example of o'sulrivan's focus on transition, on choicer on
bridging (with ar1 its irnplied separations and divisions) as
the structure of narratj.ve, and subtextuar definition of
society- Latty, who has no name in New Zealand, except the
abbreviation of his presurued origin, Latvia, spans two
narratives, one a fragrmented and inconplete narrative of his
past (coning home over a bridge with a load of grain and his
nephew, a narrative cut off by memoryrs obliteration of
subsequent events) and the narrative history of snarl town
events, the Li-on's Fair, the marching girrs, the boss caught
with a narching girr in the clubrooms after the fair. The
boss's hatred of Latty positions hin as the point of polrer
where the two narratives reflect on each other, where Latty
functions netaphoricarry as a bridge between cultures, where
varues are praced in defining perspectives, and where the
choices peopte nake becone part of a nore cornplex content than
individuat morality.

Altough the burk of fictions in Dandy Edison hrere set in New
Zearand, a nunber moved offshore to New york, the effect being
to emphasize cultural rather than regional boundaries. other
writers of the rfree, story in the l9zos and 1980s (incruding
Joy cowley, shonagh Koea, and Fiona Kidman) arso located sone
of their short stories outside New zealand with a similar
effect. rn o'sulrivan,s survivals (19gd) the settings shift
geographicarly between Austraria and New zealand, but their
unchanging focus is niddre crass pretension, aspiration and
self-representation; the curtural boundaries they draw are
unaffected by geographical transition. The title of Survivals
indicates both the ironies of the collection and its narrati.ve
preoccupations. In rThe Last of Freddy, the life of a famous
painter is reconstructed by three rovers who rsurvive, hi-m. As
in many of o'surrivan,s fictions death signifies not itserf
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but the absence of life around the dead: in the title story,rsurvivars', the dying man Richard, and his lover Monica,
represent intense emotion, hope, grief, in a surrounding
tuilieu where betief and passion are absent. orsulrivanrs
stories present estrangenent and division and euotional
hypocrisy as a narrative that has suppranted the rreaU story.
The subtext of his narratives is typicarly a story which is
not being tord, rike John's honosexuarity in rThe crubr,
which, when it emerges as a shadowy reflection on the .reaU
story creates a rereading, a refocussing on morar questions
and generally enphasises the separation of an individual. from
colleetive (conformist) identity. The snow in spain (r99o)
typically engages in moral questioning though satire of social
pretensions (several of the stories were first published in
fashionable Auckrand nagazines) or brack conedy, The titre
story is about dwarf-tossing and is narrated by the dwarf
whose story reflects on a grotesque audience:

rthe lovely bit, never nind itrs only a second orso, the bit when arms out and all irm reallyflying. then the racket staits u; again ""a i-cnttaon foam mattresses and theyrre sriouting oui ruJr"r,beauty, . 12

The snow in snain as a colrection also draws attention to
narrative process, the rarc where you control the appearance
of thingsr, and particurarly the nay in which characters
f ictionalise their own rives r €lS in rresting, testiDg. . . ,
where Max and sue t,erl each other lies and stories in order to
heighten the (sexual) excitements of their marriage. Almost
all the stories refer to the process by which art reinvents
and revitalises the worrd: film, music, photography, fiction,
painting; there is hardly a story which does not explicitry
'frame'its narrative rearities in a way which becomes
increasingry serf-referential and satirical. when the filn in
'Locationt is reviewed,
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rNew Inages renarked, that o1d-hat verisimilitude was notwhat the piece vras after, that an externarry signiriedrrealityt had thank God died in the arser.',

At the same tirne as o'sullivanrs stories frame themserves, by
reference and inager t.s representation, reinventions of anrexternally signified rearityr, they are arso a commentary on
the fiction of the rrear', a story shared and colluded in by
the reader, who is encouraged to recognise and participate in,
connections made across the fictions of reality that pile up
in the stories- The collection is dense with references to the
detail of a shared (western) curturar environment
literature, painting, nusic, knowledge, sculpture the
connections nade between the worrds invented and franed by
fiction and those inhabited by the reader are numerous and
insistentry recarl the probrenatic prayful refrectiveness of
art and rreality'. when Tirn in rReflections in a Moving
surface' explains physics, the explanation reaches out both as
an analogy for the fictional text and for the recognition the
reader night carry between rstory, and rlifer.

rBecause Tim was the scientist among us he like/to talkoccasiolglry as he did at Faleron, about chance andprobability and the i.ntersecting planes where what wasbarery conceivabre and what altualry occurred nighicoincide. or he told us_the sinpre mysteries of physics.once he showed us a shadolry cat-drawri inside. uox, thoselines of dots that are meant to suggest two positions atonce. For the cat ries dead but aiso stands arive. rr.

Despite the serf referentiality and textuar pray of
o'sulrivan's stories, in the rater collections particularly,
they do not nove into postmodernism because, often through
satire or brack comedy, some kind of rueaningful (often rnoral
as in the titre story) commentary on the rreal' worrd is
inferred. writers of the .free, story characteristicalry
affirm a norar context for subjectivity, even if it is
suggested onry by the inversions of satire or black comedy. rn
an article on the work of Ohren Marshall, OrSullivan wrote ofrtrriters who...berieve that writing is not onry an
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inextricabry social act, but who neither expect nor want textto cut its ruoorings fron experience...a text - apart from muchelse is a vray of naking sense 2 d model ofintelligibilityr." rn owen Marshallrs rBody and soul, a nantries to talk to his brother, a painter, about painting, but
the conversation is abortive: .They talked no more of it: notbecause it v/as too theoreticar, but because it was toopersonal. The inner landscape of belief is hazardousground"'6 Although Marshall,s nore recent stories have
pushed into the unstable territory of postrnodern fiction, tikeo'surlivan's, his work invites recognition of its worldri_ness,
suggests itself as rmodel of intelligibility, for worldly
experience, mapped in the .inner 1andscape of beliefr.
l'tarshalr has written of his discovery as a reader of :

ranother world beneath the directry observabre one. Aworld of emotional conrigur"ii"". r became aerare of thefarlibility of the rear: aerare. that the splendidrydetailed objective worrd of sounds and corours, shapesand textures, hras essentiauy-;fique and that beneath itcould be_ _glinpsed the shimrner dr ini"g= "iE.it horrorand ineffabre j9v. r began to-see that fiction at itsbest hras a way or-cornnuni"iti"g irtttr,= that are often toodifficult to talk about face €o facer.,"

rt is just this apprehension of the opacity of the rreaU andfiction's conmunications of its truths that distinguishes the
work of Marshall, o'sullivan, and other writers of the .free,
story from postmoderni.sm. Not only does their work affirn the
existence of truths, it also rerates these to a curturarlydistinctive environment, which associates the recogrnition oftruth both with universal knowlege accessible to atlindividuals and with the speci.fic rocation which individual
characters represent and affirm. while reality may berfallibre'it is also present, and rends itserf to the
production of ranother worldr.

l'larsharUs first three corrections of short stories, supper
Waltz Wilson (J-gZs) , (Lg8Z) and The
Dav Hemingwav Died (r-9g4) are on culturally famiriar ground:
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Anzac ceremonies, rugby matches, schoolboy battres, farms,
farning faniries. Like sargeson, Marsharl also writes
sketches, ironically franed noral parables (1ike rThe Honily
of Mr Poose') which function as a kind of commentary on
narrative method when pubtished alongside the longer, rearist
stories. Through his colrections characters recur, and there
is a roose clustering of stories set in a snall" rural south
rsrand town, Te Tarehi, which gives the fiction a regionar
frame and suggests historical rrealityr. His stories hint at
discontinuous narrative, (perhaps just at the revel of
netaphor), so that though the .inner randscape of belief, can
only be approached indirectry, in repetitions and sirences, it
exists as a subtextual profile, ranother worldr, occasionalty
glanced at in the fictional surface.

When, in Marshallrs first published story rDescent from the
Flugelhorn' the ord nan suddenly dies while the narrator and
his friend wayne are selling hin Rugby crub raffle tickets,
the rrealisnt of the storyrs curturar and regional setting
gives way to a half-expressed view of the randscape of berief:

rlfayne lr"d stopped crying, and dug with a twig in thesand and leaves. .Sorry a-bout tnatl, he said. H'e gave arather shy snire. rDo you think everyone gets the f6eringsometime or other that theyrve pasled themserves goin6the other hray?rat

rNew zealand' is produced, in Marsharlrs fictions, by small
towns like Te Tarehi, and the way in which individuars belong
to and distingruish themselves from (therefore affirrning)
corlective institutions and groupings; characters rike Raf or
simon (Marsharr, 1992) who are distinguished by their passion
and their nonconfornity and assert, in their difference, the
character of the surrounding environrnent; stories and
histories that reach out and populate the rreail worrd of
fiction. As one of his characters thinks:
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All of us had lived together in the place, yet each
had a separate experience of it: in the same way weshare life, I suppose. r'"

whereas o'sulrivanrs fictional world is characterised by
anbiguities and antagonisrns, Marsharl offers ra lesson about
human nature presented with an almost nagisterial
authority"o. His fictions illunrinate the sociar patterns and
codes by which individuars live, and the randscapes into which
histories and menories settle. As David in rBravo Echo
Victor' puts it: rsone praces are stai.ned with the sweat of
our minds'"'. Tine, languag€, memory, experiencei the
constructions of personal and cultural identity in New
Zearand; journeying baek to Te Tarehi to the bedrock of the
nationar [nale] serf; the rfalribirity of the rear': these are
the physicar and verbal randscapes of l{arshallrs fictions,
shifting through ranguage in nultiple (re) formations of the
text's rnodel of reality.

rThat's how it was for me on the day that Heningway died.I had meant to give it all a hunor:ous gloss, ind-get ina bit of sex; bed-springs and muffred ciies. Thatri whatpeople like in a story. But it renains much as it was.Cold and wet, horseshit and broken eggs, Do heat in nyroom and a landlady r disriked crying aroud in thakitchen. t22

Marshalls most recent corlection The Lynx Hunter and other
stories (L987) pushes more explicitly at the shapes of
realism. In the title story there is no rnediation between the
narrator and the narrative, no orderly sequence of possibre
events which night aIlow a reader to construct the narrator by
or against the narrative. rrhe Lynx Hunter, is the free
indirect discourse of a narrator through whon a walk to work
functions as deriberate self-representation: rsee me stand
respectably dressed..,.see me smile baek to ny wifer. such
injunctions identify the reader as the paranoid rseeing, serf
addressed by the subject: rMirrors catch mirrors catch

As the divided self is its oqrn audience andmirrors'
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performance, so the viesr through its eyes mirrors back what is
inside the head! a daughter rides past to school while a
dromedary waits beyond the breakwater, and the snout of the
lava flow snokes by the Farmers' co-op. rf the world is
constructed in language, then a man walking to work can have
many dinensions of possibre experience in the storage of his
skull. rn tJoining the rshrnaerites, Marsharr parodically
relocates the snarl town man walking to work with his head
fulI of history, paranoias and garaxies, os the middre class
writer, who inhabits fictions, Datching .life, andrexperience' to the typewriterrs need for authenticity: anrinexorable bounty hunter of reering copy-and famer. This
story comrnents satiricalty on the notion that fiction is
sonething that occurs outside rrealr rife as rThe Lynx Hunter,
ernphasizes the fictionarity of appearance and the de-forrning
constructions of langruage. Marshalrrs stories trace a
movement from the recognizabre codes and practices of
nascurine smarl-town south rsrand New zearand to an often
idiosyncratic, unfamiriar, and nenacing environment, in which
his narrators are deprived of such comfortable
identifications, and which has become more expricitly
fictional ( tConvalescence in the OId Cityr, rWyldebaume at the
Frontier'). But at the same time as his stories increasingly
focus on un-rikeness oD, fictionality and on what
distingruishes one thing or person from another (sometimes in
a fornalised inplicitly serf-mocking taxonomy as in rrhe
Divided world' or roff by Heart, ) they also rnaintain the
boundaries of actuarity, that is to say the actuality of the
text as textual experience, as well as its reflection of a
worrd where rthe force of experience is accepted as a relevant
and continuing fierd of referencer.r' As a character in rThe
Castle of Conceits, remarks:

'It'= just that f take stock occasionatly: snap theshutter shut somet,imes on ny rife to frame assessments.
The world is spinning fiercery while we are here. Herenot there, this tine not another. rmmense concentrationis needed to maintain actuality.r.n
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The rfree' story in New zealand fiction and particularry those
written by Pakeha men, is deepry pre-occupied with gender
rerationships and in particurar, with sexual relationships.
rn exproring character as a signifier of a larger culturar
context, the stories of male writers focus on mare locations
which can only achieve definition by reference to gender-based
difference. As a result cultural identity is represented as
sexual identity, difference as gender difference, and signs of
anxiety and unease express themserves in bad marriages,
unforgiving partners, failed or inadequate sexuar performance,
and conflicting enotional claims. Marsharrrs rMurnsie and
zLp', a brack comedy of an erderly couple locked in paranoia,
sadism, and claustrophobia, with t{unsie placating and managing
Zip's viorence, provides an extreme, sinister vision of
suburban New zearand marri.age, sinister both in its
faniriarity and its difference, prenised on gender-based
viorence and antagonism expressed by husbands; ra narrative of
sexuar meanness and fenale subjection that nakes even
sargeson's gender exchanges comparativety thin. r" Gender
antagonisms are not always directed g;! women, but are often
presented as a function of sexual identity in a puritanicar
and hypocritical society which at its nost extrerne punishes
difference of any kind, and serdom encourages love.

c.K- stead's 'A New zearand Elegy' whose title crearry aims to
suggest a curturarry central experience, opens with a faruily
discussion of rFreedom, somewhere in suburban l,tt.Eden, during
which the narrator's father renarksr rrts arl very welr for
poets-.. - some of us have to live in the real world. And
that metrns you, ny boy, . '" The rreal worldt the story
engages with consists of teenage boys, bikes, beach resorts,
suburban ilt Eden, the freezing works, Harnret, dances, a Norton
motorbike the story speaks for Auckrand in the 1940s when
the prize for being first to fuck is six nilkshakes. The
narrator, rants friend, is identified fornally onry as .rr,
which perhaps alLows hin to be read as a signifying type, (and
perhaps as fictional biography) representing youth and male
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sexual desire. rA New zealand Eregy, narrates a .reaU world
in which the actions of the youthful mare narrator are
governed by sexuar ronging so intense that it functions as
identity, in an environnent where other peoprers sexuar
behaviour is the occasion of hypocrisy, prurience and
puritanical- judgernent and where the narratorrs neighbour
Marion, engaged in an extranrarital affair with a truckdriver,
slnubolises the freedom and preasures of adurt rife. The
object of both the narrator's and ran's desire is not an
individual rroman, but a sexuar encounteri lromen are
undifferentiated and sirnply represent potential objects. But
the story does differentiate between the narrator and his
friend in two ways. ran is the first to achieve sexual
intercourse, and he is kirled in a notorbike accident which is
a nacabre parody of sexual experience. Accelerating round a
corner, ran runs rup the tairpipe' of the parked truck where
Marion is neeting her rover. ranrs death is both a vicarious
consummation for the narratorr dn experience which makes hiro
adurt and sigmats the tenporary end of desire, and a
commentary on the society which they inhabit. Death is ress
significant than extramaritar sex in the world that l,tarion
perceives:

rNobody cares about the kid anlnray. A1l they care
about is that it hras us in the truck, and thatrsgiven them a lot to chat about hasnrt !E?,',

rn stead's rA New zealand Eregy, the elernental taboo is sex
which is arso the governing condition of desire in which arl
nen and a very few, socially outcast, exceptional women, live.
In Stead's earlier story, .A fitting Tribute,, New Zealand is
arso represented as a puritanical and conventional society,
but his focus is less on sexual taboos than it is on a comic
or satiric view of soci.al norms and values. The story of
Jurian Harp who transforns from an eccentric to a National
Hero by inventing engineless flight, exposes a society which
is uninaginative, intolerant of difference and opportunistic.
rA Race Apart' satirically inverts the rNew Zealand condition,
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by having as its focus, both narratively and as an object of
desi.re, a New zealand mare athlete, working as a chauffeur in
an upper niddre class English fanily deconstructing, both
sexually and socialry as New zealanders are crained to do,
crass boundaries. But where both rA Race Apart, and rA Fitting
Tribute' rocate their central characters outside the norm, it
is precisely its exproration of a historically and cuLturalry
referenced rnorm, that allows rA New Zealand Elegy, to signify
a social reality. In Steadrs later story rConcerning Alban
Ashtree' New zealand vanishes into unrearity seen from the
unreality of an American campus in winter and is the least
significant aspect of the storyrs play with realities,
focussed on the ironic, knowredgeable and worldly
narrator.'"However the narratorrs discovery of a New zealand
literary nagazine rcalled Landslide, of course (or hras it.
Eyeful?)' pronpts a parodic textuar construction of rNew
zearand' as sociar rearism ( rthis is rife, man. A slice of
life. No phony plotr) which stresses, within its oh,n highly
serf-conscious textuality, the choices and processes by which
texts construct cognitive moders for experience which are then
deconstructed in favour of another process, another version,
another narrative, naking, in their turn, literary history.rReading it [the story in Landslide] r translated it into a
hrestern novie.. .Now write on. .. r.
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By the earry 1990s what has come to be carred the postmodern
story was werl established in New zearand, pubtished regurarlyin periodicals, (Islands, Mate, Landfall, @,sport and pararrax) and charlenging the donination of shortfiction by the realist-hunranist or rfree, story. rt alsobegan to be visibre in anthorogies and corlections. Likemodernism, postmodernisn began as an internationar. phenomenoninitially characterized by John Barth as a rriterature ofexhaustion'l, and subsequently came to be used as an unbrelra
term for a more generar culturar and economic shift occurringin the later twentieth century described by Frederic ilameson
as the rcultural Logic of Late capitarismrr. rn short fictionthere is a breakdown of unitary narrative and of thestructures of meani.ng which sustain conventional story_tettingrealities: character, tine, p'ot, social and historicalexperience, and language. rn other words an attack onrrealism' and its suggested correspondences with a worrdoutside the text is characteristic of postnodern fiction, andhas been responsible for postnodern writingrs reputation asreader-unfriendly.

rn New zear.and the case for the postmodern story hras presentedin an anthorogry (The New Fiction) edited by Michaer Morrissey
and pubrished in r-985. Morrisseyrs rengthy introduction wasress a preface to the writers whose stories appeared therethan a history of postmodernism and an attack on the writingwhich had preceded it in New zealand. while conceding that awriter like Frame had arways produced rnew fictionr, Morrisseyattacked the rNew Zealand short story, for having had alargely non-innovative, almost oral, history:

rstory after story has had the same beige moraltone... the sa-ne -dreary humanisn... : the sametruncated banal dialogie o"".pyirg itself withsimilar issues, confronlations and characters,.
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rn Horrisseyrs view the result was a procession of l00kalikes:rwriter has initated writer like the boy on the Bycroft

biscuit tin., postmodern consciousnessr on the other hand,heralded a rnew aesthetic fearlessnessr, placing itspractitioners in rthe international context to which thewriters of The New Fiction belongr., Internationalisn and anew aesthetic; these are the najor shifts which postnodernisurhas claimed to bring to short fictioni fron provincialistsocial rearism to internationrist netafiction, a shift whichbroke downr ..s postnodernisn has crained to do, bothrnodernism's privileging of the subject and the idea thatfiction transmits or reproduces a specific tocarity whichhelps to characterise it as a regional literature.

The writer who in effect introduced New zealand readers to thepostnodern story was Russell Haley, whose @
appeared in L978. Haley,s fj.ctionsbroke with both modernisn and rearisn, avoiding the rdifficurt

scholarry density' of a writer such as Joyee, refusing toconfirm the rspecial, usually alienated, role of the artistr,concentrating instead on an essentiarry prayful breakdown ofnarrative certainties- Like the succeeding work of ran wedde,chris Else, Morrissey, and others, Harey continuarly drawsattention to the fictional nature of subjectivity, and toranguager i''d to writing itserf as the subject of writing.since no distinction between the rreal, and the .unreay
occurs in postmodern fiction it is often preoccupied withshifts in tine and place that complicate and undermine theboundaries between memory, drea', experience and knowredge.Haley's rBarbados A Love story" which opens Morrisseyrsanthorogy, suggests in its title and opening sentences atypical pattern of displacement and fictionar comprication.

rf have chosen to call this roon Barbados. Ah _ fcan feel you shrink back irreaay. ot-coa am r goingto be nagged by a""ttr.i 
"-r these madnen who is soconfused about reatiiy that tr" -in.gines 

hisfireplace is a white;;;ey beach and rhat the brown
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i?:;t;Jrr"Jr",".. on his table is a character named

The narratorrs stress on his environment as fictional, aproduct of inaginative will (.r have chosen, ) directlyaddresses the reader, who remains dependent, throughout, onthe version(s) of rearity constructed by the choices of thenarrator. rBarbados A Love Story, is an anti_linearnarrative- owing to failures or uncertainties of memory,understanding and knowredge, it is not possibre to fullyuntangle the events of the story; in any case, all its eventsoccur onry in the context of the uultiple possibiritiespresented by the narratorrs nind, and the story is thusrabout' the narratorrs consciousness of hinserf as the storyrssubject and creator- His narrative is punctuated by thephrase tlet ne telr you': another story, one of rny favouritestories, a real joke- He keeps notebooks, begins to interprethinself, and feels he is the subject of rsone furly coherentplotr, understood, presumably elsewhere. His referent forreality, in a bar, is Literature (Michael Anthony and v.s.Naipaul), and he eventualry provides an rascount , of thestoryrs events with a concl_usion.

while the narrator's narrative insists on the fragrnented anduncertainly known or perceived nature of rreality, transrnittedthrough language, Hareyrs story, rike many other postmodernstories, insists equally on the presence of the body inexperience and knowredge. Tortillas eaten in Acapulco pursuethe hapress na*ator with increasing urgency on the bus andinto a washerwomanrs privy. physical existence is never indoubt' The body eats, defecates, has erections, swins,drinks, and experiences sensations but arr. in the context ofa multidirectionar narrative in which the narrator resistsdefinition other than by the most primary terms: male, notelderry' travelling in the caribbean, lived or living inAuckland. Think of a person and rthey, exist. Haleyrsnarrator recalr.s a friend thousands of niles asray, and heappears in the next paragraph: langruage makes no distinction
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between thought or fantasy and event. A postrnodern fiction
like rBarbados A Love story, thus leaves the reader with
ninirnarized certainties. stories have been told, but alr the
other guestions which rnight be asked of a fiction what
happened? to whom? where? when? what does it nean? - can be
answered onry partially, if at all. rt is the story,s
relationship to a world of narrativised realities that is
questioned, the notion that the life of an individual has
neaning, is continuous and rinear, and can be told is
constantly deconstructed for the reader, who, €rs the
narrator's direct address suggests 1 

rAh r can feel you
shrink back arready') has to take an active role if there is
to be a meaningful narrative.

The experience of postmodern fiction is concentrated on the
experience of language, and postmodernism sets out to
demonstrate the prinacy of the text. consequentry there is
often a great dear of play with highly formarized textual
strategies, with codes, abstract vocabulary, scientific
language, and the language of facts. Even when stories seem
deceptively familiar as in Bilr Manhirers corlection The New
Land, A Picture Book (1990) the text positions itserf with
reference to another kind of text, so causing uncertainty
about what it might be (a picture book?), by including an
extensive index with entries such as rArsenicar soapr,
rBroccoli, stir-fried with Hoisin saucer, rFederated Farmers',
and rl{aori Radicars', which suggest that the text might be
constructed, or might construct itserf, in any number of
categories of writing and knowledge: history, cookery,
poritics, chemistry. postmodern fictions arso pray with
historicar events or people, juxtaposing incourpatible
historical realities, as in Michael Morrisseyrs rJack Kerouac
sat Dosrn By the wanganui River and wept, or rA very Tinid
Little Boy called Franz Kafka,. such stories directly
challenge notions of probability, and exploit the
possibilities offered by discontinuities of space, tirne and
prace, colrapsing the conventions of meaning usually shared
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between reader and text. The postmodern text is continually
interrupted and invaded, deflected from the narrative it
appears to offer, it any one point, as its principal concern.
The onry constant factor is the process of transformation
itserf, which never concludes, and remains obstinately self-
referential, ernphasizing its own artifice, and conpricating,
for the reader connections that might, be made between the
cogniti-ve noders it offers and a worrd outside the text.
Uichael Morrissey's collection The Fat Ladv and the Astronomer
(1981) opens with a taxonomic rprefacer, rAn Auctionr, a list
of literary or literary-historical memorabilia, myths and
allusions, including the titles of Morrisseyrs stories, which
resists corrective definition except as itens in some kind of
narketplace, and in which the range and diversity of
references has a characteristically undifferentiated statusl

rThe Rod of Moses, Nietzschers p€Dr two Georgians withear-trumpets, sherrock Hormes, Death Mask, I pint of
Godswax, the Fat Lady, a brick from the House or- usher,the last surviving quagga, Kafkars sensibility... r'

By refusing to put 'fictj-on, in a different category fron fact
in a narketplace whose items for sale suggest metaphors,
fantasies, furniture of the inaginationr os well as referring
to a commercial context in which memorabitia and literary
artefacts have financiar value, Morrissey both places fiction
in the world of facts and money, and makes rfacts' and money
part of fiction,' a volatile and uncertain inplied environment
where lKatherine Mansfieldrs cough' has as much actual
marketability as Nietzschers pen or an ounce of pity.
Accretion of undifferentiated det,ail in a context which is not
recognisably part of, but may make reference to, the rreart
world, is characteristic of postmodern writing, and presents
the reader with a textuar surface that is, or can be,
bewilderingry ururti-directional, anpre, scarcely containing
its profusions, deconstructing boundaries, but offering no
easy structures of meaning, Do process by which what is
insignificant may be excruded and the significant recognised.
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rn doing away with the possibility of fictionrs providing an
answer to the nysteries of existence, postrnodernism has thrown
much greater ernphasis on the mysteries. The stories of chris
Erse, Ted Jenner, t{edde and Michaer Gifkins focus on puzzles,
either as explicit forms of brainteasing (sone of the shorter
pieces in The New Fiction play with language in the form of
visuar puzzles) or by presenting codes of infornation which,
when detached from structures of meaning, assume a puzzring or
comic or bizarre character. rn chris Elsers stories quixotic
characters search for truths anongst mathenaticar equations,
popurar songs, rerigious rhetorics or the paraphernalia of spy
novels.'

rn Else's rA Mess of pottage' two brothers spend their tirne in
their father's library in the .time of the Great plaguer. The
story, like the code that Andre, the narratorts brother spends
months deciphering, is in the end inexplicabre by means of
conventional fictional realities, there is too rnuch inconplete
inforraation, so the reader like the narrator, is left in a
state of indecision, with the narrative actj.on stirr encoded:

rlater, in the library, I found his notes. On the last
page he had scrawled the sentence .There is no neaning in
blood'. I do not have his enthusiasm for the work, nor
his energy, and progress is slow. f have not even been
able to decide whether his last statement is a piece of
translation,
exerc-ise. r"

a clue, or a comment on the whole

By taking the enphasis off solutions, postmodern writing
problenatises or encodes the idea of rrealityr. After
finishing with the code, Andre leaves the castle and begins
helping the sick and burying the dead, behaviour which is as
puzzling to the narrator as the columns of figures he has been
investigatingr €ur attitude which places the narrative action
in the same category of information and explicability as a
coded text and refuses to establish a hierarchy of rneaning or
even a connection between them.
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Postmodern fiction often prays with the formal strategies of
texts, using footnotes, scholarly references, research data,
even parallel texts, in order to break down the boundaries
between fictionar and other texts. Bill Manhire, wystan
curnow, Jenner and Malcolrn Fraser have alL exprored such
possibilities, repricating the fornal writing procedures of
nonfictional modes in order to fictionalise then. Malcolnr
Fraser's, rThe originar community of James Fox, lras reprinted
in the llew Zealand Whole Earth Catalooue as a genuine account
of a polygamous connunity on the Hauraki plains." Many
postmodern stories create rfactions, in which rear events or
people occur in fictional contexts. At the same tine, they
exploit a highly topical and culturally specific environment.
The references to popular songs, contemporary drugs, and
topical events and personalities that occur in the work of ran
wedde or Michaer Gifkins tie it crosery to its historicar
period at the same tine as the stories collapse the boundaries
of tirue and space and create a kind of fictionar worrd in
which any number of conditions and possibilities can co-exist
within the text. rn a preface to his correction The shirt
Factory (198L), ran wedde observed ryou think of fiction as a
kind of rhythm beneath the endless obsolescence of fact; a
swell beneath the surface chop,. His stories focus in detail
on the surface chop, and on the many specific dialects and
registers that identify peopre. The postman in rparadise,
notices seasonal changes on the surface of the ground on which
he pisses. otto's anbivalent roathing of the bourgeoisie in
the title story; and the drugs and booze and food and songs
and desire which course through Herman FIag in rsnaker,
spreading rcharacter, so thickly with rculture' they become
indistinguishable aspects of each other. fn the end, it is
the textuar density of the surface chop, its stops and starts
and accumulations, that suggests a kind of deep flowr €ln

underlying process, a process that becomes an inferential
connection between the reader/audience and the narrator
nediated through the text with its dispersed and nultiple
focus:
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rwell, r think we're now at the point where r can, sharrwe say, unrock the finar casket of the story. The key isotto's plausible manner. And the contentJ? A kind- oftluglg alphabet soup, you night sdy, atonised fragmentsof arl the points ilve nade, with i rew seasoning;.'"

Postrnodern fiction in New zearand has typically been the
province of Pakeha nare writers. As David Dowtingrs review of
The New Fiction pointed out, of the twenty-one writers
represented, five hrere women: rMorrissey argues in his
introduction, in a rather nuddled wdy, that women vrere not as

concerned as nen with !high, formalism (betraying
already, perhaps, a bias in that adjective); rather with
the rlorr' nineticisn of Frame. but it is certainry true
that in the us and Austraria, for exampre, .experimentalt
fiction has until recently been dominated by male writers
and critics. r'o

However, during the L980s the infruence of postmodernism was
gradualry diffused through the story writing and reading
environment, shifting and artering the nain short story forms,
so by the end of the decade it nas rare to find social-
humanist-realist stories i.n major periodicals. But though it
challenged a nurnber of orthodox traditional literary concerns
and expectations, postmodern fiction did not disengage itself
from the mascurine. Fron Haley to l{edde and after, the
narrators of postmodern fiction are identified with their
nasculinity. Their desire is predorninantly heterosexual and
their identification of the languages and codes of power, ds
well as their social rerations and fictional contexts, are
defined by their sexuarity. postmodern fiction, in its New
zearand origins at least, nas a masculine story, gender is a
continuing preoccupation as it had been with writers of the
rfree' story. rf race is not a form of difference with which
postmodern fiction engages, gender is. Like the narrator in
Harey's rBarbados A Love story, $ledders narrator in rThe

shirt Factory'speaks to a male reader, who, rike the
narrator, can slide into srmpathy with ottors sexuar
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appetites, slip into his gaze while participating in convivial
male drinking:

totto's sexual appetite's airned without exception at themost exquisite daughters of the middle classes is infact the reast diarectical of phenomena, brooks about asmuch argument as the angry penis of a sailor hurryingfrom thd ship for a one-night stand! working-class girlshe finds .r:epursive, without exception. gut otto getsquite beside hirnself at the racesl..where he nay citcnsight of an expensive rtar-ian shoe, allow his ac-etyrene
eyes to rise the length of a leg, and almost faint aL the
sudden thought of the scented sweets, subtry raced withirrepressihle nusk, that must lie within the -pantyhose of
!h" poised creature whose Gucci scarf's calesjing thejade curve of neck and shoulder..., itrs not hard toinagine is it? Ha ha... Another drink?"'

The mare body, and especially nale sexuarity, is inscribed
again and again in the texts of postmodern writersr so
insistently as to suggest itself as the only irreducibre
context in which subjectivity can be constructed and
deconstructed. As the body inages itserf or is the point of
reference to which ratomised fragrments, of narrative return,
its presence i-n postmodern texts becomes the screen, or frame,
over which the incompleteness and instability of the narrative
is played.

iThe first naked person he sees is a horographic irnage.
Hans has been in the factory so rong that- he is notsurprised. His body-heat, iootfalls, gravity, havecreated specific scenes as he noved in corridorsr-enteredblank warehouse faciLities. r'.

To appropriate a title of Haleyrs, it, often seems as if the
(nale) body is the only rear ilrusion of the postmodern text,
narking out'a pharric boundary pointing back to the rreal'
story:

rHis nember was wedged firnly between her sorry its notthat kind of story is it well it may not be a story it
may be a series of propositions some provable some not soprovable some downright irnpudent in their aspiration to
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help solve the mysteries ofecological natters, .13
life death and other

By transferring the scene of the postmodern story out of the
partially specified regional context of The New Fiction and
into an environnent of rnultiple socio-econonic signifiers,
Michael Gifkins locates his fictions and his reader in the
atmosphere of high fictionality that characterizes Late
capitalisn. Atl three of Gifkinsrs corrections suggest wealth
as the urtiruate signifier of western culture. After the
Revolution (r.982) remained onshore, nostly in Auckrand
(although in the title story, Antony's introduction to the
social scene is a journey into foreignness), but his
subsequent colrections, summer is the c6te drAzur (19g2), and
The Anphibians(L989) moved into ironic and geographical
di'stance. His characters inhabit the densely inscribed
landscape of southern Europe; cosmoporitan, internationar,
wearthy, often artistic or engaged with the arts. The sexuar
configurations into which coupres and communities farl act as
analogies for their inaginative and artistic rives, and
sexuality and creativity/spirituatity are closery connected.
fn rMediatrix, (Gifkins, L9g9, 71-gg) Lucyrs inability to
paint is associated with difficulties in her relationship with
her husband, and when she decides not to accompany hirn to
London but instead enters the sea with the dorphin she has
been trying to paint, the boundary between hunan art and
animal life, between different representations of rlifer,
vanishes: rthe code was starting to change, become infinitely
subtre'. Lucy's painting is swimming before her eyes. The
stories play with ideas of mediation and points at which
difference vanishes or re-codes itserf, to re-emerge as
sonething else, something rfictionalr. They pursue a
narrative deceptively faniriar in its rinearity but at the
same time located in a highry rnovelised, environment where
counts and young heiresses and the eccentric rich meet in
apartments and villas and caf6s arong the c6te drAzur, subject
to the textuality and episternological insecurities of their
surroundings.
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rJ smelt again the garric beneath the Diorissino, andthrough the artificlrty bronde ii"gi.i=,- "u"gnt theingrained patterns of acne on her cheek. what was it weIrere doing here?, (Gifkins, 1 989, 11)

The stories are crarnrned with the entries and departures of an
international, travelling, conmunity, whose rerationships to
each other are never fully explained and whose presence in the
narrative is not sustained. ( rBianca has taken a studio in
venti''igria', rAmy has just arrived back from Reggio di
calabria', r r sit with ny scandinavian friends, ). Gifkin's
narrators are also incornpletely contextualised but at the same
tine all the characters in the stories dispray, and are
instantly cognisant of, the cultural signifiers which prace
then as mernbers of a shared environment: rthe pink lurex
tights and purple sweater hrere straight out of the American

drean, circa L960, as were the silver stirettos. And she
was so bigl No doubt a heart of gold beat through the red
jacket - last yearrs Florentine chicr.'n

The titles of Gifkinsrs corrections suggest both the fictional
code by which $re recognize their pray and their mimetic
reference to a recognisable rrearr worrd of novels and tabloid
magazines, (After the Revolution, summer is the c6te drAzur)
as well as the fluid transmission of fiction from one
dimension to another (The Anphibians). Gifkins has
narginarized New zealand as a rocation for his fiction in a
way that makes nationality, as a point of origin, as fictionar
as any other notion of place; a number of stories contain a
spoken reference to New zearand as a place suggesting the
exotic, the foreign, the rnystical, far off; a place where
dolphins dg pray with chirdren without accident or irr
feeling."

rn Gifkins's work the postnodern story creates an
undifferentiated continuurn on which rArt, and rLifer,
rfictiont and rrealr, rhoner and rawayr co-exist. The
displacements of his characters which resurt in a kind of
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circunstantial self-reflexivity always return the linear
narrative to circularity; the reader is returned to
fictionarity however much the story rnay suggest a transition
fron narrative to cornnentary can be effected. rn the end the
text reasserts itself as text in which the reader, too, must
be constructed. The stories close, not with conclusiveness or
with endings, a sense of resorution, but with the camera
cricking its shutter on the perfect shot, a rnoment of
inmobility chosen by the inaginative wirr, in which the reader
is cornpelled to acquiesce: the text inaged as mouento,
souvenir, holiday snap, the moment of reflection which reads
back to an acknowledgenent of text:

You pause before the nirror but the mirror 1ets youpass. You are wearing your small black dress. you
smile. You toss back glistening curls. The
Mediterranean proceeds to Af rj.ca. t{irnosa is close
outside the window and liqht reflects its calm backto the world.'"

Although the stories in John cranna,s visitors (1989) pursue
a more linear narrative than does the work of Harey, most of
the contrj-butors to The New Fiction, or Gifkins, their rearist
surface is based upon unknown or unknowable conditions, as in
rArchaeorogy', where a lack of information about the wider
environment forces the reader to construct a possible reading
for rthat summer of the wart, the events of the story, and
eventually the title; or the story transgresses the boundaries
of acceptabre rreal behaviour, as j.n rAccidents', but without
any grosses which night provide a causar or psychorogicatly
interpretive context; instead the story sharpens its focus
with claustrophobic hyper-rea1ism. Crannats narratives combine
geographical with cultural and temporal nobility, and mix an
apparently recognisabre world with inexplicable irruptions of
routsidet events which come from nowhere, and are never
interpreted by the narrator. Like the grandfather's stories in
rVisitors', infornation, contexts and sequences remain
incornplete:
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rA story that began in Djakarta might end in Santiago
without his being aware that the location had changed,
and fragrments and characters from one tale would findtheir way into others, so that his monologues were
jigsaws of confusion that held ne entranced for house,
but which I could never fully understand. rlT

cranna's fictions affirn the incomplete understanding of the
reader while narating an apparentry faniriar, richry detaired
world, one that includes in rSoft Targets, some parodic
reworking of faniliar literary New Zealand landscapes ( rAlong
Rideout Road that Summer, ), and also nakes reference ( rHistory
for Berliners') to the political and historical nap of the
late twentieth century. By constructing the reader too as a

visitor to the narrative, unable to fully possess and
comprehend it, while playing with a rninetic referentiality to
the rreal' world of history, geography, literature, politics
and behaviour, Cranna's stories enact the postmodern fictionel
environment.

Sinilarly the stories in BiIl Manhirers The New Land A picture
Fook sketch the possibility of linear narrative which the
reader may access with reference to rreality' (the eueenrs
visit to Dunedin and the Tangiwai disaster in rThe Days of
Sail' for exarnple) but sinultaneously harpoon any ideas of a
singular or unitary reality, stirring up the water untit
whatever monster of the real may be below fiction can only be
guessed at. Manhire,s stories frequently play with fictional
referents: the netafiction of the story is another textr of,
another story model explicitly functioning as the fitter
through which fiction is read. rCannibals' plays with South
Pacific adventure stories, and tales of exploration, taking in
on the hray glirnpses of New Zealand poetry and literary
institutionsr So that the reader is always being led out of
one text into another: it is somewhere in the gaps and
connections that the rwhole story, exists.
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rThat is how it is, adventure and regret, there is not
getting away from it, we live int he broad Pacific,
meeting and parting shake us, meeting and parting shake
us, it is always touch and go. t'"

In rSome Questions I am Frequently Asked'the connection
between a writers life and work is mocked, ds the writer
invents fictions as ranswerst, and in rSouth Pacific' the
story is invaded by another text, Janet Frame's The Envoy from
Mirror City, ('suitable gifts for travellers') as EI Vici
Mario, Janet Framets Spanish fianc6, bicycles up to New

Zealand House, rAnother traveller lost in a foreign city'. As

Manhire's title suggests, the stories in this cotlection with
their focus on the Pacific and on writing, continually re-
invent New Zealand both as a place of origin and as a textual
artefact, discovered in literature and in history, indexed as
and referenced to any nurnber of possible versions /text of
itself, Iike the pictures in tNonchalancet, a rsong about the
next new land, the one which is travelling by word of mouth
fron a place beyond the ranges, which is as yet beyond
reproach, still at the stage of naking up its mind. ""
Manhire's focus on New Zealand as a textual locality and a
suggested historical relality, places his work, more explicitly
than Cranna's or Gifkins, within postcolonial discourse.
lilhereas, €ls Simon During has argued, the decentring of
postmodernism nay be read as a decentring from twithin a

centre so expanded, so powerful, that it has no otherr no
outside by which it can be identified as a centre,2o which
seems to be the context in which Gifkins' fiction night be

read, postcolonialism turns 'on a desire to enter the
otherness which will allow postmodernism to be recognised not
as decentred but as centred...Postcolonialism then is the name

for products of the ex-colonies' need for an identity granted
not in terms of the colonial power, but in terms of
themselves.' The New Land pictures rnewness' and locality,
explicitly suggesting in its index the multiple texts of
identity and knowledge in which a new land night be

constructed but always returning the reader to the referent by
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which the text is understood, the signified centre, the neht

Iand. Although Manhire's stories, like postmodern fiction
generally, trade in inages of replication, the replications of
his texts figure rNew Zealand', which becones the cultural
centre that fiction returns to, travelling as it does, through
the layers of texts which represent a process of self-
recognition:

rThat is how it is, adventure and regret, there is notgetting ahray from it, we live in the broad Pacific,
meeting and parting shake us, neeting and parting shake
us, it is always touch and go.,"

Damien 9lilkins, Collection The Veteran Perils ( l-99O ) also
represents New Zealand as the scene of writing, though his
narratives are less playful than Manhire,s and stress, as his
multiply signifying title suggests, the dangerousness of the
r real' environments transmj-tted incornpletely and imperf ectty
through a subjective narration: . prolix mazy history, from
which the journey, my engagement, I hoped, rnight fashion an
escape. t tt

Wilkins' narrators, verbose, rnazyt, never complete
connections or establish contextual information that will
explain the narrative, yet they call continually on the
knowledge, understanding, and referential framework of the
reader.

rYou know how it is with break-ups, you think it's all
happened in about twelve hours, a dozen seconds, you want
to find that guy upstairs whots snapped his fingers.
You're baffled by the quickness of the world's ugly ways.
Cannot reason touch this tenderness into being once more,
you say, youtre even a poet now, duncehead.t23

Like Manhire's, Wilkins' stories construct thernselves in the
shared environment of narrator and reader, inferred,
inconpletely described. Although the narrative's location is,
in the middle section rOut in the Field', international,
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mobile, intertextual, culturally dense, transmitting itself
through a highly specific idiolect, fron which rcharacter'
must be constructed (as in rUnited Nations'); in the final
section of stories the focus is much more explicitly on the
rnyths, texts and inages by which nationalisn and the narrative
subject are invented, in which cultural identity is seen to
possess the text of its postcolonial discourse.

rFinally, €ts an experiment in obtaining relief, he lets
hirnself into the story, he enters as a character and thinks

what his lines would be. Maybe a trip across the
street, up into the bush, to check on that crash
site could be on in the morning he thinks
tentatively. Then he begins to warm to it. "'

Postrnodern texts stress the incompleteness of knowledge and

the inabitity of a narrative subject to provide fulty
articulated structures of neaning. Subjectivity is fractured,
replicated in the pastiche-process of the postmodern text, and

is no longer the foregounded context in which the narrative
explicates itself. Instead, postnodern texts refer the reader
onwards in a transference of reflexivity, rather in the manner

of the narrator in Russell Haley's story sequence The Transfer
Station:

rWhen you think about ny father going on about an open
door you can make almost anything you want out of it.
t{hat f am saying is that if there is a door in a dream
then it is ygg and it's also you on either side of it.
open it or slam it closed and it all amounts to the same
thing except that it nake you feel that there's a rnystery
going on and you don't know everything. "'
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. r: stories
women L970rs L99O

The growth of anthologies of womenrs writing in the 1980s
reflected an interest in gender-based categories of writing as
distinct from traditionar generic aroupings. The short story
is a form practised by many women writers perhaps because,
though less durable than the novel, and more easily rost in
the great bulk of periodicar publication, it is also
narketabre and does not necessarily require extended
cornuritnent. For decades the New zealand Listener carried
stories by hromen whose names seldom appeared in najor
anthorogies such as the oxford series. Landfall and rslands,
which set riterary standards for periods of their publishing
history, had times when few wornen writers Lrere pubrished, and
it was not untir collections began to appear in the late L97os
and early L98os which reconstructed literary history outside
the major publishing foruns that the extent of writing by
htomen became more visible. rt is easy to infer from the bulk
of largery unnoticed pubrished writing by women that some
forms of discrinination have been practiced by editors and
publishers of anthorogies in New zealand as elsewhere. Having
said that, it seems an increasingly pointless rine of enquiry
to pursue the vexed question of separate traditions as if it
were a process consciousry undertaken by male editors and
women writers. Nevertheless the work of r^romen does reveal
some conmon preoccupations and literary choices, which are as
suggestive of the constraints $romen writers may have felt
thenselves to be under in a restricted market as they are of
anything that night stand for a colrective identity. women
writers, perhaps even more rnarkedry than men, falr into two
distinct groups: those who have published a correction and
those who have not. rn the L970s, the short story writers who
achieved the status of a colrection hrere generalry also
noverists: Joy cowley, Margaret sutherrand, Fiona Kidman,
Patricia Grace, Yvonne du Fresne. rn the rater l-9gos, a

number of nomen emerged initiarly as short story writers
(Shonagh Koea, Barbara Anderson,ftE r"ay, Stephanie Johnson,

by
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Sue Reidy) and anthologies like hlornen's Work, In Deadly

Earnest, the New Women's Fiction series, Shirlev Tenple is a

Wife and Mother, Goodbye to Rornance and others indicate the
extensive territory occupied by short fiction written by

hromen.

The predominant kind of fiction written by women in New

Zealand until very recently has been social realism with a

close domestic focus. Since the L930s fiction by women has

been concerned with the fanily as the reaL politik of female

experience, nost often in white writers as a place of
restraint, repression, and conflict. l{hile the social roles
of women have been largely determined by the fanily wife,
daughter, rnother short f iction by l^tomen is particularly
concerned with the rneticulous investigation of the female

condition and its emotional landscape rather than more overt
connections between the individual- and society. Cowl'ey's

description of her practice as a writer suggests a view of
language as a nediun for emotion, and of storytelling as an

articulation of the territory of the self.

I [E]very story, whether for adults or children, still
Uigins witn the heart, something I've mentioned in a
litht little story ca1led IAII About Love'. The story
whlch comes head first as an intellectual exercise, will
never be born alive: it remains a corpse and decomposes
with repeated writings until I end up burying it.-But
since' stories must begin with the heart, the iltellect
can know little about them until the work is finished.
Then the nind reads them, €ls it trere, for the f irst
time. "

Interestingly Cowley sees the rbody' of the story as a corpse

if it is constructed as an rintellectual exercise'i knowledge'

in Cowley's terms, is a product of emotion.

I [S]ince stories must begin with the heart, the
int6ffect can know little about them until the work
is finished. Then the mind reads them, ds it were,
for the first time.'
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Very often the narrative concerns of fiction of the 1970s and

early l,980s identify selfhood as a product of emotional self-
knowledge, and stories delicately investigate where the
boundaries in social relations 1ie, giving metaphorical
density to the identification with particular social roles
that l^tomen see themselves as rnaking. In Cowley's story rThe

SiIk, the little man waving from the bridge in the piece of
Chinese silk affirms the point of Mrs Blackie's wifeliness,
and all her cornpetencies, qualities and strengths are directed
towards celebrating the woven silk landscape which signifies
her successful marriage. At the same tine Cowley's fiction,
Iike that of Sutherland and Kidnan, is effectively anti-
romantic; post-marital rather than pre-marital, its choices
and possibilities occur in the competing self interests of
rnarriages and farnilies where selfhood is so closely identified
with role and fighting for existence, that the playful
constructions of a Herman FIag or Julian Harp have no space in
which to exist.'

A great many stories by wonen are preoccupied with territorial
space. Settings are often quite literally interior, walled,
defined, the narrative taking place in domestic environments
which function metonymically to signify women, and seldom

moving into a larger or less controllable terrain. There is
no equivalent of Man Alone in the fiction written by women.

Cowleyrs rThe Colonel and South America'explores its
differences (age, gender, nationality) alnost entirely within
the metal walls of a bus as the clear air and colourful
environment of the Andes unrolls outside. In rDistances'

rnarital warfare occupies a no-man's-Iand inside the house; it
is not until the female character stops ironing and goes out
onto the lawn that she can express herself in feelings. In
rHeart Attack' it is the emotion of the male character that is
imaged in spatial analogy: iThere was no room in the house for
his grief. It was a pain too big to be contained within walls
and yet there was nowhere else to go. t
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In rHouse t{ith a View' Marion'S recognition of ralI the warmth

and familiarity of a forgotten dream' in a house she wants to
buy becomes the expression of desire and choice with which she

asserts herself against her husband' a choice which in the end

is denied her. The house shifts metonlmically through the
story to signify Marion's resistance to her husband's will and

the collapse of her self-assertion as he re-establishes her

relationship to hirn by telling her about the suicide that
makes lall the difference in the world'. Suggestively it is
the husband of the vendor who has killed hinself in Marion's
desired space, ds if a uretaphorical liberation, or a wished-

for fact, (Iike a forgotten dream) has been offered and

withdrawn.

rHome' in short fiction by women is represented as the place

in which female selfhood is most clearly recognised and where

it is most at risk, perhaps because, in its accommodation of
the shifting identities that include daughter, wife, and

mother, rhome, is a continuous re-invention of place and

condition. In Kidman's story tMrs Dixon and Friend' Bethany

and her house are indistinguishable from the point of view of
Bethanyts ex-husband; the house represents for hin both what

he has lost and the characteristics of his ex-wife which

threaten to disorder or rearrange his own existence:

Bethanyrs books, habits, and life after separation all argue

an expansion into independence and freedom that is reaffirmed
by her house:

rFor lrasntt it Bethany who had resisted the flat
lawns and level-edge hedges and the new wallpaper in
the hallway each - spring where she had let the
children put their dirty hands, and the kitchen
repainted innually because the fat splashed over and
hei cigarettes buined holes while she read books?"

.there were books lying open on the refrigeralol.. 'on
closer inspection th--ey ilrere about communisrn which nade
him suddenly frightened'
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Kidrnan,s stories are representative of the work of many women

writers in that they make domestic space into a netaphor and

identify female subjectivity with its area of occupation.
!{ore specifically, female sexuality is often identified with
the possession of enclosed space. What alarms the ex-husband

about Bethany in Kidrnan's story is that her house reveals her

self-expansion; her fat-splashed kitchen, her body spilling
out of its dress in the sun, and her open books' suggest the
extent to which she is not confined to the role or
identification her suburban house and her wife/notherhood
night seem to predicate, but transgresses boundaries and

enlarges territory. Indeed she does not even enact boundaries,
but lets the children put their dirty hands on the ltallpaper.
In nany of Kidrnan,s stories, and in stories by Margaret

Sutherland or Rosie Scott, the physical enlargement of women

signifies their resistance to enacting or submitting to other
forms of control and containment. In Scottts story rSenseless

Violets, the physical bulk of the narrator' Dorry, which

scares away some visiting children' is also an instrument of
pohter and self-assertion. As Dorry confronts Angel, her
sinister lodger, she feels 'all powerful, huge, absolutely
stiII' .'

In Sutherland's rDark Places, Deep Regions' a young journalist
recently arrived in Papua New Guinea finds himself able to
record in language the facts of his new life, the rknown

ground, of his profession, but not his rfeeling of openness,

compared hrith which his past life seemed a static, half-lived
state'. The inability of nen to manage or articulate feeling
or to acconmodate anbiguity is commonplace in fiction by

sromen, particularly d.uring the seventies. Sutherland's
journalist experiences Papua New Guinea as a journey into
sensation and loneliness, eventually alleviated when he rents
a room from the wife of an army sergeant who is absent on a
jungle training course. Moving into her house he moves

irresistibly into the absence contained within her donestic
structures and irnplied by her sexuality which is both
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represented and affirmed by her feeding baby. As the
journalist succurnbs to the dark places and deep regions of his
own selfhood that Joy opens for hin, he is rannointed' by

drops of nilk spilled from her breast. The significance of
entering a new land is emphatically repeated in his entering
a new house, a new lroman and a new self-knowledge. House,
woman, and country of the senses are thus netaphorically
connected in Sutherlandts story as territory or rdepth' which
a man may enter but which represents rfemale'.5 In
Sutherland's story of adolescent sexuality, lCodling-Moth',
the enclosed space of teenage knowledge and possibility is
suggested in the intense focus that two girls have on each
other, in their insistent consciousness of their bodies, and

in their rituals, a friendship unable in the end to withstand
the reconditioning of female sexuality that Mother carries
out.

rI'11 tell you what I'm talking about; you see far too
much of that girl, that's what I'm talking about. fn case
you don't know it there are some funny people about, very
funny men, and funny gromen too, and no girl of mine is
growing up into one of them.'6

The narrator of rCodling Moth' is forced into a denial of the
Body and Blood. She refuses cornmunion on the Ninth Friday
( rNine consecutive First Fridays and nine cornmunions and

heaven is a promise') and experiences both the pain of
separation from her friend, and the denial of her sexuality,
which is connected, in Sutherland's story to the isolation of
the central character, who, after being spoken to by her
mother, remakes herself in guilt, Ioneliness and pain.
rCodling Moth' suggests that it is the forced transference
into heterosexual difference in a girl which is also a coerced
conforniity to rnormal' social/sexual identity as represented
and governed by Mother, that generates the emotional condition
of a woman. In Janet Frame's story rThe Bull Calf' olive's
sexuality figured both in her shameful bleeding body and in
her identification with the bu]I calf, remains unacknowleged
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in her fanily ('!ilhy hrere they so secretive? What was the
nystery?) and so is represented as fearful, mysterious,
shameful, uncontrollable,' something that must be hidden ahray

and unknown. Many stories by women represent girls as sexually
ignorant, unable to clain their own sexuality before they are
clairned by men and re-invented as mothers, nurturing not just
the babies they bear but also the nen who desire them, ES in
Sutherland's rNeed,:

rShe loved the job. Mr Blundell taught her about prices
and the adding-rnachine and how to cash up; and sometimes,
after hours, she learnt from him tbat narried men too
were subjbct to the need. Surprising, you'd have
thought...But ilulie never pursued thought past that
point; instead counted the pyranided baked bean cans,
hoped they wouldn't come tumbling down. Afterwards she
would stroke through danp striped cotton those plaintive
spasms of bone, Jim Blundell's shoulder blades. "

Stories by women write and rewrite the social/sexual roles by
which ltomen are constructed, which accounts for the domination
of social realisru in short fiction by women and its
characteristic narrative locations. Mary Paul and Marion Rae,
editing the third collection of New Women's Fiction reruarked
that a rwomen's collection...tends to attract stories about
problems and issues, resulting in a sameness of approach and
subject matter particularly in documentary treatment of
personal problems.'" Fiction makes it clear that the
donestically figured boundaries of femaleness in the work of
Pakeha lromen writers enclose and reflect the gaze of the
female subject, who sees herself only from the inside, dil
inside which infers and so affirms another, more threatening,
more open (male) toutside,.

rAnd living in this nuddled, gloomy, dirty, peeling house
with its knowing walls which defy any form of taning - a
great mass of brown, dark and dirty shapes and tainted
with rnaybe a death and certainly a long and
indecipherable life littered with aIl sorts of fears and
last sad and sordid relics. A feeling of being placed
right in the rniddle of the vortex, Do escape, ot any of
the escapes prepared are only hollow and pathetic
appeasements. With the wicked traffic zooming past and
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walking out to the dirty, sad, unloved pavernents. And the
mess within, centre no longer there, a sweet attempt to
have a last sincere dialogue above the continual frenetic
record-p1ayer, or in between the faceless women flitting
in and out, or the varied job hours. The six of us
continuatly returning to this room because it is dark and
womb-Iike and a little bit sad and very safe.'"

The documentary dinension of much short fiction by women,

especially in the seventies, is continually connected to a

representation of female subjectivity and sexuality as

enclosed, isolated, barricaded and in retreatrlocked into an

ambivalent rsafety', while outside the 'wicked traffic' zooms

past and the pavements are runloved'. ft is an insistent
association of women/home/house/nurture/selfhood (opposed

inferentially to man/world) that fiction by women nakes, and

very often one in which horne, ds in Rosie Scott's storyr IndY

be wonb-like but is also decentred, Iittered, without any

means of escape, However a concentration on the rnetaphors of
female identity and sexuality and on the structures by which
it is regulated and contained, can be seen as the groundwork

from which short f iction in the 1-980s reforrnulated and

reshaped the connection between female identities and roles.

The first anthology of lesbian writing (The Power and the
Glorv) appeared in tggz edited by Miriarn Saphira. By the rnid

1980s the process of investigation of gender roles, which was

often a process of anbivalent affirnation, had started to
shift into more fluid representations, a shift represented at
its most politically radical in lesbian writing, which
surfaced in feminist periodicals: Broadsheet, HegaE, and

Spiral. Lesbian short fiction typically challenges the
heterosexual farnily by rewriting romance as lesbian. In this
respect it, adopts in order to subvert what has been the
dorninant model for both male and female writers (though
romance is mostly written by \iromen) for representing
heterosexual gender roles. Lesbian romance preserves the
essentialist attributes of heterosexual romance (recognition
of selfhood and value in the discovery of oneself as a lover
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or as beloved) but transfers them to a liaison which threatens
the social fabric. Conventionally literary as it nay often
seem, lesbian romance inscribes difference on the dominant
structures of social experience and gender conditioning: by

redefining the environment of short fiction it extends the
territory of rwomen's writing', though Saphira's preface
suggests that writing by lesbians serves the same documentary

function as writing by women generally; the stories rbring our
struggles, our loves and our humour on to the page. ' (Saphira,
7)

Lesbian fiction is also colonizing. The stories in Saphira's
collection are very often about the discovery of collective
female identity. Like the writing of all ninorit'y groups
(nuch the same thing occurs in Maori writing), Iesbian texts
are concerned to represent the extent of homogeneity, rather
than difference, amongst women, whereas other vlomen writers of
the later 198os are concerned to deconstruct the idea of
gender itself in order to pursue difference. The stories in
Saphira's anthology typically focus on a moment of
recognition, perhaps not so much a raoment of coloniZation, €lS

a recognition of an extension of selfhood, a repeated rI am'

that sets up a different social structure.

And I remembered a time on the patch a1l those
months ago when a women's voice, two rows avtay, qras

heard saying, Maudie's gay you know. And f stood up
and shouted, so am I, I'm gay. And Nikki next to rne

instantly straightened and said, I am too, I'm a
lesbian. And shouts from the other three came to us
as they stood - me too, Itm a lesbian. I am- I am-
I am. And the whole patch stopped work and unfolded
Iike a pack of cards righting itself. (Saphira, 41)

More recent lesbian writing, such as Ngahuia Te Awekotuku's
Tahuri, is more playful in its separatist assertion of
difference. rThe Basketball Girls' associ-ates the lesbianisn
of the .big girls, with glamour, seductively reflected in the
gaze of a pre-sexual child, for whom the discovery that Ahi is
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not a man, but had rcindyts eyes, and Cindyts voice'
represents the rnystery and thrill of romance-

In Te Awekotuku's stories, recognition of subjectivity and

sexuality is always located inrlreflected by another ktoman, so

that mascutinity, opposing, violent, is always constructed as

other, routside'. 'Signs of lifet, a recent story by Annamarie

Jagose plays with difference, with otherness, by sliding fron
metaphor into rnagic realism. AIison, a radical lesbian
separatist, unemployed and unemploYable, sociallY
marginalised, drowns her sorrows in a pub and is confronted by

two men (Big Nose and Moustache): rpuffed out chests and

aggressive pelvises.'

'Ya Fucken dog!'rBumfucker!' itrriefeA Moustache, accuracy giving way to
hysteria.
'ignore themr' says Alison's mother. rDon't stoop to
their level.'

Alison felt her teeth tengthen and her spine shorten. She
Iunged on to the bonnet of the car and was comforted to
feel thin netal give way under the weight of her
limbs. 'ro

As Alison is constructed by the naJe gaze, So she transforns
into a dog, and bounces back on the men (who are identified,
as hromen often are, only by their physical attributes)
reflecting and using against them their aggression, and the
subjectivity they attribute to her. While writing by lesbian
htomen represents gender difference at its nost extreme and

outside heterosexual norms, it has also heightened the

associations made between
woman/house/nurture/selfhood/sexuatity which are conventional
in fiction by stomen, so lesbian women characters are often
wonderful cooks, gardeners and housekeepers and build strong
communities, their domestic environments representing the

freedoms and values of difference, figured in their sexuality
and collective identitY.
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rThere would be coffee going out in the kitchen. Also, if
she knew women's parties, some stirnulating discussion.
Some of the best discussions she had ever entered into
had been held spontaneously, in the kitchen at lesbian
hromen,s parties. t"

Fiction by lesbian writers typically heightens both
docurnentary realisn and the essentialist association of female
subjectivity with domestic cornmunity ( I f amily' ) and

environnents characteristic of women writers, but has only
recently begun to deconstruct gender, or represent it in a

Less value-laden w?yr or focus on textuality rather than
realisrn. But a nurnber of women writers of the 80's have moved

ahtay from the realist story or rnodified it, so the connections
between narrative and a reality outside the narrative are no

longer sinply mimetic, but play through and around,
perceptions of the text, Iinking rcharacter' with language,
and stressing the text as the primary environment in which
fictions are made.

rThe htoman writes a note on a piece of paper already
wearing a ready-to-near gas bitl. She turns it over,
revealing checked lining, a reversible raincoat for a
fine day, and writes:'This is goodbye. Now I must
disappear. I love you!' She leaves the note on the
kitchen table. Now she must disappear."

Anne Kennedy's Loo Traditional Srniles a lnovella' broken into
numbered paragraphs, suggests how a narrative might be

constructed by its constant allusions to knitting, but also
insists, textually and visually, oD the gaps between
connections which throws the relationship between an act in
language and an action, into relief. After the phrase rNow she

must disappear' the page whitens, leaving a space in which
disappearance can be signified in the reader's perception-
Kennedy's novella, Iike the stories of other btomen writers
influenced by postnodernism, and like the work of Janet Frame,

asserts the prinacy of the text over a rneaningful rreality'-
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Janet Frarne' s anti-individualistic, anti-essentialist fiction,
which questions all given structures of knowledge, has been

the most radical of all New Zealand writing, and in the
specific htays in which she deconstructs gender roles and the
significance of the individual self her texts are reference
points for recent writing. In an early story entitled rJan

Godfrey', the narrator observes:

rAlison Hendry. Margaret Burt. Nancy Snith. We
cling to our names because we think they emphasise
our separateness and completeness and importance,
but deep doutn we know that we are neither separate
nor complete nor very important, nor are we terribly
happy....r'3

Such an observation night have prefaced Barbara Andersonts tUp

the River with Urs Gallant', a story written without a

narrator and composed entirely of reported speech of the
flattest kind, the speech of provincial nehtspapers. Almost
every sentence opens with a proper name (Mr Lewis invited
them, Mrs GaIIant said, Mrs Kent said, Mrs Kent remarked,
Arnold said) which focuses attention on the absence of a

narrative frame, inviting readers to rread' the story for
themselves. ft also subordinates the name of the speaker to
what is said, for it is not the use of proper names which
differentiates the characters but how they define themselves
in language. Anderson,s first collection I think We Shou1d Go

Into the Jungle (L989), uses a highly ironic and flattened
Ianguage to suggest continually the detachable surface of the
text. Cut loose from the traditional anchoring of a narrative
point of view, Iocated rnostly in the social occasions and

defining situations of niddle class white New Zealand' the
stories re-view the faniliar as strange, composing their
narratives from foreshortened perspectives, with an emphasis

on picture, texture, colour, collage, and leavinq structures
of neaning and knowledge to the effort and will of the reader.

rThe sunporch was made as a sergeantts billet. A
Royal Stuart rug given theur as a wedding present
covered the low tea. An alarm clock, a small Swiss
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army knife, a yellow Gollancz, a blue plastic glass
of water shared the kitchen chair alongside. Una
Iay awake each night listening for his snores. "o

As weII as removing ernphasis from the narrator and, under the
influence of postrnodernisrn moving away from unitary narrative,
recent writing has also burst out of the domestic post-romance
frame characteristic of earlier writing by women. Shonagh

Koea, Sue Reidy, Stephanie Johnson, Anne Kennedy, Fiona
Farrell Poole have all published collections of stories which
Iargely take place outside the farnily and outside New Zealand.
In the title story of Koea's collection, The Wonan Who Never

Iilent Horne and other Stories (L987) , a woman in pursuit of a

nan she fancies in a New Caledonian hotel recuperates from her
past in an environment where she is anonymous. Travelling,
afloat in another culture, dS if on a metaphorical journey

away from home, reconstructed in another languagat like Koea's
woman who can teII in French what she has told no other
because the rwords were strangers to her', is perhaps the most

commonly represented female condition of recent fiction by
I^tomen. Johnson's fictions are set in Sydney, Reidyts in
Indonesia, Fiona Farrell Poole's travel between Europe and New

Zealand, across historical tirne and geographical space- As

the expansion of the physical environment of fiction by women

breaks down the metonymic association between 'home' and
rwoman', gender roles, in the work of Johnson and Poole and

Reidy, become conscious game-playing. In Johnson's rThe

Invisible Hand' the narrator earns her living receiving
obscene phone calls fron men. It is her deliberate adoption
of the role of sex-object, her comrnercial investment in the
marketability of her gendered voice and the telephone's
receptivity to male fantasies, that earns her an income, and

gives the story its point: gender exploited as a cornrnercial

asset threatens the acceptability of sex roles by rnaking then
explicit, and re-valuing them. Robyn's friend Sue leaves in
disgust when she discovers Robyn's occupation, telling her she

is unfit to be a mother. On the waII of Robyn's bedroom are
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signs: rI am a Strong, Free-Spirited woman.

Destiny. ""
I Control ily Own

Fiona Farrell Poole's rChoose Your own Adventure' reconstructs
the faniliar gendered narrative of adolescent pregnancy as an

adventure game structured on reader-choice. The multiple
ironies of using a conventionally masculine game strategy to
represent a situation in which there is only Hobsonts choice
sharpens gender difference, satirises the role of the reader
who exercises choice, and throws essentialist constructions of
gender roles into relief. Poole frequently locates her stories
in historical narratives in order to regender history ( rThe

Tale of Richard Seddon', rFootnote') or frames them ( rHome

Movie' rlnterest-Free Terms rTranslation from the originalt)
in terms which suggest fiction as a kind of re-processing, so

that even as her stories replicate faruiliar social/historical
or gender environnents they distance themselves from a rrealt
version of the world.

Being female is to exist in a conjunction of inpossibilities,
as Johnson's title story, rThe Glass l{hittler', might suggrest'
with its inage of concentrated effort and pain. Far from
giving gender roles or the domestic location of women some

kind of netaphorical affirmation, the stories of Johnson or
Rosie Scott and Sue Reidy atternpt to unsettle preconceptions
about gender. The musicians, solo parents, and travelling
adventurers who people their stories are located outside the
home, and represent anti-domesticity. The scientists, artists
and entlmologists who appear in the stories of tilendy Pond,

whose environment is constructed wholly by their work redefine
subjectivity as occupation.'" Frame and Anderson explicitly'
and aII fenale writers inplicitly redefine it as textual. In
Reidyrs nagic realist stories, stranqe events invade and

interrupt apparently realistic surfaces so that possibilities
are extended and rreality' deconstructed. In rAlexandra and

the Liont Alexandra's nocturnal voyages on the lion's back

break down the apparently stable structures of marriage (where
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gender occupations are reversed) job, and apartment living; in
the title story of Reidy's Modettes, Rose ldoes not question
qrhy a Hindu goddess should be eating a Chinese neal in the
niddle of the night in her apartrnent'. (Reidy , 23 ) Anyt'hing
can and does happen in magic realism. Rose travels through
Indonesia in a nurnber of the stories in Modettes, and there is
no such thing as improbability. Her clothes are appropriated
by a beautiful Japanese man, to whom she becones rRangda the
Queen returned from the dead' (Reidy, 26). Any construction
of the self is possible in an environment where cultural and

social definitions are ftuid, changeable or vanished- In
recent writing by women, gender, role, nationality, culture,
Iike the text itsel-f, have burst out of faniliar containment,
calling into question all the terrns which night precondition
identity: wife, mother, daugrhter, Iover, woman, New Zealander,
narrative, story.
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CODA

Anthologies, periodicals

In a publishing environment as short lived as that of the
short story, anthologies carry more weight than perhaps they
should. In representing the short story over a period of
tirne, or less traditionally, ds it is represented in a sub-
genre category (ghost stories, detective stories, love
stories, postmodern stories) anthologies irnpose boundaries on

short fiction that inply hierarchies or homogeneity.

Ear1y anthologies vtere anxious to stress the hornogeneity of
short stories as evidence of their minetic realism. o N

Gillespie, editor of the first collection ever made of short
stories by New Zealanders' New Zealand Short Stories 1930,

associated the lack of 'any national outlook or distinctive
atmosphere, in the stories he collected with the purpose of
rour peoplet who, h€ claimed, sought rto refashion in these

islands the homeland they had left', an easy task because rthe

purest British stock in the world was dealing with the country
which htas, of all the world, nearest in natural features to
Britainr'. It is New Zealand's likeness to Britain that
Gillespie connects to the lack of rdistinctiveness' he

identifies in the short story, but his discussion has nothing
to say about texts and treats his own impressionistic view of
New Zealand society as if it is synonlrnous with literature.
No distinctions are made between writers or story types,
instead rstoryt and rsociety' are interchangeable terns, the
difference between thern collapsed by Gillespie's phrase
rstories of life'. Even rour lr{aoris', who feature in a nurnber

of stories in the anthology, can only be a saving grace (that
is, supply the lack of distinctiveness) by leaving us rwith a

slight goJ-den tinge'; for Gillespie the function of stories is
to stand behind the real world.

c R Allenrs 1938 featured a foreword

by Sir Hugh l{a}pole (but included no sketches by Sargeson)

taking an identical though opposite view to Gillespie's: rI



know of no book that for a long tinre at least has given me so

clearly the smelI and sound and touch of New Zealand

country". The analogy Walpole chooses, shows that he, like
Gillespie, confuses writer and text so both stand in for rNew

Zealand':

ras though a nunber of intelligent, observant nen and
women were guests in your house and began one after
another to give you their idea of New Zealand'.

Both Gillespie and A1len rely heavily on the conventional
models of short fiction, particularly romance, which doninated
magazine publishing, decorated with tlocal colour' and read

unproblenatically by these editors (and presumably the
readership) as stories which show or reflect New Zealand. By

the tirne Dan Davin edited New Zealand Short Stories First
Series in 1953 the picture of homogeneity and truth had becorne

more complicated and the connection of writing to reality less
absolute; Davin's editorial plan ldas 'to include stories which

are complete in themselves and which are all, if not anchored,

at least tethered to a time and place that is recognizably New

Zealand'3. Davin's anthology constructs a history of the
short story that still serves predominantly realist purposes
( rKatherine Mansfield's is a hlellington not yet changed beyond

recognition; Anthonyts corlts still have to be fed during the
Taranaki winter') but does also raise questions of textuality;
concluding rthere is no specific New Zealand contribution to
form'. It is significant that Davin's introduction is as rnuch

about absence as presence, in particular the absence of
nineteenth century short fiction, and stories by writers such

as John lrlulgan and Jane Mander. It is clear that Davin, Iike
most anthologists and literary historians only considered for
selection short fiction published in book form, so the
quantity of nineteenth century stories published in journals
is not represented in his collection, which identifies and

evluates writers as writers of books. This version of short
story hj-story inevitably suggests that the short story is
sonething 'also' written by novelists or that it becomes part
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of history and high culture only when published collectively.
Within, therefore, the already prescribed boundaries of
literary history that Davin was working with, his editorial
choices hrere governed by the story's transmission of rlocal
settings' and rliterary quality' which is placed within the
rfallible judgernents' of the editor. It is these twin enphases

of Davin's, distinctiveness (both as texts and as literature
about new Zealand) and the identification or construction of
a canonical literature within the undeclared criterion of
book-publication that became the standard starting point for
anthologists, particularly those continuing the oxford series,
c K Stead, Vincent otsullivan and Lydia wevers. Stead's
introduction is concerned to justify the status of represented
writers and talks of the 'appetite for mirrors' satisfied by
New Zealand fiction; o'Sullivan identifies three'najor
talents' (Sargeson, Frame, Duggan) and suggests that the
stories are rpatterns of fiction which finally clarify to
ourselves the kind of tribe lte are'; and I argued, in the
fourth series of New Zealand Short Stories for a linited
nurnber of 'good writers'at any one tirne, and discussed the
shifts of representation that took place in short fiction's
rNew Zealand' over ten years. But anthologies, with their
(usualIy) explicit evaluations of writers and texts and their
boundaries of space, time, and, usually, form or publication,
(though this has changed over time with some anthologists
including stories from the periodical press), eannot avoid
constructing a canonical or at least suggestively selected
view of short fiction which affirms the significance of some

texts (or groups of writers) and ignores others.

The first dornain of the short story is newspapers, magazines

or literary periodicals. Journals like the l{i-stengr,
Landf all , &llEgg, Islands r UEIE' Clirnate, And, Untold and

Sport establish a narket and a readership for short stories
and generally also favour a house style or are perceived to do

soi what becorues dominant in short fiction over a period of
tirne nay have a great deal to do with editorial selection in
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a leading journal. This is perhaps particularly noticeable in
the work of women. During the fifties Landfall published very
little by women htriters. That many hromen htere writing is
evident from other periodicals, especially nehtspapers (the
most ephemeral of all publishing forums) and more popular

magazines, but their uork did not receive 'serious' attention
from the most highly regarded literary journalr dlld so the
view of New Zealand and New Zealand literature which prevailed
for some decades was nale-authored and masculine. Recent

anthologies devoted to the writing of women illustrate a

continuing publishing history of work by women that has been

incompletely represented in the najor short story anthologies,
such as the Oxford series. It is clear that more than one

kind of writing exists but some kinds are valued nore highly
than others, and any anthology is a partial representation of
the genre and one governed by a number of historically,
culturally and editorially determined factors that means that
an anthology always invents itself as a frane enclosing some

of the large territory of short fiction.

The short story is an infinitely flexible and variable form.
At the same tine, in a population as small as New Zealand's
there is a fairly consistent body of writers who publish
regularly and who achieve collections. But there is a far
larger group of writers who publish stories but not
collections, and it is the value of journals of current
writing that they provide a forum for work which will not get
published in bookform. A recent anthology The Penguin Book of
Contemnorarv New Zealand Short Stories(L989) edited by Susan

Davis and Russell Haley contains, in its 375 pages remarkably
few rnew' names; comparing it with the three issues of Sport
published over the last two years suggests that Sport is
creating a narket for new or unpublished writers, where an

anthology is rnore likely to reconstruct 'literature'.

Some anthologies do try to create a market or supply an

absence. The New Women's Fiction series which opened in L987
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advertised for material and made its selections from the
subruitted work, so a great many of the writers who are
published in the series are writers who have not published
before or are relatively unknown. Regional collections and

collections that are produced from writing groups around in
New Zealand represent local difference, and, in a more

significant wdy, Ihinaera and Long's anthology of Maori
writing Into the lilorld of Light brought before a wider
readership new Maori writers or work that had previously been

published in Te Ao Hou or its successors, thus enlarging the
readership and claining a different version of the rreal' for
rNew Zealand'. Michael Morrissey's The New Fiction challenged
the predominance of realisrn by showcasing postnodern fiction,
suggestively rewriting short fiction and its related context
lNew Zealand' as did many of the gender-specific anthologies
of the eighties, aII of which contributed to a more general
deconstruction of a canonical, social realist, largely
rnasculine rtraditiont of short fiction in New Zealand
literature. Although some writers and stories clearly are
more successful than others, short fiction is misrepresented
if it is seen to be a rnapped landscape in which peaks are
surrounded by voids. The gaps and holes in some anthologiest
guides to the New Zealand Short Story can be suggestively
fiIled by the wider field of periodical publishing, and

produce more cornplicated versions of what that Story night be.

Short fiction in all its forms, constructs a various,
polyvocal, polyvalent kind of cultural history and it is for
this reason that the wider the neht net goes fishing, the
better view we get of what that net is.
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The Stories of Frank Sargeson, Auckland, L982

once is Enough a Memoir, London, L973

![ore than Enough, Wellington, L975

Never Enoucrh, Wellington, L977
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Conversation in a Train and Other Critical gfritings,

ed. Kevin Cunningham, Auckland, 1983

ed. Speakinq for Ourselves, Christchurch, L945

Scott, Rose Oueen of Love and Other Stories, Auckland,

1 989

Shadbolt, llaurice The New Zealanders, a sequence of

stories, Wellington, L959

Summer Fires and lilinter Countrv, London, L963

The Presence of Music, London, L967

Figures in Light, Selected Stories, Auckland, L978

Shaw, Helen The Orange Tree, Auckland, L957

The Gypsies and other Stories, Wellington, L978

Stead, C.K., Five for the Synbol, Auckland, L98L

ed. Nehr Zealand Short Stories, Second Series,

Wellington, L976

Stewart, Bruce Tana and Other Stories, Auckland, 1989

Sturm, J.C., The House of the Talkinq Cat, Auckland,

1.983

Sutherland, Margaret Getting Through and other Stories,

Auckland, L977

Dark Places. Deep Regions and Other Stories,

Maryland, L980

Taylor, Apirana He Rau Aroha A Hundred Leaves of Love,

Auckland,1986

Ki Te Ao New Stories, Auckland, L99O

Te Awekotuku Ngahuia Tahuri, Auckland, L989
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3.

Texidor, Greville In Fifteen Minutes You Can Sav A Lot

edited with an introduction by Kendrick Snithlntan,

WeIlington, L987

!{ebby, Elizabeth & !{evers, Lydia Happy Endings Stories by

Australian and New Zealand Women L850's-L93o's,

lilellington, L987

Goodbye to Romance Stories by Australian and New

Zealand Women L93O's-1980's, WeIlington, L989

Wedde, Ian The Shirt Factory and Other Stories,

l{e1Iington, 198L

Wevers, Lydia ed. New Zealand Short Stories Fourth

Series, Auckland, 1984

Wilkins, Damien The Veteran Perils, Auckland, L990

Select Critical Bibliogrraghy

Amirthanagayagam, Guy ed. Writers in East-West Encounter,

l{ew Cultural Bearings, London , L982

Ashcroft, BiII; Griffiths, Gareth; Tiffin, Helen The

Enpire Writes Back Theory and Practice in Post-

Colonial Literatures, London-New York, L989

Bhabha, Honi rThe other Question: difference,

discrirnination and the discourse of colonialism' in

Literature, Poetics and Theorv ed. Francis Barker,

Londonr 1986

Copland, R.A., Frank Sargeson New Zealand Writers and

their work, Wellington, L976

CorbaIIJ.s, R., Introducing with Ihimaera, Auckland, L984
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Cunningham, V., Review of Maurice Duggan Collected

Stories, TLS, 9 April, 1982

Curnohr, A., rNew Zealand Literature' The Case for a

Working Definition' Essays on New Zealand

Literature, €d. lilystan Curnoyr, Auckland, 1974

Curnow, Wystan ed. In the Glass Caser Essays on New

Zealand Literature, Auckland, 1981

During, Simon lTowards a Revision of Local Critical

Habits' AND 1.

rPostmodernism or Postcolonialisn?t Landfall 155

Fullbrook, Kate katherine Mansfield, Brighton, 1986

Grant, A.K., rAn Inquiry into the Construction and

Classification of the New Zealand Short Story' New

Zealand Listener, October 27, 1-973

Hankin, Cherry ed. Critical Essays on the New Zealand

Short Story, Auckland, L982

Hanson, Clare Short Stories and Short Fictions,

L88O-L980, London, L985

ed. Rereading the Short Story, London, 1988

Hanson, Clare & Gurr, Andrew Katherine Mansfield, London,

1981

Horrocks, Roger rThe Invention of Nel^t Zealand' AlfD t-

Jameson, Frederic rPostmodernismr or the Cultural Logic

of Late Capitalisrn' New Left Review, 1984

Jones, Lawrence Barbed !{ire and Mirrors, Dunedin, L987

King, Bruce The New Encrlish Literatures Cultural

Nationalism in a changing world, London, 1980

King, Michael ed. Tihe Mauri Ora Aspects of Maoritanga,
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Auckland, L978

Lanb, Jonathon rProblens of Originality: et t Beware of

Pakeha Baring Guilts, Landfall 159

McCormick, 8.H., Letters and Art in New Zealand,

Wellington, 1940

New Zealand Literature A Survey, London, L959

weill, Uichael tComing Home: Teaching the Post-Colonial

Novel' Islands 35

New, w.H., The Art of the

Short Story in Canada and New Zealand, L987

orr, Bridget tReading with the taint of the pioneer:

Katherine Dlansfield and settler criticism' ESDSLEaLL

L72

O'sullivan, Vincent rThe Naning of Parts: Oluen Marshall'

Sport 3

Pearson, BiIl Fretful Sleepers and Other Essavs'

Auckland, L974

Phillips, J.O.C., ed. Te Whenua Te Iwi The Land and the

People, Wellington, L987

Reid, Ian The Short Story, London, 1'977

Sims, Nornan rfaori Literature in English t{iti Ihimaera,

Pacific lloana ouarterlv, JuIy L978

Standring, Douglas rlnside and Out: Recent Short Fictiont'
Soort 3

Wevers, Lydia rHow Kathleen Beauchamp was Kidnapped'

Women's Studies Journalt, December' 1988

Williams, Mark Leaving the Highwav, Auckland, L990

Winston, Rhodes H., 'In the Beginningt Islands 21
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